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The intention of the dissertation is to examine some of the essential features that 
make John Berryman’s The Dream Songs (DS) a unique long poem at a time when 
the influence of high modernist poetry was giving way to a new mode of poetry 
writing. The dissertation demonstrates that DS constructs a world centered round the 
protagonist Henry through various textual strategies, and that the DS world is an 
integrated reality. The structure, partly derived from epic conventions, allows life 
experience to be appropriated into the poem, and together with the maneuvering of 
songs into local narratives, it helps to maintain the constructed nature of the poem. 
After an examination of the voices and personae in DS, the dissertation proceeds to 
investigate the fear of dismemberment and its psychological impact in DS with 
special relation to the elegiac songs on Berryman’s contemporaries. The dissertation 
concludes that the poetics Berryman developed in DS is like the custom of couvade 
and this poetics has made DS an epic both of one individual and of a generation. 




In American literary history, the poetry after World War II may present one of 
the best examples of what Harold Bloom calls “the anxiety of influence.” It was a 
period when the overwhelming presence of the Modernist masters was on the decline, 
in particular T. S. Eliot’s poetics of impersonality. The decline of the modernist 
poetics paradoxically showed to the younger generation that their poetry had to find 
new ways to keep itself new, as the old trodden road no longer accommodated the 
new sensibility. Hence, what Louis Simpson calls “a revolution in taste” was 
solidifying. According to Simpson, the revolution is the intention “to create a 
symbolic life, a portrait of the artist that will have meaning for others and so create a 
sense of community, if only among a few thousand” (170). The general tendency of 
the new poetry was the attention to the poets themselves in real life, no matter 
whether the portrait of the self of these poets was “symbolic” and how much was 
“constructed according to certain aesthetic principles” (ibid.).  
The new poets of the generation after WWII shared some general traits in their 
lives and career. They were born around World War I and grew up in the years when 
the modernist masters achieved monumental status, so they started in the thirties as 
apprentices to the modernist poetic craftsmen through the New Critical teachings, 
and eventually in the forties and fifties began to make themselves known as 
promising poets. Diane Middlebrook listed 80 noted poets born in the twenty years 
from 1914 to 1934 in her chapter for The Columbia History of American Poetry (633-
4), the first of whom happens to be John Berryman (1914-1972).  
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Berryman’s most enduring achievement was obviously The Dream Songs 
published in 1969 as a combined book from two installments. The Dream Songs 
comprises 385 songs, each of three six-line stanzas with a regular rhyme scheme, and 
there are quite a number of songs uncollected as Berryman carried on writing dream 
songs till his death (hereafter when specific songs are quoted, the words “Song” plus 
a numeral will be used to refer to the numbered song as it appears in The Dream 
Songs, and the word “Line” or “Lines” with a numeral or numerals will be used to 
refer to the numbered lines in a particular “Song”). The two earlier installments won 
him two prestigious poetry prizes, a Pulitzer Prize for 77 Dream Songs (1964) and a 
National Book Award for His Toy, His Dream, His Rest (1968). The publication of 
The Dream Songs secures Berryman’s status of a representative poet of his 
generation, and now it is generally acknowledged as one of the major achievements 
of its genre in post-war American poetry. 
Critical attention has ebbed and flowed over the past four decades, but no one 
can deny that The Dream Songs, despite its difficulties due partly to idiosyncratic 
allusions and language use, was Berryman’s masterpiece and representative work, 
even if enigmatic. Apart from the idiosyncratic linguistic features and the structural 
inexplicability, most complaints are about the unfathomable and apparently personal 
allusions, which the critics try hard to pin down. Paradoxically, these efforts to 
reconstruct the poet’s life through the work can only add to the already entangled 
correlation between the poet and his poetry, as the logic of interpretation is obviously 
circular.  
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In 1962 when Berryman’s dream songs had not yet been published in book 
form, Elizabeth Bishop wrote to Robert Lowell, acknowledging her bafflement over 
Berryman’s poetry, and claimed that “One has the feeling a 100 years from now that 
[Berryman] may be all the rage—or a ‘discovery’—hasn’t one?” (quoted in 
Thornbury, xivii). This judgment appears to be the keynote in evaluating Berryman. 
John Bayley’s seminal essay “John Berryman: A Question of Imperial Sway,” 
written before the poet’s death and published in early 1973, starts with a claim that 
Berryman was “the poet of the time whose size and whose new kind of stylistic being 
shrug off any attempt at enclosure” (192). Twenty years after the publication of The 
Dream Songs, Harold Bloom wrote an introduction to the “Modern Critical Views” 
volume on this poet, considering Berryman to be “the largest puzzle of his poetic 
generation, though … he will be judged at last only by The Dream Songs” (1). These 
three critics make the same prediction at different times about the possible future of 
Berryman’s difficult poetry, and their bafflement or puzzlement proves to be 
supported by the status of his research scholarship. 
For nearly thirty years after its publication and twenty-five years after the poet’s 
suicide, the pamphlets, monographs and books on him remain of an introductory 
nature, with three studies, one biography and one “critical commentary” published 
within the first decade of his death. For the next decade, there appeared merely one 
biography and two collections of essays. The “first thorough and well-researched 
vehicle” into The Dream Songs was published in 2006, and still it can only claim to 
“provide the beginning reader and the scholar with a map for approaching this large 
work and finding their way…” (quoted from the book cover of Samuel Fisher 
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Dodson’s study Berryman’s Henry). In an essay written shortly after the poet’s death, 
Edward Mendelson starts with a proclamation: “Anyone who writes about The 
Dream Songs puts himself in a dangerous position” (53). The essay is entitled “How 
to read Berryman’s Dream Songs,” and after thirty years, this question still stands. 
The minefield remains uncleared, for both critics and readers. Dodson even says in 
the Preface of his above-mentioned book that “few have read through [The Dream 
Songs] in entirety and none without frustration at the obscurity of reference and the 
difficulty of grammar” (xi).  
Two most frequently used terms under which John Berryman has been 
discussed are “the Confessional poets” and “the Middle Generation.” The former 
term was first used by M. L. Rosenthal, who proposed the label of confessional 
poetry in 1959 and applied it in his review of Robert Lowell’s Life Studies and 
promoted it in his 1967 book The Modern Poets. It may stand as a viable term to 
summarize some key features of a mode of writing that is distinctively personal 
compared with the earlier generation’s poetry of impersonality. The latter term was 
first applied to include Berryman by Bruce Bawer, who in his 1986 book The Middle 
Generation explores the relation between the lives and the poetry of four poets, with 
Berryman being a keyword in the subtitle which also includes Delmore Schwartz, 
Randall Jarrell and Robert Lowell. This term was further popularized, although in a 
slightly different version, by Thomas Travisano’s 1999 book entitled The Midcentury 
Quartet, orchestrating Berryman into the ensemble of Bishop, Lowell and Jarrell in 
“the Making of a Postmodern Aesthetics.” However, in the recent two volumes of 
essays, although Berryman is still offered a seat among the middle generation, his 
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chair is empty. In Jarrell, Bishop, Lowell, & Co.: Middle-Generation Poets in 
Context, Berryman is not a central figure. Although reasons for this phenomenon 
may be incidental, the decline of academic interest in Berryman is felt. Suzanne 
Ferguson, the editor of the book, observes that The Dream Songs “were a sensation, 
but sui generis” (xvi), which may suggest that Berryman’s Dream Songs is too 
unique to be a research favorite. Among the ten essay chapters in Reading the Middle 
Generation Anew published in 2006, there is only one paper on Berryman entitled 
“My Name Is Henri,” which traces the influence of Berryman’s protagonist Henry on 
several younger poets.  
Both the labels of “the Confessional poets” and “the Middle Generation” have 
some common ground, central to which is the generation of poets who were 
theoretically nurtured by the formalistic New Criticism and began their writing career 
under the apprenticeship of the High Modernist masters and their immediate 
followers. The writing career coincided with and contributed to a major paradigm 
shift in modern American literary history from a poetry of impersonality to a more 
personally committed poetry. For most of the poets in this generation, their 
distinctive voices emerged when they broke away from the rigid forms to regulate 
and qualify their personal experiences and private emotions.  
This shift of poetic mode has been explored from different perspectives, but it is 
generally agreed that it is grounded in the socio-cultural background for the Post-
WWII and post-Modern writing practice. When Berryman’s writing career is put into 
perspective in retrospect, it can be said that his career was both the fruit and its 
carrier of the period style, and his writing not only mirrored his life and time but also 
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shaped by the demands of the time. The most vexatious difficulties come not from his 
life or his work alone, but from the correlation between his life and the work, or more 
specifically for this study, between his life and his magnum opus The Dream Songs 
(1969). There have been two full biographies and one memoir of the crucial years 
after his death, which add to the general understanding of the relation between 
Berryman and his Dream Songs. There has also been a monograph which traces 
through notes and comments the otherwise obscure references in the individual songs.  
However, with the passage of time, the critical paradigm that once appeared to be 
adequate in the context has shown its limits, especially in terms of the artistic 
achievements of The Dream Songs. This is primarily because the contemporary 
readers are for the most part divorced from the immediate context in which The 
Dream Songs were composed, accepted and interpreted.  
The present dissertation takes as its point of departure that the current critical 
context of The Dream Songs has been relieved of the biographical obligation in the 
researches done concurrently with the poet’s life or immediately after the poet’s 
death. In Chapter I, the dissertation examines the critical contexts of Berryman and 
his Dream Songs, and delineates the progress of Berryman’s poetic art with respect to 
The Dream Songs as the focal point. The chapter highlights Thomas Travisano’s call 
for a paradigm shift in the research into Berryman’s poetry, although I do not 
necessarily accept Travisano’s claim of post-modern poetics in Berryman and his 
closely related contemporaries. Instead, the chapter argues that the dialogic relation 
between the fictionality of Henry and the actuality of Berryman’s experiences is the 
base on which the structure of The Dream Songs is built.  
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Chapter II proceeds to argue that the world of The Dream Songs is essentially 
constructed, although its constructed nature is maintained through integrating the 
actual events into a fictional framework. The chapter proposes the term “meta-
structure” to characterize the structure of The Dream Songs on the basis that this long 
poem is developed essentially upon the life of the protagonist “as he moves on in the 
world” of The Dream Songs (HA interview 7). While there is no manifest ulterior 
structure, the life of the protagonist itself may be said to be a form of structure and 
the 385 songs have also been so organized as to fulfill the intrinsic structural 
requirement that makes The Dream Songs “one poem rather than a group of poems” 
(ibid. 5). The meta-structure allows for the integration of the poet’s personal 
experiences into the constructed world centered round the protagonist Henry. To 
demonstrate the essential feature of the meta-structure, comparisons of significant 
events are made between the reported happenings from the poet’s life and the 
represented incidents in the poem. In particular, the chapter examines how the actual 
events are organized into a local narrative and integrated into the overall flow of the 
long poem. In the integrated world of The Dream Songs, the distinction between the 
poet and the protagonist is not of importance, and Henry gradually takes on the triple 
role of the poet, the narrator and the protagonist, making The Dream Songs a self-
generating narrative.  
Chapter III examines the poet’s method to orchestrate the voices and personae 
and demonstrates how the voices and personae function in the integrated world of 
The Dream Songs. One important construct of the integrated world of The Dream 
Songs is that different voices and personae are applied to the same protagonist. The 
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chapter examines in particular the constructs of the first person speaker in terms of 
the characterization of the protagonist, and delineates the gradual amalgamation of 
different functions of the poet and the protagonist. One reason behind this, the 
dissertation proposes, is that during the extended process of writing The Dream 
Songs the poet’s character is also shaped by and assimilated into the character of the 
protagonist, which again reinforces the claim that the world of The Dream Songs is 
an integrated reality.  
Building on the argument made in the preceding chapter about the interplay 
between the poet and the character, Chapter IV investigates how The Dream Songs 
displays the physical presence of the protagonist and his fear of bodily disintegration. 
The chapter examines the function of the interlocutor in defining the personality of 
the protagonist and enacting a shift in perspective so that the protagonist’s presence 
in the poem is made different accordingly. The chapter maintains that the 
psychological impact of the fear over losses of bodily and sensory functions looms 
larger to the protagonist than it actually is. It also argues that the sense of fear is 
partly due to the protagonist’s confinement and isolation.  
Chapter V starts with an investigation of the theme of loss by examining the 
elegiac songs and it proceeds to argue that a poetics of sympathetic mourning results 
from the expansion of paternal elegiac mode to the elegies for the fellow poets, the 
latter of which is termed as fraternal elegy. While acknowledging that the father’s 
death is fundamental to the protagonist’s sense of loss, the chapter claims that the 
protagonist has developed a “Cain phantasy” that makes him seek chances to 
sympathize with the victims. The mixed mode of elegy in The Dream Songs 
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underlines a poetics of sympathetic mourning like the custom of couvade for 
pregnancy. The claim that “couvade was always Henry’s favourite custom” can be 
argued as Berryman’s aesthetics of poetry writing, and childbirth was used in several 
songs as a metaphor for poetry production. The first instance of couvade as a 
metaphor for literary production, however, was seen in Berryman’s writing of 
Homage to Mistress Bradstreet, when he was reported to have exclaimed “I’ve been 
going through the couvade” upon finishing the childbirth stanzas (Eileen Simpson, 
226). Couvade and pathetic mourning are two sides of Berryman’s aesthetics of 
poetry writing.  
The dissertation concludes with the reiteration of the claim that The Dream 
Songs is a long poem which does not have a linear structure, while its meta-structure 
makes it possible for the world of The Dream Songs to become an integrated reality. 
The conclusion outlines the main trajectories of the dissertation and suggests possible 
points along the line of its approach for further study. In summary, as a long poem 
with personal nature, The Dream Songs still has artistic appeal and historical 
significance to the 21st century readers, not only because it represents the world of 
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Chapter I  
 
Critical Contexts of Berryman and The Dream Songs 
 
Berryman wrote in the period when impersonal poetry advocated under 
Modernist aesthetics was giving way to a personal poetry. His break-away from that 
tradition has showed in a poetic style that accommodated his need to use private 
subject matter in an evasive way, and the need Berryman felt appears to be both 
artistic and personal. The need can be traced back to his belief that “poetry comes out 
of personality” (PR Interview 5) and his gradual disbelief of “the universal notion of 
a continuity of individual personality” (Freedom 323). The belief provided the 
artistic point of departure for him and he began to exploit personal or private 
experience in writing, while his disbelief pointed to the methods to use the material to 
the effect that the private experience might be presented in different personae. With 
this understanding, Berryman tried to play his idiosyncracy and his erudition to the 
full. The poems in The Dream Songs were so elusively written that they were 
generally conceived to be more difficult than those of his contemporaries, although 
the difficulty of Berryman’s poetry was not the same as that of the Moderns.  
The most conspicuous difference of the speakers in the poems between 
Berryman’s poetry and his contemporaries’ lies in that Berryman did not present the 
first person speaker as the poet himself. Instead, he wrote from the perspective of a 
character, and the character had even gone through the land of death during the 
course of the long poem. Apparently, Berryman’s protagonist Henry was created out 
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of his own experience in life and in emotion, but Berryman had insistently contested 
the identification between the poet and the protagonist. In the prefatory note to The 
Dream Songs, he emphatically clarified: 
Many opinions and errors in the Songs are to be referred not to the 
character Henry, still less to the author, but to the title of the work. It is idle 
to reply to critics, but some of the people who addressed themselves to the 
77 Dream Songs went so desperately astray (one apologized about it in 
print, but who ever sees apologies?) that I permit myself one word. The 
poem then, whatever its wide cast of characters, is essentially about an 
imaginary character (not the poet, not me) named Henry, a white American 
in early middle age sometimes in blackface, who has suffered an 
irreversible loss and talks about himself sometimes in the first person, 
sometimes in the third, sometimes even in the second; he has a friend, 
never named, who addresses him as Mr Bones and variants thereof. 
Given the parallel between Berryman and the protagonist Henry in The Dream 
Songs, Berryman’s effort to fictionalize Henry can be read as the poet’s extended use 
of the poetic license, through which the poet could put whatever occurred in his real 
life, his fantasy or his dreams into the poem in the name of Henry. By choosing to 
incorporate personal experiences into The Dream Songs, Berryman might be able to 
speak from his personal perspective while shirking off any social and moral 
obligations of the autobiographical writing. Therefore, it could be said that the same 
events in The Dream Songs may belong to two different worlds, i.e. Berryman’s and 
Henry’s. If the character is identified with and modeled after the poet, and the 
characterization is conditioned by a spatiotemporally specified person, the 
multiplicity of the work is surely reduced. The hinge between Berryman’s world and 
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Henry’s has to be properly defined before justice can be truly done to the poem and 
the poet. 
Even if The Dream Songs was based heavily on Berryman’s life, the relation 
between his poetry and his life should not be directly related. In fact, many of the 
difficulties in interpretation of The Dream Songs are caused by the urge to clarify 
specific personal allusions or to relate events presented in the poem to actual 
incidents in the poet’s life. This wild-goose chase is understandable to some extent, 
for during the two decades following the publication of The Dream Songs, both 
critics and readers might still have hoped to relate themselves directly to the social 
contexts. The desire to find affinities between the readers and the text or between the 
readers and the writer established a broad common ground in the period, which has 
resulted in a critical term of “a confessional paradigm” (Travisano 32-70).  
Forty years later, however, the socio-psycho-cultural context in which The 
Dream Songs was produced and read has changed. While The Dream Songs is still 
being read, its reception and critical milieu have changed drastically, and its critics 
and readers may not be able or willing to feel contemporary to the poet. Theoretical 
developments, particularly in the past three decades, have repeatedly re-demarcated 
literary interpretative horizons, so that there is a need to reflect the theoretical basis 
or paradigm under which research on Berryman has been done. For example, 
deconstructionist perspectives on selfhood or subjecthood may encourage us to 
reflect about the relation between the presentation and construction of the personality 
of Henry in biography-based research. Under these perspectives, the ground for the 
distinction between Henry in The Dream Songs and the poet of The Dream Songs 
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may not be stable, and given these considerations, a more formal approach to take 
The Dream Songs as a relatively self-contained world may bypass some of the 
entanglements in the research literature of The Dream Songs, such as the confessional 
nature of the poem and the poet. Therefore, in order to do full justice to The Dream 
Songs in the changed context, the present study reiterates that The Dream Songs is 
and should be read more for its artistic value than for its representation of the social, 
cultural and personal background. When it is viewed as an artistic product, it may 
transcend the historical specificities and in the transcendence it obtains the enduring 
aesthetic value.  
Diane Middlebrook pointed out in the chapter entitled “What Was Confessional 
Poetry?” for The Columbia History of American Poetry that the first part of the 20th 
century was “dominated by a very few figures, the poets of High Modernism” while 
the next generation were “heirs of Modernist poetry and of its high valuation of 
technical finish” (633). Berryman and other poets of this generation began publishing 
their work under the combined influence of the New Critics and the poets like W. H. 
Auden, learning to perfect their skills in organizing their experience. These poets 
helped to consolidate the period style to the extent that John Ciardi could title in 1950 
an edited anthology “Mid-Century American Poets.” Not only did he use the title to 
highlight the emergence of a new generation of poets, but also he declared in the 
“Foreword” that American poets had already “captured the American voice-box” 
(viii) as if their apprenticeship with language was over. Ciardi’s claim about the 
sensibility behind the poetry, however, was that “this is a generation…of self-
conscious sanity in an urbane and cultivated poetry” (xxix). This claim was credible 
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in the sense that those poems anthologized mostly followed the conventions of 
modernist verse. That is, the first fruit of the mid-generation poets was grown in a 
studied style mainly molded upon Auden or, in Berryman’s own phrase, these poets 
were working in the “Auden Ltd. (Inc., I should perhaps say)” (Freedom 298), which 
of course included Berryman himself.  
Early in his career, Berryman’s aspiration was to write like the canonized 
Modernist masters, as he put it: “Yeats somehow saved me from the then-crushing 
influence of Ezra Pound and T. S. Eliot” (Freedom 324). Talking about his early 
“work in verse-making,” he wrote that he began “as a burning, trivial disciple of the 
great Irish poet William Butler Yeats… whom I didn’t so much wish to resemble as 
to be, and for several fumbling years I wrote in what it is convenient to call ‘period 
style,’ the Anglo-American style of the 1930s, with no voice of my own, learning 
chiefly from middle and later Yeats and from the brilliant young Englishman W. H. 
Auden” (Freedom 323-4). The “fumbling years” made up the early period of his 
writing career, and in this period his poetry shows a conscious distanciation between 
the speaker and the theme, no matter how related the theme was to his personal 
experience. This characteristic of his earliest poetry can be read as a distinctive mark 
left from his early learning. Before proceeding to review the current research 
literature on him, however, it is necessary to draw a timeline of Berryman’s writing 
for the convenience of discussion.  
John Berryman was born as John Allyn Smith in 1914, and he took the present 
surname of his stepfather, after his father’s suicide in 1926 and his mother’s 
subsequent remarriage. But it was ten years later in 1936 when he was at Columbia 
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University that he legally assumed the surname. During his university years, he 
began writing poems and regularly submitted to magazines. Among the comments 
from editors, there was one from Poetry, saying that “you have strained too hard for 
your effects,” while Malcolm Cowley from the New Republic responded to another 
poem of his, “Elegy: Hart Crane”: “Your poem to Hart Crane is a fine piece of 
workmanship in which the thought is less distinguished than the imagery” (quoted 
from Haffenden, Life 73). The workmanship in his poetry has always been one 
important aspect to his poetics. After getting a BA from Columbia in 1936 he went 
on to study at Cambridge University for two years. During that time, he had 
opportunities to meet Yeats, Auden and Dylan Thomas, and these meetings were of 
great significance to him and his poetry. In 1938 when Cowley again rejected four of 
Berryman’s poems for the New Republic, he wrote that Berryman’s poems struck him 
“as very skillful exercise, based on the very best models—Yeats, Eliot, with a touch 
of Allen Tate” (quoted in Golding 65). The lesson from modernist masters left a long 
lasting impact on Berryman.   
In 1940, Berryman’s first collection of poems was included in Five Young 
American Poets. In 1942, a second collection, simply entitled Poems was published. 
There are obvious traces of his poetic masters in the poems in his apprentice period. 
Many of these poems can be traced back to Yeats, particularly in terms of the way to 
approach themes, as J. M. Linebarger has demonstrated (29-38), or to Auden in terms 
of diction and rhyme, as Gary Q. Arpin finds (14-20). However, while the voice and 
metrics may be borrowed from others, Berryman was developing his own themes 
from his own experience, as can be demonstrated in his 1938 poem “Letter to His 
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Brother” which he revised and included into his own first book of poetry The 
Dispossessed published in 1948. This poem was about Nazi strongholds in 
Heidelberg Germany he visited when he was studying in England. The second and 
the last of the four stanzas read:  
What shall I say for anniversary? 
At Dachau rubber blows forbid 
And Becket’s brains upon the pavement spread 
Forbid my trust, my hopeful prophecy. 
Prediction if I make, I violate 
The just expectancy of youth,-- 
Although you know as well as I whose tooth 
Sunk in our heels, the western guise of fate. 
… … 
 
I wish for you—the moon was full, is gone— 
Whatever bargain can be got 
From the violent world our fathers bought, 
For which we pay with fantasy at dawn, 
Dismay at noon, fatigue, horror by night. 
May love, or its image in work, 
Bring you the brazen luck to sleep with dark 
And so to get responsible delight. 
It may be said that the stanzaic form looks Yeatsian, and the tone sounds 
Audenesque, but the prosody and phrasing in such lines as “Prediction if I make, I 
violate/ The just expectancy of youth” can be well matched into his later poems. The 
theme in this poem would remain one of Berryman’s aspirations during his entire life, 
as he had always harbored the idea of writing a long poem about the Nazis, which he 
titled The Black Book (Life 205-206, Dream 211-212). Some of the extracts saw 
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publication in His Thought Made Pockets & The Plane Buckt (1958). More 
noteworthy is the way he related the public (Dachau) with the private, the thinly 
disguised personal reference to his father’s suicide at dawn. The wish that love could 
bring one “the brazen luck to sleep with dark” and “to get responsible delight” may 
be argued to be fundamental in his later major work. As Arpin concludes, “In this 
poem,… and virtually all of Berryman’s other work, the meanings of dealing with 
this darkness [of night without even the little moonlight gone] are provided by the 
difficult part of love and work” (17). 
Also in his early poetry was the theme of loss. Of particular interest is the much 
discussed and anthologized poem “The Ball Poem,” which starts with a question by a 
third-person voice “What is the boy now, who has lost his ball,/ What, what is he to 
do?” This mock-nursery tone appears to be non-commitment, even taking a little 
savage pleasure over the boy’s misfortune: “I saw it go/ Merrily bouncing, down the 
street, and then/ Merrily over—there it is in the water!” Behind the seemingly 
disinterested speaker lies the conviction that the boy has to learn “the epistemology 
of loss” in order to mature, although the ball appears to be a poor objective 
correlative for the weight of loss if the loss is to be compared with something larger. 
The distance between the speaker and the boy is hard to define, as there is a temporal 
gap between the speaker and the boy, obviously not only in their age difference but 
also in the point of time from which the speaker enunciates. The speaker “saw” the 
ball disappearing as the boy lost it, and he asks where he is and what he is to do. This 
will become a very important motif in The Dream Songs, in which a middle-aged 
man comes to terms with what the poet described as “an irreversible loss.”  
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Berryman proposed that in this poem “a commitment of identity can be 
‘reserved,’ so to speak, with an ambiguous pronoun,” as “[the] poet is both left out 
and put in; the boy does and does not become him” (Freedom 326). Therefore, the 
boy’s possible “becoming” the poet is the process “which is at once a process of life 
and a process of art” (ibid. 326-7). This means that the poet’s distanciation from the 
boy or the embodiment of the loss can become source of an art. During the process 
when the art of loss turns into the art of life, the poet may have survived the loss. The 
poem concludes with a cynical juxtaposition: While “I suffer and move” as “I” drift 
along, there is an obvious bravado in the last line “I am not a little boy.” The phrase 
“suffer and move” will find frequent echoes in The Dream Songs, while the 
ambiguous relation between this speaker and the boy in “The Ball Poem” may be 
comparable to that between the poet himself and his protagonist Henry in The Dream 
Songs in the way that both are made ambiguous, partly through the use of pronouns. 
Berryman reflected on this poem that without the distanciation through the use of 
pronouns he “could not have written either of the two long poems that constitute the 
bulk of [his] work” (327).  
The distanciation effect is also one important aspect in a group of poems under 
the title of “The Nervous Songs,” in which Berryman used the dramatic mode in the 
form of a series of personae. These nine poems are generally considered to be the 
most meritorious in The Dispossessed. The nine soliloquies have a wide range of 
personae with different characteristic traits, forming an odd collection of men and 
women from an unidentified young woman, to a demented priest and a professor or 
even a pacifist. Joel Conarroe concludes that “in its form, the three six-line stanzas 
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with flexible rhyme schemes, and in its mood of intense auto-revelation, the sequence 
is an important forerunner of The Dream Songs” (45). Indeed, Berryman’s ex-wife 
Eileen Simpson noted in her memoir Poets in Their Youth that he mentioned these 
poems earlier as “dream songs” (41).  
While the sequence in the dramatic mode may be of remarkable significance in 
Berryman’s development of a unique voice, it is the poem “Winter Landscape” that 
he claimed as a “dramatic-to-me” thing to his verse-making career (Freedom 324). 
Berryman insisted that the poem on Brueghel’s famous painting Hunters in the Snow 
be read as “a war poem” (ibid.), although critics generally find it hard to accept his 
interpretation. He maintained that “the poem’s extreme sobriety would seem to 
represent a reaction, first, against Yeats’s gorgeous and seductive rhetoric and, 
second, against the hysterical political atmosphere of the period” (ibid. 325). For the 
present discussion, however, it is not what the poet himself said about the poem that 
matters, but his consciousness to break away from the masters. To quote him again, 
Berryman believed it acceptable that “a poem’s force may be pivoted on a missing or 
misrepresented element in an agreed-on or imposed design” (ibid. 326). This appears 
to be important for Berryman’s poetics, for he could develop from this belief a way 
of writing against the established mode. William J. Martz concludes that “[the] most 
essential thing to say about the Berryman of The Dispossessed is that he offers a 
subjective response to the objective reality of the modern world” (14). By responding 
to the world, Berryman presented in his poems a personality in progress, and Martz 
proceeds to claim that the reaction of the speaker in Berryman’s early poems is “to 
take its [the world’s] burdens upon himself … and, as a result, to enter into the abyss 
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of himself” (15). Martz’s claim can be more easily extended to apply to Berryman’s 
Dream Songs. This long poem is about “how a sensitive individual feels in response 
to his own psyche and to the world he inhabits” (40). If Berryman’s speaker in The 
Dream Songs does “enter into the abyss of himself,” it might be said that for 
Berryman the “abyss [existed] between [the poet’s] person and his persona” 
(Freedom 321). The abyss becomes analyzable through what Berryman later termed 
“the administration of pronouns” (ibid. 327). Through such “administration,” 
Berryman’s personal experience could enter The Dream Songs under the pretense 
that the protagonist was not the poet but another person. The keyword to Berryman’s 
development and maturity is, therefore, personality.  
It is the personal turn that presages a new climate change from the modernist 
sensibility in poetry. For these poets, writing poetry was to strive for “some 
breakthrough back into life,” as Robert Lowell explained in an interview (Plimpton 
346). The back-into-life poetics becomes a way of historicizing the individual’s 
personal experience. During the writing process of their searching for meaningfulness 
in the contingent events in the everyday life, these poets were essentially trying to 
transcend history and to escape temporality. Thus, the private sphere itself entered 
the public sphere and became part of the public as the personal became the societal, 
but still the private sphere could still claim its own genuineness. The term “public 
sphere” used here is derived from Jürgen Habermas’s conception in The Structural 
Transformation of the Public Sphere. According to Habermas, the public sphere is a 
virtual or imaginary community, which “may be conceived above all as the sphere of 
private people come together as a public” (27). To follow his elucidation of literary 
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public sphere through the18th century English fiction and such literary salons as 
Madame de Staël’s, it may be said that the personal life the mid-generation poets 
wrote into their poems may be understood as the private sphere, but the poems enter 
the public sphere when they are read as embodiment of the poets’ private life, since 
there is an imaginary or symbolic exchange between the poets and the readers. The 
communication and exchange between the personal writing and the public reading 
are drastically different from the moderns’ concern with ordering individual’s 
sensibilities into the tradition, as T. S. Eliot might have promoted. Of course, this 
conception is formed before Eliot’s own words about The Waste Land that it was not 
so much a “criticism of the contemporary world” as a “relief of a personal and wholly 
insignificant grouse against life” (quoted in Gardner 4). Poets after the Moderns 
wrote with a distinctly subjective point of view that might not hold an explicit 
ambition as, say, the universal or ultimate concern expressed in Eliot’s and Yeats’s 
symbolism.  
The outcry against the conventions of verse-making, however, had already been 
heard for some time. Randall Jarrell, who was born in the same year as Berryman, 
wrote an essay entitled “Structure in Poetry” to explicitly explore “the problem of 
writing ‘the poetry that replaces modernism’” (Travisano 7), and “the term ‘post-
modernist’ [as applied to them] was first used extensively in a published and private 
dialogue between Jarrell, Lowell, and Berryman as early as 1947, as they were 
reviewing one another's early books, and responding to the postwar cultural and 
poetic scene” (ibid. 6). These poets were consciously forging a new sensibility to 
break away from the High Modernist poetry, the tenets of which may be represented 
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by T. S. Eliot’s claim that “poets in our civilization…must be difficult [and] the poet 
must become more and more comprehensive, more allusive, more indirect, in order to 
force, to dislocate if necessary, language into his meaning” (Collected Essays 289). It 
should be noted that the kind of difficulty the Moderns advocate is generic, while the 
difficulty of Berryman is idiosyncratic. Delmore Schwartz, another close friend of 
Berryman, wrote an essay entitled “The Literary Dictatorship of T. S. Eliot” to 
protest against Eliot’s pervasive influence (312-331). With the increasing presence of 
the newer generation of poets, a new mode of both poetry writing and of poetry 
criticism was coming into being, which T. S. Eliot himself had also perceived in a 
1953 speech delivered at St Louis, Missouri. Although vaguely emphasizing tradition 
and universality, Eliot acknowledged in “American Literature and the American 
Language” that “The writers of the past, especially of the immediate past, in one’s 
own place and language may be valuable to the young writer simply as something 
definite to rebel against” (15). Although Eliot had perceived in the new mode of 
poetry a “dangerous tendency of American versifiers … towards eccentricity and 
formlessness” (19), he had to acknowledge that American poetry would be going 
separate way from the English poetry and creating its own tradition.    
Berryman himself wrote several pieces to join the chorus of establishing 
American poetry. In the essay “Poetry Chronicle, 1948: Waiting for the End, Boys” 
(1948), he reiterated Jarrell’s “post-modernist” claim, saying that “one certainly has a 
sense that some period is drawing to a close” (Freedom 297). He generalized the 
influence of Audenesque style as the “Auden climate,” which he claimed had resulted 
in a poetry that was “ominous, flat, and social; elliptical and indistinctly allusive; 
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casual in tone and form, frightening in import” (ibid.). What lay behind this harsh 
criticism was Berryman’s call for a new sensibility to poetry, in which an individual 
might choose to speak in such a way that any image of the self could be presented. 
Thus, a poet may be able to enunciate from any chosen persona to deal with the 
personal subject matter, and it is with this orchestration of personae that Berryman 
experimented. 
By the time he wrote this article, he had just finished his highly personal sonnet 
sequence initially entitled “Sonnets to Chris.” When the sequence was published 
twenty years later as Berryman’s Sonnets, the heroine’s name Chris was changed into 
Lise. Combined with the Elizabethan convention were the undisguised personal 
details of his love affair with a married woman, and the incorporation of those details 
led to a major departure from most of the poems in The Dispossessed. As Luke 
Spencer points out, “the Sonnets sequence makes occasional, striking use of the 
lover’s own words to create a sense of reciprocity or conflict between [the heroine’s] 
voice and that of Berryman himself” (363). The voice of the poet in the sequence, 
compared with the discrete voices in “The Nervous Songs,” appeared more uniform 
and strung on a narrative line. However, the narrative line of an illicit love affair 
provided a way for the poet to see himself. In Sonnet 73, the poet compared himself 
to the man on the Penal Colony’s machine in one of Kafka’s stories: “make the 
machine grave on me (stumbles/ Someone to latch the strap ‘I MET MY SOUL’.” 
The pun of “soul” may imply the lover as his soulmate on the one hand and suggest 
on the other hand the “soul under stress,” a phrase which he later used in an interview 
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with Richard Kostelanzetz in 1969 to summarize the subject and the intention of The 
Dream Songs (109).   
The sonnets were not at first intended to be published, as Berryman himself also 
feared that they might be too private to communicate generally. When the sequence 
did see publication, some apparently minor but significant changes were incorporated 
into the sequence. Not only did the temporal distance enable Berryman to achieve 
some emotional distance from the events so that he could regard the sonnets “as 
historical artifacts with little relevance to his preset self” (Conarroe 51), but also the 
nature of the poems was changed. The sonnets were initially “love letters to a 
woman” called Chris and were uttered as “his response to her” (53, italics mine), but 
now they became “Berryman’s.” The possessive highlights the fact that the sequence 
was the poet’s creative product, not necessarily intended to anyone in particular. 
When the addressed heroine was changed, the addressee was somewhat divorced 
from the actual person upon whom his emotions were projected. The addressee 
became an imaginary figure that existed only in the text. These changes should not be 
explained away merely as a protection of their privacy, but should also be considered 
in accordance with Berryman’s emphasis on the significance of pronouns and 
personae.  
The use of different pronouns and personae is one major method to construct 
and maintain the personality of the character in Berryman’s poems. The Sonnets 
constructed Berryman as “spectator of his own drama” (Haffenden, Life 172), and 
this “spectatorship” is also one important aspect in The Dream Songs, with Henry as 
an alter ego, another self. Sonnet 36 describes a scene in which “I implore you (dear) 
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pursue/ In darkness me, as I do you”  for “‘in that dream-kingdom’: I would have 
you/ Me alone recognize your citizen” (Collected Poems 88). This immediately 
reminds one of the lines “I am obliged to perform in complete darkness/ operations of 
great delicacy/ on my self” in Song 67. 
Berryman frequently emphasized and made use of the importance of the 
function of pronouns and personae. In “The Poetry of Ezra Pound” (1949), he made a 
point to distinguish the different uses of personae in Pound and Eliot. For Berryman, 
if Eliot’s adoption of persona was for the purpose of escaping from personality, 
Pound’s use of personae was to explore his own personality, as Berryman claimed 
that Pound’s subject, no matter how heterogeneous it appeared, was the life of the 
modern poet. But caution must be made when generalizing about Berryman’s 
argument concerning Eliot’s impersonality. In 1948 when he reviewed a collection of 
essays about Eliot, Berryman found a discrepancy between Eliot’s critical theory and 
his poetic practice, saying that “perhaps in the end this poetry [Eliot’s] which the 
commentators are so eager to prove impersonal will prove to be personal, and will 
also appear the more terrible and more pitiful even than it does now” (quoted in 
Longenbach 8). Therefore, Longenbach suggests that Berryman’s later statements 
rejecting Eliot’s poetics of impersonality “seem more cagey than sincere, directed not 
so much at Eliot himself as at a critical establishment” (8).  
The essays were written at the time when Berryman had just started composing 
his first long poem Homage to Mistress Bradstreet, which was completed and first 
published in 1953, and the poem would make him the forefront poet of his generation. 
The poem Homage represents Berryman’s first conscious breakaway from the 
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Eliotian “doctrine,” given that his intensely autobiographical and formally strict 
sonnets were not published until 1967. It may be argued that Berryman’s Sonnets was 
a result of material fitted into a ready-made form (sonnet), and he displayed his years 
of technical training to respond to his personal life. The style of Sonnets is therefore 
fairly uniform, but in Homage the poet managed to fuse the narrative and the lyric 
into a new stanzaic form to ensure free switching between the historical monologue 
and the cross-time dialogue. There are “three large sections of the poem,” as 
Berryman explained, which are “preceded and followed by an exordium and coda, of 
four stanzas each, spoken by the ‘I’ of the twentieth-century poet, which modulates 
into her voice” (Freedom 328). The second section is a monologue by Anne 
Bradstreet, the first American woman poet, which the twentieth-century poet 
interrupts only once by inserting a comment on her poetry. Then comes the most 
original part of the poem, which, as Berryman explained, was “a dialogue between 
the seventeenth-century woman and the twentieth-century poet—a sort of extended 
witch-seductress and demon-lover bit” (Freedom 329). The heroine was then drawn 
back to the past, while the modern-day poet’s voice only re-appears in the coda. The 
trajectory of the intercourse between the ancient woman and the present-day poet 
may be compared with that of Henry’s wanderings in The Dream Songs, and both 
men in the poems go out of the physical world they are supposed to live in. The poet 
in Homage goes to the past, while Henry in The Dream Songs enters the world of the 
dead and comes back. The journeys across the spatio-temporal space provide the men 
in the two poems with the opportunities to test out their different personae. In 
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Homage, Berryman developed a new approach to the material and theme so that he 
could integrate them into his poem.  
The poem reveals much of Berryman’s rising-to-fame process, and by 
extension about his generation. As Berryman reflected in a written interview, when 
he realized that  
I was involved in a long poem, one of my first thoughts was: Narrative! 
let’s have narrative, and at least one dominant personality, and no 
fragmentation! In short, let us have something spectacularly NOT The 
Waste Land, the best long poem of the age. (Freedom 327) 
Personality is again brought up as a key concept here, as his essays also explored this 
concept. This time, he wanted to drop off the dramatic mode and different voices he 
had adopted in “The Nervous Songs” and develop a dialogue between himself and a 
long-dead woman poet, whose poetry itself Berryman “was not interested in” (PR 
Interview 33). The “one dominant personality” constructed through a narrative will 
remain a keyword in his magnum opus.  
With the publication of Homage, Berryman entered his mature period of 
creation. One year later, he began another long poem. In 1964 the first installment 
was published under the title 77 Dream Songs, after various piecemeal publications 
of the songs in magazines. This earned him a Pulitzer Prize. Then, he was awarded a 
Guggenheim Fellowship which enabled him to spend one year in Dublin to continue 
with his dream songs. In 1967, his Sonnets was brought out, after twenty years after 
composition, and in 1968, His Toy, His Dream, His Rest was published, which won 
him a National Book award. The two installments were published in one volume in 
1969, and his fame culminated. 
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As the post-WWII poets, among whom Berryman was a key figure, achieved 
fame in the sixties and seventies, the poetry of new sensibility became central to the 
twentieth-century American poetic scene. While poet critics such as Jarrell had 
generally felt a new sensibility in writing and called for a corresponding criticism, it 
was M. L. Rosenthal who was among the first critics to spotlight the new mode of 
writing.  
Rosenthal spelt out the difference between “the new poetry” and the modernist 
poetry. In his review of Robert Lowell’s Life Studies in 1959, Rosenthal used the 
term “the confessional” to name the poetry of biographically based account of the 
poet’s own feelings and circumstances. He further explored the term to name a mode 
of writing, and included in the group quite a few poets, such as Allen Ginsberg and 
Berryman, in his 1967 book The New Poets: American and British Poetry Since 
World War II. He claimed that “[the] publication in 1964 of Theodore Roethke’s 
posthumous The Far Field and John Berryman’s 77 Dream Songs may well have 
signaled the end of the confessional movement in American poetry” (114-5). 
Obviously, Rosenthal was a little too early to conclude, for the poets who made up 
the core members of the confessionals, except for Sylvia Plath who died in 1963, 
were continuing with their writing, and works of more significance were to come out 
after 1964. 
As their major achievement was made mainly through their conspicuous 
rebellion against high modernism, the writing of their early period was generally 
downplayed as apprenticing to perfect the techniques and searching for a personal 
voice. Rosenthal appeared to emphasize the personal turn at a particular historical 
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juncture in American poetry after the Modernist Movement, with particular reference 
to the expression of experiences generally prohibited by social convention. Thus, the 
word “confessional” was narrowed down to highlight only some of its many social 
religious implications which later critics might dwell on.  
The term’s definition and usefulness have been much debated ever since its 
introduction, and among the usually agreed on members under the tag only Anne 
Sexton accepted the label. In the first influential study about the confessional poetry 
published in 1973, Robert Phillips claimed that “there are no barriers of subject 
matter” and “no barriers between the reader and poet” in the confessional poetry and 
“confession” displays “moral courage” (17). The language in the poetry was taken to 
be transparent, the “I” in the poems to be equated with the poet, and reading the 
poems is like watching the scenes of the poet’s actual life on display. However, at 
that time, the performative nature of “display” or public “confession” was largely 
neglected, let alone the poets’ artistry and subtle effects that made their words poems. 
Three decades after the introduction of the term, Middlebrook could write an essay 
“What Was Confessional Poetry?” in 1993 (italics mine), apparently implying that, as 
a period style or a poetry movement, confessionalism in poetry was a mode of the 
past. She claimed that “[a] confessional poem contains a first-person speaker, ‘I,’ and 
always seems to refer to a real person in whose actual life episodes have occurred 
that cause actual pain, all represented in the poem” (636). In terms of the 
transparency of language and the identification between the “I” speaker and the poet, 
most of Berryman’s work could not be defined as confessional poetry, except perhaps 
for his post-Dream Songs poems. Indeed, placing together poets here by Middlebrook 
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and Rosenthal, Berryman’s Dream Songs might be seen to draw a close to 
“confessionalism” in American poetry. 
The process of writing The Dream Songs might not have been taken as 
therapeutic by Berryman, and the content was not a confession, but surely the effects 
of writing were shown in his poetic development and his character shaping. 
Berryman noted that “[your] idea of yourself and your relation to your art has a great 
deal to do with what actually happens” (PR Interview 37). The effects of writing The 
Dream Songs upon his character may be understood from the perspective of empathy 
which the poet might have with the character he created. It took him over a decade to 
write The Dream Songs, and it is reasonable that the empathy might prove too deep 
for Berryman to get out of it. He acknowledged in an interview conducted shortly 
after he finished The Dream Songs that Henry was “that admirable outlet, that 
marvelous way of making your mind known to many other people [that he could not] 
bear to get rid of” (Kostelanetz 101). He had to face another transition in his poetry 
writing. In fact, for every period in his poetic development he had to search for a new 
way of expressing himself. When he tried to turn away from the earliest poetry of 
impersonality, he chose to incorporate very private experience into his Sonnets, 
although the experience was subjected to strict formal control. Formal control had 
always been Berryman’s strategy to modulate the content and tone in the poetry. 
With every transition, he adopted or invented a new stanzaic form for his new way to 
approach his themes. After the Sonnets, he invented a new stanzaic form for his 
Homage, and then he settled on yet another form for The Dream Songs. Till then, 
Berryman had never left hold of technical controls over emotions in his poetry. 
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The publication of The Dream Songs in one volume might be viewed as the end 
of Berryman’s mature period, after which he entered the final period of his career and 
life. The process of writing these poems must have kept bringing him to a plateau of 
high intensity in terms of emotion, creativity and labor. Berryman lamented the stress 
of writing long poems, but after writing The Dream Songs he admitted that “I saw 
myself only as an epic poet” and he even thought that since he could no longer write 
another long poem he might not “write any more verse” (PR Interview 37). It 
appeared that only drastic change could lead him out of his heightened plateau 
accumulated over the years of engagement with The Dream Songs. The first post-
Dream Songs book Love & Fame (hereafter LF) published in 1971 was written 
“without the necessities of rhyme and meter” (PR Interview 37), and this book of 
poems “didn’t resemble any verse I had ever written in my entire life, and moreover 
the subject was entirely new, solely and simply myself. Nothing else” (ibid. 38). This 
was in stark contrast with his earlier claim expressed in his article about Lowell’s 
“Skunk Hour” that “the speaker [of ‘I’ in a poem] can never be the actual writer, who 
is a person with an address, a Social Security number, debts, tastes, memories, 
expectations” (Freedom 321).  
Berryman had tried hard to highlight the fictional nature of the character in The 
Dream Songs, but by the time he wrote Love & Fame, his attitude to the person in his 
last poems changed drastically from what he said about The Dream Songs and the 
earlier poems. In the last poems, he chose to present himself as “the actual writer,” 
and he made the point that “most of the poems [in LF] are autobiographical, based on 
the historical personality of the poet” (PR Interview 36). While “personality” was 
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still a keyword as in his earlier claim that the “personality” of Henry brought The 
Dream Songs together into “one poem rather than a group of poems” (HA Interview 
5), it referred to the veritable traits associated with a specific person, the poet himself 
“existing in time and space, occupying quanta” (ibid.), or “the actual writer … with 
an address.” Obviously, no one had to read the book to know that John Berryman was 
the author of the book entitled Love & Fame, but the readers were told in the poems 
more than once that the “I” speaker in the poems was actually called John Berryman 
and his wife was Kate. In The Dream Songs, the “I” speaker called Henry was 
presented as a fictional character, without an address or veritable historical 
specificities, but the “I” in Love & Fame came with an address: “I live at 33 Arthur 
Ave. S. E./ & mostly write from here” (Collected Poems 203).  
In both The Dream Songs and the two post-Dream Songs poetry books, there 
are many names of real people who were Berryman’s actual acquaintances, but there 
is a fundamental difference between The Dream Songs and post-Dream Songs poems 
in terms of the first person speaker. The “I” in the former carries a fictional name 
with many epithets and sobriquets, which not only points to the character’s 
fictionality but also conditions if not defines the relation between the speaker and the 
named persons. This is to say, while the central character in The Dream Songs was 
presented as an imaginary figure, the world built around him inevitably takes on a 
fictional nature, no matter whether the names in his world refer to actual people or 
not. The same applies to his post-Dream Songs poetry, but in the opposite way. When 
the first person speaker in the book was meant to refer to the actual poet, no matter 
how incompletely he was presented, the readers were conditioned to take in the 
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reality of the world represented in the poems. In this sense, the post-Dream Songs 
poetry may be genuinely confessional even in the narrowest sense of the word, 
despite Berryman’s strong objection to the label. 
When Berryman was first described as a confessional poet by Rosenthal in his 
1967 book The New Poets, neither was The Dream Songs completed, nor were his 
Sonnets publicized. He was primarily grouped on the basis of the first installment of 
The Dream Songs and Homage to Mistress Bradstreet. No one could foresee 
Berryman’s turn into undisguised autobiographical poems at the very last period of 
his career. 
Rosenthal was actually very cautious to use his own term. While his book The 
New Poets expanded and popularized his study of the confessional poets, he cautions 
with some regret that the term “confessional poetry” which “naturally came to [his] 
mind when [he] reviewed Robert Lowell’s Life Studies in 1959” was “both helpful 
and too limited,” and that “very possibly the conception of a confessional school has 
by now done a certain amount of damage” (25). Rosenthal’s caution proved not to be 
ungrounded, and the term soon evolved into what Travisano termed as a confessional 
paradigm in the criticism.  
In the remaining years of the 1970s after Berryman’s suicide in early 1972, 
three monographs on him appeared. Due largely to the critical fashion at the time and 
the lack of biographical information commonly expected of the critical interpretation 
of such a poet, the studies were mainly biographically based, although the term 
“confessional” was not applied to him. Research done in this perspective became less 
inspiring after John Haffenden’s 1982 full-length biography and Berryman’s first 
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wife Eileen Simpson’s book-length account of his pre-Dream Songs years, and 
almost faded out when Paul Mariani published another biography in 1990. Mariani’s 
biography may be viewed as the right parenthesis to bracket biographical 
investigations in the research literature about Berryman, at a time when the 
biographical concern in criticism had almost faded out, partly due to the lapse of time. 
While critics like Middlebrook could use the past tense to refer to the confessional 
poetry, critics can now be freed from immediate relatedness with the life of the poet. 
Over the years, one group of critics, Middlebrook included, seems to exclude 
Berryman from the core members of the confessionals, or it may be said that there is 
a narrower sense of the term, and Berryman can only be a confessional poet if the 
term is given a broader sense. While Middlebrook advocated the usefulness of the 
term, by limiting the application to only a few books by a few poets, with Berryman 
marginalized by the term, Thomas Travisano makes great efforts to delineate, 
convincingly as I believe, a “confessional paradigm” from the critical practice. He 
points out that from the 1960s to the 1980s, “the confessional model remained 
influential with academic critics and literary historians across a wide spectrum 
perhaps because it offered a humanly compelling and rather clear-cut way of 
evaluating poetry” (34). Travisano inclines to discard the term, trying to argue for a 
postmodernist poetics. However, he has to acknowledge that unless there is another 
paradigm to replace it, it will be employed at least as a convenience, as most of the 
literary historians have been doing even till today. 
Travisano’s complaints about the paradigm include that “it skews literary 
evaluation, reads technical, epistemological and moral complexities reductively, 
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promotes moral arrogance in readers, and assumes the author’s creative passivity” 
(66). He proposes “an exploratory model” or “an exploratory paradigm” (66-70), 
claiming that the new model will not only “[avoid] many of the specific difficulties 
that attach to the confessional paradigm” such as those listed above but also promise 
to “[solve] many problems that have perplexed recent literary history” (68). The 
promises for the solution to problems appear to be a little limited, however, basically 
due to the fact that the four poets he groups into the “midcentury quartet,” namely, 
Lowell, Jarrell, Berryman and Bishop, are by themselves not representatives of the 
confessional school as closely defined. Therefore, the proposed exploratory model 
may be best viewed as just another perspective to examine the poetry of that period. 
In the critical interpretation of confessional poetry, the criticism itself was part and 
parcel of the paradigm. Although a paradigm shift may start with the anomaly within 
the paradigm, it cannot be actualized unless anomalies become sufficient enough to 
mature into normality. Therefore, a shift from the confessional paradigm to another 
paradigm may be possible only when the context of the reception and interpretation 
of the poetry written in that mode can be empirically distanced from the context of 
the previous paradigm. 
Travisano’s call for a paradigm shift is justifiable, and it is especially cogent 
that he calls for a return “to the peculiar richness and surprise of the poems 
themselves,” encourages the readers “to open themselves to the suggestive 
ambiguities of the poetry’s dramatic situations” and to re-explore “the vital 
dimensions of their work’s technique [which] have suffered damage in readings 
guided by the confessional paradigm” (69). This call made against the confessional 
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paradigm is insightful and necessary, not because it helps to argue for a 
postmodernist poetics but because it entails a refocus on the written text itself. Also, 
how to make “better sense of how the earlier, apparently more impersonal work of 
Lowell and Berryman anticipates and prepares for the later, more overtly self-
exploratory work” (69) should be one important issue in the study of the poets. 
Even when Berryman could be encompassed under the broadest sense of the 
term of confessionalism, the term used as a critical parole in American poetry is 
essentially “quite an inadequate term to account for the profound heterogeneity of 
poets and poems placed under its rubric,” despite the multiple cultural meanings of 
the word “confessional” (Sisack 269). Perhaps because it can allow for alternative 
interpretations of the poetry written during that period, the apparently 
chronologically-based term “middle generation” gradually catches on. The term was 
popularized by Bruce Bawer’s titular book, although Bawer does not seem to 
challenge the confessional approach to the poetry, as the book’s subtitle “The Lives 
and Poetry of Delmore Schwartz, Randall Jarrell, John Berryman and Robert Lowell” 
well suggests. However, this 1986 book may still be considered as the starting point 
of an attempt to redefine the personal poetry of the period.  
Like the case for the confessionals, the common ground of the mid-century 
poets is therefore subjected to re-demarcation by different critics. There have been 
different book titles under which Berryman was related to the midcentury poets or 
mid-generation, and this also suggests the changing status of Berryman in his 
generation. For Travisano, Berryman was an essential part in “a midcentury quartet” 
to “the making of a postmodern aesthetic,” as the subtitle of his 1999 book claims. 
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However, the collection of essays “Jarrell, Bishop, Lowell, & Co.: Middle-
Generation in Context” edited by Suzanne Ferguson in 2003 only gives Berryman 
“some attention as part of the ‘& Co.’” (xvii). The essays were originally papers 
delivered on a conference on the three poets, and while there are legitimate reasons 
for the conference organizers to highlight the three poets from the middle-generation 
background, the absence of Berryman may suggest, at least on the surface, that 
Berryman was not a core member of this “kind of ‘core’ group in the ongoing 
revision of the poetic landscape of mid-twentieth-century America” (xvii). Stephen 
Burt, one author in the book of essays, ventures for some explanation for his apparent 
eclipse in the contemporary poetic scene. The listed “less attractive” and “less 
usable” items include Berryman’s difficulty to imitate, his use of non-politically 
correct “African American dialect” with “sometime sexism,” his “flaunted 
learnedness,” “the frequently topical or occasional nature” of the later Songs, and 
formal debts to Yeats (233-234). The influence of Yeats has been Bloom’s major 
grudge against him. All these may also help to explain why Berryman could not 
become the critics’ favorite. What Ferguson calls Berryman’s condition of being “sui 
generis” may be another reason for the difficulty Berryman’s work may present to 
the critics, and the lack of apparent traceable prototype of long or epic poems may 
have warded off critics from writing on an important poet. Eric Haralson notices in 
his introduction to Reading the Middle Generation Anew, a collection of essays 
published in 2006, that “the usual suspects [representing] the middle generation of 
American poets” include Lowell, Bishop, Jarrell, and Berryman (1), but the only 
essay focusing on Berryman is actually not about Berryman’s work, but about 
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Berryman’s influence on later poets. The seemingly well-explored field of 
Berryman’s poetry is apparently plowed mainly by the share of biographical 
approach, and perhaps contemporary critics on the whole are not ready to examine 
Berryman’s poetry out of the so-called confessional paradigm.  
In general, the terms the “middle generation” and the “mid-century” poets are 
meant to define a poetics by confining some poets under a closed circle. However, 
there are critics, such as Vernon Shetley, who try to find a more open perspective to 
approach the poetry. Shetley tries to argue for a distinction between two camps in 
post-WWII post-modern poetry as “the academics and the antiacademics” (17), but 
the argument is somewhat weakened by the observation that the most interesting 
poets in this period “tried to find some kind of middle way between the alternatives 
of a poetry descended from Eliot…and the oppositional poetics of a figure like 
Ginsberg” (16-17). Shetley does not list Berryman along with his examples such as 
Lowell, Bishop, James Merrill, but it can be easily seen that Berryman, together with 
his closely related poets, belonged to the “middle way” poets. Among Shetley’s 
evidence for his argument is the view that one of the most noticeable features of the 
“middle way” poetry is the distinctive personality presented in formal stringency, and 
Berryman’s poetry appears particularly so. The case of Berryman may further 
weaken the two-camp argument, and again proves Berryman’s uniqueness. 
The term confessional, therefore, fails to highlight Berryman’s uniqueness; the 
term mid-generation does not succeed either. In recent studies, when Berryman is put 
into a group, his poetry is often examined in terms of his poetic art in relation with 
poetic tradition or history. Apart from Travisano’s claim of postmodernism in the 
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midcentury poets, other critics bypass both the labels of “midcentury” and 
“confessional” by finding other threads to string some of these poets back into poetic 
tradition. These efforts to re-contextualize Berryman’s practice are of course 
meaningful for the interpretation and understanding of Berryman’s writing, but no 
matter how rebellious Berryman and his peers might appear to be, they were 
essentially “heirs” to T. S. Eliot in terms of their concept about language and poetry 
(Kirsch xv). Adam Kirsch argues in his 2005 book The Wounded Surgeon that while 
Berryman and his peers “broke with some of [Eliot’s] major precepts, in the end all 
of them would have agreed with Eliot’s definition of a poem as ‘a verbal equivalent 
for states of mind and feeling,’ and that this verbal equivalent “is not a record, 
transcript, or confession; it means using language in a deliberately artful and artificial 
way, in order to communicate to the reader not facts about the poet’s life, but the 
inner truth of his or her experience” (xv). What can be said about the world reflected 
in Berryman’s writing is that it is constructed rather than merely reflected. This 
points to one commonly neglected feature of Berryman’s work, The Dream Songs in 
particular, that Berryman and his peers should be essentially considered to be heirs to 
modernism rather than initiators of post-modernism.   
Jahan Ramazani in his 1994 book Poetry of Mourning: The Modern Elegy from 
Hardy to Heaney devotes three chapters to deal with poets usually grouped as the 
confessional poets, and he puts them under the chapter title of “American Family 
Elegy.” When he puts Berryman diachronically within an elegiac genre, Ramazani 
brings Berryman back to the family drama of mourning, which echoes Middlebrook’s 
central claim about the family drama in the confessional poetry. Samuel Maio’s 1995 
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book Creating Another Self tries to define the voice that runs through what he terms 
as “personal poetry,” and he puts Lowell, Sexton and Berryman together with poets 
such as James Wright and Charles Simic, thus expanding the scope of the 
confessional poetry. For a younger critic such as Kirsch who is more distanced from 
the life experience of those so-called confessional poets, they were successful only 
when they treated their lives with objectivity and artistic care. As for Berryman, no 
matter how “harrowingly intimate” his poetry may appear, the best of his poetry, 
“especially the two volumes of The Dream Songs …never simply mirrors his life,” 
but “it is only in his flawed, very late work that he uses poetry simply to expose his 
traumas” (102).  
When Berryman’s oeuvre is segmented into different phrases, with the element 
of confessionalism being one of the threads throughout his poetry, the either-or 
choice can be bypassed. Kirsch seems to find no reason to challenge the term, for 
essentially the element or moment of confessionalism in a poet’s oeuvre does not 
make a confessional poet. The impulse to group and name writers into a school or 
movement, while helpful for general readers, often does not do full justice to an 
individual artist. When discussing Berryman in relation with other poets, critics 
invariably focus on his Dream Songs, but it is how to acknowledge the element of 
confessionalism in The Dream Songs that becomes a dividing line in the research 
literature. 
In recent years, critics have tended to scoop the archive at the University of 
Minnesota Libraries for fresh materials, especially drafts and manuscripts of his 
dream songs, which does cast new light particularly on Berryman’s creative process. 
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Among the representative essays is Ernest J. Smith’s “John Berryman’s 
‘Programmatic’ for The Dream Songs and an Instance of Revision,” which is based 
on his examination of Berryman’s papers at the University of Minnesota Libraries 
Manuscripts Division, particularly “the roughly twenty-five pages of notes” about 
The Dream Songs (607). Another tendency in the research has been to take him as an 
individual, albeit that the research done on him is not yet as significant in quality and 
quantity as that on his contemporaries such as Lowell and Bishop. One more recent 
book is Samuel Fisher Dodson’s Berryman’s Henry: Living at the Intersection of 
Need and Art (2006), which claims to be “the first thorough and well-researched 
vehicle” into Berryman’s Dream Songs and intends only to offer “a solid starting 
point to appreciate… this American classic,” although it has done “a close reading of 
the text, an examination of the history of its criticism and some of Berryman’s letters, 
notes, and pertinent manuscripts” (quoted from the back cover).  The book “After 
Thirty Falls”: New Essays on John Berryman, containing some essays from a 2002 
symposium to mark the thirtieth anniversary of Berryman’s death, was published in 
2007, and “a number of scholars represented [in the book] have drawn on the poet’s 
unpublished manuscripts in their research” (6). However, the present situation of 
criticism on Berryman remains rather quiet.  
In this introductory survey, I have tried to re-contextualize Berryman’s writing 
and reception, and I have also demonstrated the two threads in Berryman’s poetic 
development in relation with the cultural context. I highlight the thread throughout 
his poetry as the impulse and need to use personal materials, and this impulse and 
need have resulted a mode of poetry writing which has been generalized as his 
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confessionalism. What may be called his apprenticeship period is relatively longer 
compared with that of his peers such as Lowell and Schwartz, and he commented 
wryly on himself on receiving an award that “it was far from agreeable to me to 
accept an award, in particular so publicly, as ‘promising’” in 1960 when he was 
forty-five and had been writing seriously for over twenty years (Letters 335). This 
may be the result of an imbalance between the two threads. Berryman was writing at 
a time when the impulse to incorporate personal materials into poetry was not merely 
an individual’s necessity but also a societal outcry. The other thread is the formal 
regulation over the potential sentimentality of private materials, and the formal 
elements include the orchestration of poetic forms, linguistic features, and the use of 
pronouns and personae. In The Dream Songs, which Berryman would refer to as a 
personal epic, the synergy of these two elements achieves the best performance, and 
the poem both accommodates a distinctive personality and displays an epic decorum. 
Berryman’s Dream Songs has been considered as a unique long poem for 
several reasons. It was not only a continuation of the American long poem tradition 
initiated by Walt Whitman but also a development over the more recent poem 
sequences and long poems characterizing American modernism. The structure and 
techniques of The Dream Songs bear resemblances to different poetic works 
immediately before or contemporary to Berryman’s own writing career. The open-
ended structure of The Dream Songs may be seen in Pound’s Cantos, Williams’ 
Paterson and Olson’s Maximus Poems, while the tightly controlled stanzaic form and 
metrics of each song share with the formal experiments in the poetry by such poets as 
Yeats, e. e. cummings, Theodore Roethke and his friend and rival Robert Lowell. 
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Berryman, however, had his own contribution to make in The Dream Songs for the 
history of American poetry. 
The present dissertation focuses on The Dream Songs and recognizes it as a 
unique epic poem. It maintains that The Dream Songs should be read first of all as an 
autonomous creative work which constructs a self-contained world. The world of The 
Dream Songs is an integrated one that incorporated the real world of the poet into the 
fictional (textual) world of the protagonist Henry. This long poem is apparently an 
amalgamation of relatively uniform songs that reflect the poet’s emotions and moods, 
but underlying it is a fictionalized protagonist that becomes the unifying principle of 
the poem and holds the individual songs together. The character becomes a vehicle 
for the poet to let out whatever actually happened to him or occurred to his mind, and 
the dialogic relation between the fictionality of Henry and the actuality of 
Berryman’s experiences is the base on which the structure of The Dream Songs is 
built. The overarching framework of The Dream Songs sets the rules regarding the 
interpretation of the text between the local and the global context, and it allows the 
poet to put his personal experiences into the fictionalized life of the protagonist; thus 
the actual happenings are to be read from the perspective of a fictional character. The 
duality of the framework shows in the construction of the protagonist’s personality. 
On the one hand, actual happenings which find their way into the poem may threaten 
to undermine the fictionality of the Dream Songs world, but on the other hand, 
Henry’s personality is constantly being shaped and molded during the process of 
composition through the poet’s personality. In this sense, no appropriate label may be 
applied to Berryman’s Dream Songs. The framework of The Dream Songs allows for 
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an open play of the relation between the poet himself and a created character, which 
both distinguishes the poem from other long poems in American literary history and 
separates Berryman from his contemporaries. This framework designed for The 
Dream Songs not only allows for the fictionalization of the real and vice versa in 
content but also provides nodes for self-reflection in form when the protagonist in 
The Dream Songs talks about writing a long poem and on several occasions 
comments on the songs and their critics. In this sense, the structure of The Dream 
Songs may be called a meta-structure, and the significance and interpretation of The 
Dream Songs should be explored with the understanding of this structural device.   
In order to better understand the poetics behind the creation of The Dream 
Songs by taking it as an artistic product, it is necessary to review the critical and 
cultural contexts of The Dream Songs in relation with Berryman’s poetic career at 
different phases. As we have seen, Berryman was usually labeled as a confessional 
poet and later as a “mid-century” poet too. These two terms were collective in nature 
and can hardly do justice to him, although they were plausible in their own right in 
their historical background. As recent theoretical perspectives shed new light on the 
contexts of the terms, the plausibility of the labels is also subjected to re-examination. 
The implied social historical dimension of the terms put aside, these two terms may 
be viewed as two sides of the same coin, with the former emphasizing the thematic 
aspect and the latter more on the artistic aspect.  
This chapter has also illuminated on the two interweaving threads that run 
through Berryman’s oeuvre. One thread derives itself from the poet’s persistent urge 
to find a way, no matter how veiled or transformed, to incorporate his private 
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experiences into the poetry, and the other thread derives itself from his effort to 
pursue formal and artistic perfection so as to regulate his otherwise overindulgence in 
personal emotions. In his Dream Songs can be seen the co-action of the two forces to 
different effects. When The Dream Songs is put into a broader perspective of his life-
long career, we can find that it exemplifies best Berryman’s strengths and failures in 






















Meta-Structure and Local Narratives in The Dream Songs 
 
The previous chapter has delineated two interweaving threads which function 
dynamically throughout Berryman’s oeuvre, and the dynamics show in the poet’s 
persistent use of stringent poetic forms to regulate his private experience. This 
chapter will demonstrate, based on the above delineation, how the meta-structure of 
The Dream Songs becomes the most functional working framework to integrate the 
personal and private with the artistic and public, and it will examine how the personal 
events are manipulated to work their way into specific songs as local narratives that 
sustain the meta-structure of The Dream Songs. This approach requires a dual-
perspective reading of the happenings in The Dream Songs, one perspective being the 
biographical, centered on Berryman, and the other being the fictionalization of the 
actual events or creation of events, centered on Henry. While the first perspective 
may imply a standpoint grounded on the personal, the actual and the individual, the 
second perspective may point to the public, the fictionalized and the social. Therefore, 
there are three aspects in this approach: Henry’s life as presented in The Dream 
Songs, Berryman’s personal experiences as recorded or reflected in different 
documentary materials such as correspondences, memoirs and biographies, and the 
way to represent the actual happenings into the songs, i.e. the private into the public. 
The essential function of the meta-structure is to accommodate both the life of Henry 
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and the experiences of Berryman and allow for the free appropriation and 
representation of the actual in the constructed world of The Dream Songs.  
The process of publishing The Dream Songs in two installments also prefigured 
the changing attitude toward the general reception of The Dream Songs. The first 
installment met with more negative reviews than The Dream Songs as a whole. 
Rosenthal found the first installment not a major work but rather “a collection of lyric 
and dramatic poems all in basically the same form” (119), while Al Alvarez hailed 
the complete The Dream Songs as “a major achievement,” claiming Berryman had 
“written an elegy on his brilliant generation and, in the process, … also written an 
elegy on himself” (quoted from the back cover of The Dream Songs). If the baffled 
tone underlying Bishop’s prediction of how Berryman’s Dream Songs could be 
received “a 100 years” later set a keynote in understanding his artistic achievement, 
Alvarez’s take on the dual function of Berryman’s elegy may be the keynote in 
describing the significance of The Dream Songs in relation to the social. Denis 
Donoghue includes The Dream Songs in his list of the greatest long poems in modern 
American literature and suggests that with The Dream Songs finished, Berryman 
could feel completed, as in Donoghue’s view, a poet “[in] the twentieth century … 
feels incomplete, apparently, until he has written a long poem” (21). Donoghue does 
not further explore whether the dream is to be understood along Freudian lines as 
sublimation of unrealized desire with therapeutic effects, or to put it in another way, 
he does not investigate how Berryman worked to turn the dream in his private sphere 
into that in the public sphere, but it may be safely said that the “completeness” might 
take on a different meaning for Berryman. For over a decade, Berryman had been 
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consciously trying to put his everyday experiences into the Dream Songs world, and 
the writing process had become part and parcel of his life. Retroactively, the claims 
of both Alvarez and Donoghue about the poet’s life are tenable at different levels. On 
the one hand, The Dream Songs may be easily read as a critical re-view of a life, and 
the poet and his generation shared much of the life. On the other hand, The Dream 
Songs is also a construction of a life from the poet’s own memory and experience. 
This means that The Dream Songs as Berryman’s life achievement is both an 
embodiment of his lived experience and a product of his creativity. 
The writing process of The Dream Songs spans over a dozen years from 1955; 
and a few years after this period, he would be dead, therefore the writing of The 
Dream Songs could be said to be Berryman’s life goal. In fact, in post-Dream Songs 
years, he still kept writing dream songs now and then, until two days before he 
jumped to his death from a bridge over the Mississippi in Minneapolis in early 1972. 
Even if the poetic achievements of The Dream Songs are put aside, the significance 
of The Dream Songs to Berryman can hardly be overestimated, not merely because of 
the time and stamina required of the poet but also because it became a world to 
accommodate his life. The relation between his life and The Dream Songs is neither 
as simple as that between the biographical experience and the confessed “truth,” the 
truth that is supposed to characterize so-called confessional poetry, nor was it the 
binary relation between the object of representation and the representation in 
traditional mimetic aesthetics. Adam Kirsch maintains that “None of his 
contemporaries better illustrates the deeply ambiguous relationship between a poet’s 
private experience and the public language of art” (102). Essentially, the way 
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Berryman appropriated his private life and turned it into “the public language of art” 
makes The Dream Songs a unique long poem. Through writing The Dream Songs, 
Berryman constructed out of his private life a world centered on Henry who would 
best be understood as the projection of the poet. During the process of writing, the 
poet’s life was increasingly shaped by the demands of constructing the world of 
Dream Songs. The effects of writing The Dream Songs upon Berryman, like almost 
any author-work relation, are hard to pin down. However, the constructed nature of 
the poem—the reconstruction of life into art—provides a point of departure for a new 
model in the research of this poem. 
Since the publication of 77 Dream Songs, which becomes the first installment 
of The Dream Songs, the reception and criticism of The Dream Songs have vacillated 
between the personal and the public. The dialectical relation between the private and 
the public sphere of the poet’s life is important if one is to understand the changed 
context of interpreting The Dream Songs. The personal aspect of the poem is 
understood as the embodiment of the poet’s private sphere, in which the poet’s 
personal life provides raw materials for the poem. The poet encodes his life 
experience and transforms it into the poem, but the poet may choose codes with 
different degrees of decipherability so as to protect his privacy from overexposure to 
the readers. However, there are still elements of the public sphere in the private 
sphere in the poem. The references a poet makes to the contemporary world, no 
matter how deeply related to the poet himself, are still related and accessible to the 
reading public and therefore they are part of the public sphere. The reading public’s 
accessibility to the poet’s private sphere that has been encoded into the poem is 
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subject to how much the reading public and the poet share the public sphere. Put in 
another way, there is a coterminous sphere between the poet and the public, and the 
coterminous sphere is defined mostly by the poet, but it will change as the socio-
cultural context is changed. When the poet initially writes about his private life, he 
chooses to “come out and talk” (Song 1). He may still think that there is a distinction 
between him and the public which can be generally addressed in the third person 
plural while turning his private sphere to include some intimates addressed in the first 
person plural.  
The demarcation of the poet’s private sphere and the public sphere may not be 
solely defined by the poet. The code by which the poet transforms the materials may 
not be fully intelligible to the public, and the readers may find the poem very 
idiosyncratic and opaque, especially when they try to interpret the poem from a 
biographical approach. It is not surprising that the readers who were roughly 
contemporary to the poet tended to adopt a biographical approach, because generally 
speaking these readers may feel confident in sharing the common knowledge with the 
poet, especially for those time-specific references. At a later time, the readers may 
find that those time-specific references can only be understood as context-specific in 
the specific poem or general references in a broader artistic or cultural background. 
This also applies to the biographically positive references in The Dream Songs, 
which may have been examined and interpreted for relative enlightenment under the 
so-called “confessional” paradigm. But in the present context that is distanced from 
the contemporaneity of The Dream Songs, those references may be more 
understandable when the poem is taken more as an artwork not necessarily having 
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specific relations with the poet’s life. This is to say that The Dream Songs should be 
taken as a fictional work and all the references in The Dream Songs should be 
understood as meaningful in the public sphere only.       
To argue for the constructed nature of the Dream Songs world does not mean to 
deny the traceable relation between the events represented and the actual happenings 
in the poet’s life, but rather means that those events are almost always altered when 
represented in the poem. The condition that allows for the transformation from the 
factual to the fictional is essential to understand the constructed nature of the poem. 
The discrepancy between the actual happenings and the represented events may be 
willful on the part of the poet in order to enhance the intensity of personal sentiments, 
but failure to see the meta-structure which allows for the discrepancy is perhaps the 
underlying flaw when The Dream Songs has been approached from the biographical 
or confessional perspective, no matter how broadly the term confessional can be 
defined. What matters here is not whether The Dream Songs can be labeled a 
confessional poem, but how the poet presents himself in the poem to achieve what 
Lowell called “the illusion of accuracy” (quoted in Bidart, 997). For Berryman, such 
an illusion lies not in him but in his character Henry. While John Bayley insists that 
“Berryman in verse is Berryman in verse,” he has to admit that “when he puts 
himself into a poem he formalizes himself” (74). Here, the word “formalize” may 
suggest Berryman’s own words about personality in poems: “we attend to re-
formations of personality” in the form of “the [perennial] contrast … between the life 
of a poet as it ought to be (or has been) and as it is” (Freedom 264). It is how 
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Berryman has been “formalized” in The Dream Songs instead of how Berryman’s life 
experience remains as it is in the verse that lends itself to further analysis. 
Berryman started the formalization process early in his writing career. In his 
Homage to Mistress Bradstreet, Berryman had already made use of a strategy of 
conflating the poet-figure with Bradstreet, which resulted in what Alan Golding 
believes to be a way of “turning her [Bradstreet] into a figure in the psychic 
melodrama of his whole ‘tragic’ generation, the generation also of Jarrell, Schwartz, 
and Lowell” (68). The conflation here, Golding argues, is achieved by “canonizing 
not another’s [Bradstreet’s] actual work, but her poetic stance, in his poetry” (ibid.). 
By focusing on Anne Bradstreet’s poetic stance instead of her work, Berryman 
actualized his strategy in composing a long poem to oppose the then prevailing poetic 
doctrine of “impersonality” promoted by T. S. Eliot. By the same token, Berryman 
declared in his acceptance speech for the National Book Award for His Toy, His 
Dream, His Rest in 1969 that he “set up The Dream Songs as hostile to every visible 
tendency in both American and English poetry” (Life 352). The “hostility” apparently 
showed in the creation of a personality against the “tendency” of impersonal poetics, 
but it might be the poet’s consistent denial of the identification with the character that 
resulted in more uneasiness in receiving the poem. Essentially, the poet’s denial was 
grounded, if the meta-structure of the poem is taken into consideration.  
It appeared that except for a vague idea about how the poem could build up a 
character through accumulative effects from one song to another, Berryman had no 
pre-fabricated structure per se. At a certain point of the poem’s development, it 
appeared that he could not find a design practical enough for him to keep writing his 
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songs and integrate them into the long poem. Meredith reports that by the summer’s 
end of 1962 Berryman was still trying “to find the structure of what I [Meredith] 
think has been, up to then, an improvisational work” (82). Berryman himself attested 
in his 1972 Paris Review interview: 
The narrative such as it is developed as it went along, partly out of my 
gropings into and around Henry and his environment and associates, partly 
out of my readings in theology and that sort of thing, … [and third] out of 
certain partly preconceived and partly developing as I went along, 
sometimes rigid and sometimes plastic, structural notions. That is why the 
work is divided into seven books, each book of which is rather well unified, 
as a matter of fact. Finally, I left the poem open to the circumstances of my 
personal life. (PR Interview 29) 
There are three points that are related to the structuring of the poem. First, there 
is a differentiation between the poet and Henry in the sense that the poet had already 
constructed a world for Henry before the poem actually tried to explore the world. 
This sounds a little illogical, but it may be read as a demonstration that there are two 
parallel worlds related to The Dream Songs. The world of Berryman and that of 
Henry may share some common ground, or in Berryman’s words, they “touch at 
certain points.” But essentially Berryman as the author was “an actual human being; 
[Henry was] nothing but a series of conceptions” (PR Interview 31). The parallel 
worlds represent the meta-structure in The Dream Songs in which the poet posited 
himself as an author while everything he projected upon his characters was in another 
representational field. Secondly, the way to represent the world, whether it is from 
the perspective of the poet’s actual life or from the perspective of the protagonist’s 
autonomous world, may be considered as external to the relation between the poet 
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and his protagonist. The poet may decide whether or how “rigid” or “plastic” the 
form of the poem would appear, and one of Berryman’s notes on a manuscript reads 
“the poet knows all about Henry” (underline original, Dodson 72). Here, the 
knowledge the poet claimed to have about Henry should be understood as that 
required for the poet to write about Henry. When the poet assumes this author 
function, he is distanced from the world of Henry per se. Finally, there is an 
undeniable interweaving between the two worlds of the poet and his protagonist. The 
interweaving comes from the basic fact that Henry was created to be the poet’s 
contemporary, and this means, as Berryman claimed, that “Henry to some extent was 
in the situation that we are all in actually life” (PR Interview 30). If Henry was a 
character in a world Berryman had only partly preconfigured, and “he didn’t know 
and I [Berryman] didn’t know what…was going to happen next” (ibid.), it was not 
surprising that Berryman had to leave “the poem open to the circumstances of [his] 
personal life” (PR Interview 29). Thus, two achievements can be claimed for The 
Dream Songs in terms of character development. On the one hand, during the process 
of the protagonist’s character building, the poet could rely on his own experiences 
and at the same time claim to achieve authenticity in terms of historical specificities. 
On the other hand, the imagined life of the protagonist, due to its parallel to the 
poet’s life, may claim to be empirically well-grounded in the socio-cultural context. 
By imagining a life based on the live experiences, the poet could create a character 
that is subjected to the partially preconfigured framework. As the poet claims, in a 
poem that contains both a person and a persona, the “necessity for the artist of 
selection” is inevitable, while the persona may “[look] across at the person and then 
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[set] about its own work” (Freedom 321). This means that the characterization of the 
protagonist has accommodated both the empirical authenticity and the autonomy of 
his protagonist.  
What can be drawn from his elucidation is that there was a preconceived notion 
of a framework to guide his earlier phase of writing The Dream Songs, but in the 
actual writing process the songs were created partly in response to the poet’s 
circumstances. Then, there was room for improvisational work during the process of 
writing, which resulted in quite a portion of situational songs. These were written out 
of an improvisational impulse, and at the same time they could not too far digress so 
that they could not at least be grouped to fit into some kind of internal narrative line. 
Therefore, the framework itself may serve as a meta-structure for The Dream Songs.  
The meta-structure of this long poem can therefore be understood from the 
following two aspects. While The Dream Songs may not have an ulterior structure as 
generally perceived to have a traceable plotline, it is undeniable that there must exist 
some underlying devices functioning to render the 385 songs as one long poem. It is 
the failure to discern the distinction between the meta-structure and local patterning 
that mars Jack Vincent Barbera’s insightful observation about the structure of The 
Dream Songs. Barbera observes: 
Although patterning is everywhere in the poem, it is everywhere local. 
There is the structural movement within Songs and the grouping of Songs; 
but there is no actual or implied overall pattern by which all the groups are 
ordered, the whole finished and sealed. (147) 
Barbera’s findings might have been inspiring if they were not merely technical. 
In this sense, Haffenden is quite right to dismiss the significance of the “almost 
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universally reached” conclusion that “the Songs were discontinuous in the writing 
and unpremeditated in overall structure” because it is “invariably shuffled off with 
the explanation that it finally does not matter” (Commentary 36). However, the 
distinction between the poet-author and the character had always been one that 
Berryman insisted on making, for this distinction is not merely made between 
Berryman the poet “with a social security number and a bank account” (Kostelanetz 
110) and Henry the character in a poem but also between the perceived personality of 
Henry and the nature of Henry as a vehicle for the poet’s sentiments. Robert Pinsky 
relates the persona to the technical aspect of the poem, arguing that dramatic devices 
such as persona in the poem “seem to free the poet mainly in the matter of diction—
making legitimate particular words that in the single authorial voice might be too 
disparate or flat or maudlin” (186). No matter whether Henry is a vehicle for the 
convenience of the poet’s diction or not, it is clear that the creation of Henry is a key 
method to make the poem a more artistically finished work.  
The artistry was not only displayed through a formal aspect of the poem but 
was also maintained by the conscious distinction between the poet and the character. 
In his interview with Richard Kostelanetz, Berryman, perhaps hoping to empower his 
protagonist with more universal appeal and bypassing the difficult distinction 
between the poet himself and his character, even claimed that the individual soul in 
his poems is “all about a third person” (110). Maio claims that Henry is the third 
person “in the truest sense, [as he] is a persona, a voice through which Berryman 
speaks, and he, Henry, is thus representative of a universal soul or mind” (103). For 
Maio, the distinction between the “I” as the poet and the “I” as a persona is 
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fundamental in understanding the universality of Henry. Maio’s distinction can be 
read as an alternative to the meta-structure in the integrated Dream Songs world as I 
have proposed, but it proves difficult to apply in the actual analysis of the songs.  
Samuel Dodson in Berryman’s Henry provides another way to analyze the 
songs. Given that “Henry is the living persona of Berryman’s poem and must be 
viewed as an independent entity his creator intended,” Dodson refers to Berryman 
“when talking about language choice…and [refers] to Henry when talking about 
Henry’s thoughts, actions, and words.” This of course makes the formal analysis 
easier, although Dodson admits that “it will still get messy at times” (33-34). It may 
get especially messy when talking about events in the poem which were real life 
happenings from Berryman’s life. 
Henry’s personality may reflect Berryman’s, but the creation of the character 
and the building-up of the personality are essentially, as Louis Simpson has remarked 
in A Revolution in Taste, “not intended to direct attention upon the author but to serve 
the work of art” (169). Berryman’s self-defensive prefatory note that “opinions and 
errors in the Songs are to be referred not to the character Henry, still less to the 
author, but to the title of the work” might be understood as a warning that whoever 
enters this world should abandon the way of the real world. As a result, the 
idiosyncrasy showcased in the world of the poem may functionally help to present his 
protagonist as a character distanced from the real world of the poet, so that paired 
connections based on the comparison between traceable biographical facts and the 
representation of them in the poem may be rendered too narrowly forestalled. When 
he maintained that The Dream Songs should be considered one poem, he was also 
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consistent with another of his claims about how a long poem should be defined. He 
claimed that one essential feature of a long poem was to be “the construction of 
world rather than the reliance upon one already existent” (Freedom 330). This again 
demonstrates how the poet projected upon a constructed character-centered world the 
expression of one’s sufferings through a personal point of view. When Berryman 
gave his comments in the prefatory notes to The Dream Songs about the “opinion and 
errors in the Songs,” he was again emphasizing the artistic nature of his creation.  
Critics who try to bypass the term confessional have mostly referred to Henry 
as the undistinguished speaker in the poem, and it does save much trouble in 
exploring the significance of the actual happenings to the poet and avoiding the 
biological fallacy. Ostensibly, this approach gives due attention to The Dream Songs 
as a self-contained work of art, but more often than not, it fails to give enough credit 
to Berryman’s techniques to treat the personal experience or even distort the actual 
happenings so as to meet more artistic ends.  
To find a structure for The Dream Songs is a problem for both Berryman and 
his critics. As quoted above, William Meredith believes only in summer 1962 did 
Berryman make a “serious attempt” to structure the work. Adrienne Rich tried to find 
another way to validate the unity of the songs when she reviewed 77 Dream Songs, 
the first installment of The Dream Songs, by saying that “it is the identity of 
Henry…which holds the book together” and acknowledging that “the cumulative 
awareness of Henry is built from poem to poem” (quoted in Haffenden, Commentary 
36). While she sounds plausible in arguing that the songs make “a real book and not a 
collection of chance pieces loosely flung under one cover” (ibid.), Rich obviously has 
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not found a formal structure in The Dream Songs. Berryman readily agreed with 
Rich’s argument about the identity of Henry as the cohesive device, claiming that 
“it’s [Henry’s] personality” that makes The Dream Songs one poem instead of a 
group of poems in the same form (HA Interview 5). However, Berryman also said 
that the narrative of The Dream Songs developed “partly out of my gropings into and 
around Henry and his [Henry’s] environment and associates,” and that the poem was 
also “open to the circumstances of my [Berryman’s] personal life” (PR Interview 29). 
In an earlier interview, Berryman claimed that “There’s not a trace of [any ulterior 
structure]. Some of the Songs are in alphabetical order; but, mostly, they just belong 
to areas of hope and fear that Henry is going through at a given time” (HA Interview 
6). However, this claim for a structure “by the force of a unique human character” 
(Rich’s words quoted in Haffenden, Commentary 36) does not actually tell much 
about the structure, for at most it only suggests that the poem follows the customary 
expectations of a narrative of character development at the face of it. 
The ordering of songs in The Dream Songs had been a big problem for 
Berryman, as the songs were written at different times and places, and on different 
occasions. To investigate the local narrative within the overall structure or global 
framework in The Dream Songs may be more illuminative. So far, research literature 
in this area has been sporadic. Among the very earliest studies, Barbera convincingly 
demonstrates the “patterned movement” and “[arranged] clusters of varying 
cohesion” in The Dream Songs (148). If the individual songs in different clusters can 
be dated, the varied ways may be teased out from the relatively cohesive clusters in 
which songs in different dates are grouped to form local narratives. Then, the 
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contexts of writing individual songs can be analyzed against the re-contextualization 
of the songs in local narratives under the meta-structure of The Dream Songs.  
In the meta-structure, references to biographical records will be still made, but 
the references are for the purpose of highlighting the differences between the actual 
happenings and the events as presented in the poem. As far as key incidents such as 
the death of his father are concerned, critics have generally become so focused on the 
factual details that they tend to isolate the songs from the context of The Dream 
Songs itself. Most studies which might be grouped under the confessional approach 
detail the correspondences between Berryman and his character Henry and tend to be 
fragmented and detailed, but they have generally failed to see the meta-structure and 
its effects upon the construction of meaning.  
The fact-verifying approach fails to see The Dream Songs as an artwork with its 
own constructs, while critics who try to find a macro-level structure in The Dream 
Songs usually fail to account for the micro-level cohesion. For example, William 
Wasserstrom provides a very insightful lead to read 77 Dream Songs from the four 
epigraphs, but this reading cannot do justice to the local cohesion within the book. 
The same goes for John Haffenden’s reading, which considers several possible 
models of overall structure for The Dream Songs. Haffenden, relying on Berryman’s 
own reference to The Dream Songs as “an epic” (PR Interview 33), studies the 
structure of The Dream Songs in relation with those of Dante’s Divine Comedy, 
Byron’s Don Juan, Homer’s Iliad, Joseph Campbell’s The Hero with a Thousand 
Faces, and the Epic of Gilgamesh. Although his examination does not come with a 
conclusion, Haffenden’s study does immensely clarify many of the structural 
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problems. When he compares The Dream Songs with other epics, he has already 
implicitly acknowledged that its structure has at least partly fulfilled the structural 
requirement of a completed long poem. Still, he does not elaborate on how the 
individual songs are organized so that the long poem can be read as a development 
through local narratives in the form of groups or clusters. For example, the analysis 
of the relation between the seven “Books” of the poem is not related to the inter-song 
relations within groups of songs. Haffenden therefore fails to tackle the problem of 
“how to order the sequence on the principle of necessity and not just of catenation” 
(37).  
The meta-structure of The Dream Songs, however, is not an end in itself. What 
matters for the present dissertation is how the catenation between individual songs 
helps to construct a local narrative within this long poem so that the interpretation of 
The Dream Songs is conditioned. Only when the corresponding events between 
Berryman and Henry can be read not as confessed facts but as constructing blocks in 
Henry’s life, can The Dream Songs be read as an artistic creation. It is fitting then to 
start the argument with a paramount incident in Berryman’s life.  
The most significant incident in Berryman’s life had been his father’s death; 
with it was another incident, which can be explored to explain the nature of 
Berryman’s construction of the world of The Dream Songs, and by extension that of 
the personality. The incident of his father’s supposed intention to kill himself 
together with one of his sons has been well documented in both of the biographies by 
Haffenden and Mariani, in Berryman’s ex-wife’s memoir, and in the poet’s mother’s 
letters. There is, however, no definitive version of the incident, and the 
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indeterminability of the nature of the happening is exactly the point I want to make 
here. We cannot know for certain which of his sons Berryman’s father tried to drown, 
and even whether he had the intention. The incident may be plainly narrated as 
follows. One day in 1925 when Berryman was 11 years old, his father swam out into 
the Gulf at Clearwater, and he took with him Berryman’s 6-year-old brother Robert, 
aka Bob. The father tied a rope to his arms, connecting him and his son. When the 
father and the son had swum out quite far, the mother and the mother’s mother 
screamed, and they eventually swam back. 
Haffenden uses three versions from the poet’s mother in his 1982 biography of 
John Berryman. Quoting from a letter of October 1954, he says that the mother “gave 
an absolute and uncircumstantial account of the incident: ‘it was Bob that he took 
out… [and meant] to drown Bob and himself…. Allyn [the poet’s father] told me 
what he had meant to do but couldn’t’” (Life 24). He continues to quote from another 
letter by the poet’s mother in 1970, which she never actually sent to Berryman. In 
this letter, the mother tried to clarify the father’s supposed suicide intention. She 
wrote that “it was your [Berryman’s] grandmother, my mother, who, later, told you 
that your father had tried to drown your brother… but I have never believed that he 
would” (24-25). Haffenden is sensible to recount the incident by relating the mother’s 
“last account,” evaluating that she stated the fact but avoided “giving her own 
opinion of his intentions” (25). In the letter, the mother rephrased the above message 
that the poet’s grandmother “may well have told you [Berryman] that your father 
tried to drown your brother” (25). I have chosen to quote from the biographer instead 
of quoting directly from the letters, because in a biography, the seemingly factual 
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narration is itself a construction. It is hard to determine whether it was the earliest 
account of the incident that had given Berryman the most definite impression. 
However, in 1954 when the first quoted letter was written to him, Berryman had not 
yet started writing his Dream Songs, in which his father or more specifically the loss 
of his father would become one fundamental theme.  
Paul Mariani’s biography of 1990 gives a simpler version of the swimming 
incident, but in terms of the father’s suicide, the biographer appears to find some 
insidious implication: “Martha [the poet’s mother] would later [after the incident] 
insist she had done everything possible to help her husband… had unloaded five of 
the six bullets from his gun, burying them in the sand along the beach. But she never 
explained why she didn’t empty the sixth chamber or hide the gun itself” (11). He 
continues with a more explicit understatement: “while there were bloodstains on 
Smith’s shirt, there were no powder burns, impossible in the case of a self-inflicted 
wound” (12). The question and inference are for the readers, but no one knows 
whether the question ever occurred to Berryman. As if determined to push the 
biographical research on Berryman to an extremity, Mariani reiterates the possibility 
of Berryman’s father’s murder in a 1999 essay, saying Berryman “lost his father 
through suicide or, worse, with the complicity of the boy’s own mother” (quoted in 
Dodson, 64).  
Mariani notes that the poet’s mother had been trying hard to clear herself of any 
suspicion of a plot behind her husband’s death. In a letter to her son on 4 July 1967, 
Berryman’s mother wrote: 
You are free to think, even believe, what you like, John, with no feeling of 
betraying toward your father’s memory or the latent fear that you have 
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misjudged me. For the last time, for the record, John, I did not kill your 
father or drive or lead him to his death. If you do not know in your blood 
and bone that I am incapable of assuming the burden of another’s death, 
nothing I can say would make sense to you. (Letters 368) 
This letter implies that the mother was aware of her son’s suspicion, and in fact 
Berryman in Song 168 entitled “The Old Poor” made his innuendo quite explicit: 
“and God has many other surprises, like/ when the man you fear most in the world 
marries your mother/ and chilling other” (lines 1-3). He concluded that it was “the 
worst/ story … that ever once I heard” (lines 13-14) and “I gasped accursed/ even for 
the thought of uttering that word” (lines 16-17). It is hard to decide whether ”the 
word” the speaker could not utter is “suicide” or “murder,” but the mother’s letter 
appears to be a response to the poem’s innuendo, as this poem was very probably 
written in late 1965 (Dream 414, Commentary 161). It is also hard to say whether 
Berryman suspected the involvement of his stepfather in his father’s death, as it was 
only ten weeks after his father’s death that his mother married his stepfather. 
However, the circumstances around the death of his father were easily bent for the 
purpose of the poem, and interestingly, when the speaker in the song refers to himself 
as Hamlet, the speaker’s mother is turned into the “fragile” Gertrude and his 
stepfather Claudius into the murderer.  
Berryman’s first wife Eileen Simpson, who majored in psychology in New 
York University’s graduate program, gives another version, and she presents it in 
Berryman’s own words. “One day, Daddy, agitated and depressed, took me on his 
back and swam far out in the Gulf at Clearwater, threatening to drown us both. Or so 
Mother claimed. Another time he took Bob. Early one morning he got out his gun 
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and put a bullet through his head” (60). These words from Berryman are reported 
before she married him, and definitely before the first letter Haffenden quotes. If 
Simpson’s words and judgment are to be trusted, Berryman must have already 
recounted the incident in different versions by that time. Berryman’s mother had 
never mentioned that it was Berryman instead of his brother with whom his father 
swam out. Simpson herself later “realized that the circumstances of her first 
husband’s [Berryman’s father] death were part of an ever-changing myth 
[Berryman’s mother] periodically reworked, usually in response to her older son’s 
longing to be convinced that she was not responsible for driving his father to suicide” 
(63).  
Robert Giroux, Berryman’s friend and publisher, also implies this when he says 
that “Jill [Berryman’s mother] was the sole source of information about the 
circumstances surrounding her husband’s death on 26 June 1926” (102), but Giroux 
claims that Berryman “actually confronted his mother and accused her of having 
murdered his father” (103). This is at least partly supported by Berryman’s own note 
in November 1970 that “I certainly pickt up enough of Mother’s self-blame to accuse 
her once, drunk & raging, of having actually murdered him & staged a suicide” (sic. 
101-2). However, this note also suggests that Berryman must have felt uneasy about 
his accusation, and he attributed that to his being “drunk & raging” as if he had over-
interpreted his mother’s “self-blame.” As later as November 1970, Berryman still 
emphatically asked his mother to “be absolutely candid” about the questions 
concerning the drowning incident, his father’s death and his reaction to the news 
(quoted in Giroux, 99), which suggests that Berryman himself had never formed a 
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decisive opinion about the two crucial incidents. Therefore, the incidents in his poem 
should not be taken as a representation already interpreted by the poet but as part of 
the construction of Henry open to interpretation. And this had also worked into 
Berryman’s autobiographical fiction Recovery, in which the hero, who stands for 
Berryman himself, writes in his journal that “maybe my long self-pity has been based 
on an ERROR” (quoted in Giroux, 103).  
Both the swimming incident and the father’s death have made into the songs, 
though split into different versions in different songs. Due to their explicit reference 
to his father’s suicide, Song 143 and Song 145 are frequently examined. However, 
because the contents in these two songs do not readily lend themselves to 
biographical interpretation, they have not been read together with Song 144, and the 
interpretation of the father’s death becomes a fact-checking act without implications 
for the meaning construction of The Dream Songs as a personal epic. For Berryman, 
the writing of a long poem also means “the construction of a world rather than the 
reliance upon one already existent which is available to a small poem” (Freedom 
330), and only by linking the songs together can the reading give full justice to the 
poem as one long piece of writing.  
There is an underlying dialogue in Song 143 between the unnamed friend and 
Henry, building up from two perspectives the details about the suicide attempts of 
Henry’s father, but the weight of the song essentially lies on Henry’s declaration in 
the third stanza that he loves his father. The first two stanzas read:  
--That’s enough of it, Mr Bones. Some lady you make. 
Honour the burnt cork, be a vaudeville man, 
I’ll sing you now a song 
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The like of which may bring your heart to break: 
he’s gone! and we don’t know where. When he began 
taking the pistol out & along, 
 
you was just little; but gross fears 
accompanied us along the beaches, pal. 
My mother was scared almost to death. 
He was going to swim out, with me, forevers, 
and a swimmer strong he was in the phosphorescent      Gulf, 
but he decided on lead. 
Lea Baechler cites the line about his father swimming out with him instead of 
his brother as evidence to argue that Berryman “sometimes even confused literal 
experience” (611) when he tried to “access the ‘feeling’ of his childhood” (610). She 
calls this confusion “mismemory,” but she acknowledges that this is “the poet’s 
technique throughout The Dream Songs of conflating literal experience with 
reinvestigation into the ‘feeling’ of a particular experience [in hope for] the discovery 
of a psychic truth” (611). As we have seen, Berryman himself did say that his father 
swam out with him once. Even if Baechler has not read of this recount, what she 
claims to be Berryman’s “mismemory” could be one of what she calls “devices” 
(611). She misses the point here, because she has basically taken Berryman’s Dream 
Songs as a literal account of his life experience and neglected the function of the 
“devices.” 
In Song 143, as in the very first Song, the speaker tries to draw a line between 
him and others. The friend’s part of the dialogue tries to evoke Henry’s emotion and 
memory, bringing up the topic of his father’s absence (“he’s gone!”) and calls for 
Henry’s answer. The first person plural “we” in “and we don’t know where” excludes 
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Henry, and this can be attested by both the friend’s asking Henry to “be a vaudeville 
man” in blackface and his drawing a line between “us along the beach” and “you 
[Henry].” Henry is then brought back into the scene of the past, answering the 
friend’s appellation by speaking in the role of “a vaudeville man.” Henry concludes 
with the line “That mad drive wiped out my childhood” (line 13), which starts the 
third stanza and acknowledges the effect of the father’s absence upon himself. 
The unnamed friend may be understood as representing the public which has 
witnessed Henry’s loss. The first person plural also includes Henry’s mother, and 
Henry in his response draws a line not only between him and the public but also 
between him and his mother. When his mother “was scared almost to death,” he saw 
the Gulf to be “phosphorescent” and tempting. Therefore, he is isolated from the 
world of all living people. From this he constructs a world that he only shares with 
the dead father.  
The line “He was going to swim out, with me, forevers” describes on the one 
hand an incident in real life as he would like to present it, and on the other hand 
points rhetorically to the endless journey toward death. This may become clearer 
when Song 143 is read together with Songs 144 and 145. It appears that Song 145 is 
immediately linked with Song 143, as Song 143 ends with “I repeat: I love him/ until 
I fall into coma” while Song 145 starts with “Also I love him.” Due to explicit 
reference to the father’s death, Songs 143 and 145 have therefore always been 
singled out for analysis by critics with a biographical approach. However, we will see 
that when Song 144 is put between Song 143 and Song 145, the local narrative will 
have quite different effects. 
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In Song 145, the account of the swimming incident is from Henry’s first person 
perspective, who maintains:  
but he did not swim out with me or my brother 
as he threatened— 
 
a powerful swimmer, to    take one of us along 
as company in the defeat sublime, 
freezing my helpless mother: 
he only, very early in the morning, 
rose with his gun and went outdoors by my window 
and did what was needed. 
Here, the speaker does not even know whether the boy (to be) taken out was 
“me” or “my brother,” and he even cannot ascertain whether the father actually 
“swam out” or merely “threatened” to do so. For Haffenden, despite the above quoted 
letters between Berryman and his mother, the discrepancy between Song 143 and 
Song 145 arises from the fact that Berryman had never had a complete and definitive 
account of the incident, “working with the little and often partial knowledge he had 
gleaned from his mother … to compose his ambivalent feelings towards his father’s 
actions” (Life 25). This interpretation may sound plausible in terms of Berryman’s 
general impression of his father, but implausible about the representation of the 
incidents in these almost sequential songs. 
The dating of the songs may inevitably need to resort to biographical or 
historical records. For example, “Whitman/ of the tower” in Song 135 and “Whitman 
on his tower” in Song 145 refer to Charles Whitman who shot forty-five people from 
a tower at the University of Texas at Austin, killing thirteen, and Time immediately 
did a cover story called “The Madman on the Tower” on 16 August 1966. Whitman’s 
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father was reported to have said: “I’m a fanatic about guns…I raised my boys to 
know how to handle guns.” Whitman wrote before going to the tower: “I’ve been 
having fears and violent impulses. I’ve had some tremendous headaches. I am 
prepared to die” (quoted from Haffenden, Commentary 108). Berryman said in an 
interview that the Time story “was very moving to me” (HA Interview 14). However, 
this research does not necessarily serve the purpose of interpreting the song, 
especially under the current context for reading The Dream Songs; instead, it may 
cast light on how Berryman ordered the songs into The Dream Songs as a narrative, 
and thereby helped in constructing a framework for interpretation. According to 
Haffenden’s chronology The Dream Songs, Song 145 was written in August 1966 
(Commentary 108,162), while Song 143 was composed on April 2, 1967, one month 
earlier than Song 144 (ibid. 164). This means that if Songs 143 and 145 are read as 
true reflection of Berryman’s understanding of the incident, he might have been more 
convinced in 1967 than in 1966 that his father swam out with him instead of his 
brother. This, from the letters and his ex-wife’s record, could not be true. Apart from 
the apparent fictive use of the life event, the ordering of these three songs in The 
Dream Songs, to put a song written earlier (Song 145) after the two songs written 
later (Songs 143 and 144), must have its own purpose. No matter what reasons the 
poet had for ordering the three songs like this, the reader is left to interpret the songs 
in such an order. 
With Song 143 leading the way, Song 144 can be easily read as Henry’s 
monologue in third person as if he is propped to reflect after coming to from a 
“coma” by the end of Song 143. Jack Nathan Silver observes that “sandwiched 
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between the two poems that directly describe the suicide, Henry presents [in Song 
144] a graphic image of his awareness of mortality (95). The first two stanzas of 
Song 144 read: 
My orderly tender having too a gentle face 
wants to be a Trappist but not to pray: 
this convert lost his faith. 
And douroucoulis out from their nesting place  
peer with giant eyes, like lost souls, say:  
but the whole fault ends with death. 
 
Henry was almost clear on this subject, dying 
as all we all are dying: death grew tall 
up Henry as a child: 
the truths that are revealed he is not buying: 
he feels his death tugging within him, wild 
to slide loose & to fall: 
With “coma” being the last word of Song 143, the “orderly” in the beginning of 
Song 144 readily suggests that Henry is in a hospital. As a matter of fact, this song 
was composed in a hospital when Berryman went to New York for a prize and 
collapsed in early May 1967. It was composed at the same time as Song 380 which 
carries a subtitle “From the French Hospital in New York, 901” (Life 345-6). 
Hospitalization can be understood as a hide-away from the ordinary society or in a 
tolerated dysfunctional state, as Song 380 puts that Henry is “punctured,” apparently 
a pun evoking both injections through needles and deflated state of his mind and 
body, “[wondering] would he die/ forever, all his fine body forever lost/ and his very 
useful mind?” (Lines13-15). In Song 144, an extra line is added to the usual three-
stanza song, as if to visually capture the state of being out of the ordinary: “Sorrow 
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follows an evil    thought, for the time being only” (Line 19), with an extended blank 
between “evil” and “thought” making the break visible.  
Of course, hospitalization also provides an occasion for the speaker to muse on 
death, and Henry claims to have known a lot about the subject of death since his 
childhood, but he expanded it to “all” of the people. However, he immediately 
suggests that the death he grew up with might well be an internalized call instead of 
an external burden, so again he had drawn a line between himself and the others. 
Both the orderly and the douroucoulis are known for their serenity. A Trappist may 
be compared to Henry’s general inclination of withdrawal. Here, a Trappist is used 
probably because La Trappe Monastery was established in northwest France, while 
the song was written in the French Hospital in New York, even if this detail, of 
course, appears to be of minor significance. Here, the poet might have associated 
Henry’s orderly with a Trappist who has “lost his faith,” and this loss of his faith 
metaphorically corresponds with Henry’s condition, as he does not believe the 
“truths.” The douroucoulis, probably referring to his fellow patients, claim that “the 
whole fault ends with death,” but death as Henry has experienced if entails a feeling 
that “his death [is] tugging within him.” The impact of [his father’s] death has 
nothing to do with “the truths that are revealed” but has become the internalized 
death within him. The third stanza suggests that death has damaged his speech 
(“rammed into his mouth”) and thought (“cracking his skull open”). Song 144 ends 
with an emphasis on the temporariness (“for the time being only”) of his “sorrow” 
and “evil thought,” suggesting perhaps that Henry would recover both physically and 
psychologically.  
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Read together, these three songs form a small narrative about Henry’s personal 
experience with death; the narrative also implies a journey of realization and 
reconciliation. Song 143 begins with the interlocutor’s positioning of Henry “That’s 
enough of that, Mr Bones. Some lady you make” (italics original). First, this unnamed 
friend dissuades Henry from overindulgence in sentiments shown in Song 142. If the 
first sentence is dissuasion, the second sentence is more like persuasion, chastising 
him to be strong. The second sentence also echoes Henry’s mother’s admonishment 
in Song 14 that “Ever to confess you’re bored/ means you have no// Inner 
Resources.” The first line of Song 14 is pronounced by a generic “we:” “Life, friends, 
is boring. We must not say so.” This “we”-voice functions the same as the unnamed 
friend in Song 143. No matter whether the unnamed friend can be understood as a 
form of internalized self-admonishing force, the friend, Henry’s mother and the 
generic “we” are all trying to mould Henry’s character. The friend continues to 
remind Henry that he must act the “burnt cork” part by “stay[ing] in blackface, in 
disguise, to face his loss” (Dodson 78). Dodson rightly points out that “[this] may be 
the interlocutor at his most intrusive and most forceful; his active presence is another 
way for Berryman to expose a personality” (78).  
In the localized small narrative across the three songs, the unnamed friend’s 
admonishment provides an incentive for the first person speaker to complain about 
the generic others, in one respect, as is his blind anger at his father in Song 143, 
because his father’s “mad drive wiped out [his] childhood.” Under the conditioning 
of Song 143, Song 144 becomes the first person speaker’s reflection on death which 
he first confronted “as a child.” In this song, death becomes a subject of 
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transcendental thinking, in relation with such concepts as faith and truth. In light of 
this understanding, Song 145 expresses the speaker’s effort to forgive. Therefore, he 
could understand that although his father “felt as bad as Whitman on his tower/ … 
[the father] did not swim out with me [the speaker] or my brother.” Here, the speaker 
is not stating a fact about whom the father swam out with, but rather, he makes a 
point that his father had after all some nobility in his defeat (“in the defeat sublime”).  
Song 145 creates a man with a strong mind (“that wretched mind, so strong/ & 
so undone”), whose act of suicide becomes a task which “was needed.” In this song, 
the image of the father is only associated with Hemingway and his tough-guy 
character who “can be destroyed but not defeated,” but it is explicit in Song 235 
which elegizes Hemingway in such lines as “Tears Henry shed for poor old 
Hemingway/ Hemingway in despair, Hemingway at the end,/ the end of Hemingway” 
and at the same time refers to himself “Save us from shotguns & fathers’ suicides.” 
Meanwhile, as death becomes an internalized force in Song 144, “wild/ to slide loose 
& to fall,” it grows to infect the speaker’s everyday life. This infection translates into 
his inability to “read that wretched mind” and his broken speech (“I—I’m/ trying to 
forgive”) in Song 145. Though unresolved, the speaker is left “to live on.” Dodson 
points out both that “there is an attempt to reconcile with his father’s fatal decision” 
in Songs 143 and 145 and that in Song 145 “Henry heroically accepts the task his 
father left him” (79), but the two songs themselves do not illuminate enough how this 
“forgiveness” takes root in Henry. It is by way of Song 144 that Henry can finally in 
Song 145 “touch now his [father’s] despair” and can try to forgive.  
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The dominant emotion in Song 143 is fear, and the perspective is generated by 
the generic “us” or those other to Henry. Song 144 is a reflection of the loss of faith 
and soul with the entailing overpowering pain of death wish, while the senses of 
despair and helplessness become the undertow that connects Henry and his father in 
Song 145. The process from anger toward reconciliation with his father has taken a 
long time (“forty years”) on the part of Henry, and this cluster may be read as having 
a prototype of the structure of The Dream Songs while the discrepancy between the 
facts and fiction points to the constructed nature of the poem as a whole. 
The happenings in the narrative as delineated in the three poems are beyond the 
distinction between biographical truth of actuality and artistic accuracy of 
representation. The dichotomy may not be applicable to the world of The Dream 
Songs as the world is built around a fictional character. No matter how true the 
represented events in Henry’s life are to the actual events in Berryman’s life, the 
truthfulness can only be evaluated under a meta-structure of The Dream Songs that 
guarantees the constructed nature of the Dream Songs world. In this structure, Henry 
is represented through his personality upon whose development the poet projected his 
own personality. The common ground between them performs the function in both 
the actual world of the poet and the fictional world of Henry. Given the fact that 
Henry himself is a poet who is supposed to write a long poem, The Dream Songs can 
be understood as a self-generating narrative poem with Henry being both the narrator 
and the hero. In this self-generating world, Henry also becomes self-constructive, not 
only from the present and his memory but also from his split self as a blackface and 
even from a perspective after his death. When the narrator functions as the poet, the 
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hero becomes the lyrical “I” speaker. The meta-structure allows for both the smooth 
functioning of the authorial supervision and the autonomous flow of the narrative 
around the protagonist, without the necessity to pin down whether it is the poet or the 
protagonist that performs the authorial function in the poem.  
The meta-structure provides the poet with a safeguard that exonerates him from 
any possible liability for whatever he wrote about his actual word. For most critics, it 
is the creation of the character Henry that allows the poet to achieve this aim. 
Linebarger believes that the creation of the protagonist is merely a mask to allow 
Berryman “to avoid embarrassing revelations and the bathos of much confessional 
poetry” (80). However, the most significant function of the mask may be that it 
presents a persona other than the poet in actual life. An incident or event in the poet’s 
life, as the example of the father’s suicidal act with his son has shown, may turn into 
a purely fictionalized one in the narrative about Henry’s life.  
By the same token, the relations as represented in Henry’s life should also be 
considered as having happened only in the world of The Dream Songs instead of 
being happenings or events in the poet’s life. When actual persons and places or 
events appear or happen in the phenomenal world, they are represented only for the 
purpose of the characterization of the protagonist. A subtle conversion from the 
physically traceable events into verbal representations of the events functions to help 
constructing the world of The Dream Songs. In the constructed world, the physical 
entities and actual happenings have been already represented as symbolic phenomena 
in the integrated network of relations. For example, in The Dream Songs, the poet 
Robert Frost should be taken as one of Henry’s friends and should not be understood 
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from the perspective of Berryman as his personal friend. Berryman’s association with 
Frost such as his visits to Frost’s farm did happen in the actual world (Life 307-8), 
but this should not be taken as evidence to interpret the relationship between Henry 
and Frost. Robert Frost exists in the songs only when he was mentioned or referred to, 
and if Henry had not visited Frost’s farm, readers could not know that there was any 
association between Henry and Frost on that level. In the poem, Henry had never 
bothered about the status of himself as poet, while Berryman was reported to say that, 
upon hearing the news of Frost’s death, his immediate response was to ask “Who’s 
number one [poet]?” after Frost had gone (Life 318). Frost’s influence upon John 
Berryman, if any, should not be explored to interpret these songs. The actual events 
in Frost’s life can still be examined and explored to explicate the songs in The Dream 
Songs, because Frost was a figure in the public sphere which Berryman, Henry and 
the readers could get access to, but for the interpretation of The Dream Songs, Frost 
should be considered a figure related to and represented by a fictional character 
Henry. The association between Frost and Berryman should not be taken for granted 
as grounds for the interpretation of the songs, except when the association overlaps 
with that between Frost and Henry and can be supported by evidences in The Dream 
Songs. This applies to all the names of actual persons or fictional characters in the 
poem.  
In fact, in The Dream Songs, there are many people, particularly Berryman’s 
colleagues and students, and for the readers without comprehensive knowledge of 
Berryman’s life these names can actually refer to unidentified persons only. These 
persons unidentifiable to the public can essentially serve purposes other than being 
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biographically meaningful, and they should be considered as Henry’s acquaintance. 
That is, when the proper nouns in The Dream Songs do not evoke the readers’ 
existent knowledge, they can only be understood as building blocks within the world 
of The Dream Songs. For example, there is a certain Valerie Trueblood, who was one 
of Berryman’s students at Brown University between 1962 and 1963. She figures the 
most frequently in The Dream Songs among his non-poet friends, such as Songs 94, 
113, 296, 304, 315, 316, 318 and 360, sometimes addressed as Lady Valerie, and two 
songs are dedicated to her without her name mentioned in the song. By taking these 
songs together, the relation between Lady Valerie and Henry may be constructed and 
explicated. In Song 296, Valerie is addressed by Henry as “Lady Valerie,” while 
Lady Valerie claims that “Of grace & fear, … / You are the master, Henry Pussy-
cat.” It is difficult for the public readers to find out that Lady Valerie is praising 
Henry for his dream songs, although the last three lines may suggest that Henry is a 
poet: “Henry was a needer/ of a very few or even of one reader/ in the bright 
afternoon outspread.”  
But in the middle part of the song, it appears that Henry is on an expedition of 
conquest all the way from “London,/ Paris & Rome & Athens” to Jerusalem. The 
mention of Jerusalem may suggest some religious significance of Henry’s doing: 
“then, if all goes well, Jerusalem/ where all those fine Jews are, & holy places/ 
imperfectly determined.” The innuendo of the crusade becomes even more explicit 
when Song 296 is read together with Songs 315 and 316. Song 315 presents Henry as 
a “necessary knight” to her, while “she comes like one of Spenser’s ladies.” The last 
stanza of the song reads: 
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Hard lies the road behind, hard that ahead 
but we are armed & armoured & we trust 
entirely one another.  
We have beaten down the foulest of them, lust 
and we pace on in peace, like sister & brother, 
doing that to which we were bred. 
The relation between Henry and the lady appears to be a hard one, although 
they are “armed” and trust each other. If “armoured” is read as having a strong 
denotation of “amour,” the difficulty may be understandable, for they essentially 
have to conquer “the foulest of” the desire between a man and a woman. As 
Mendelson observes: 
The women of The Dream Songs are divided roughly into two familiar 
classes: those he went to bed with, and those he did not. The former find 
themselves dismissed with an epithet (“whereon he lay/ the famous 
daughter”), the latter idealized and transfigured, their names prefixed by 
“Lady.” (65)  
The relation between Henry and the Lady is established on the codes of knight, and 
the love between them is geared toward the courtly love. Therefore, they are “armed” 
with a self-conscious abstinence from lust. The lady becomes the ideal for the love 
and cause of the knight who may risk his life fighting dragons, to which both Song 
315 and Song 316 allude. In Song 316, the dragon is compared to a man (“I set my 
lance & took him as I would,/ in the fiery head, he crumpled like a man”), suggesting 
that for Henry to maintain a courtly love relation with Valerie becomes a noble task 
(“thrice for Lady Valerie I would suffer/ but not be wax from like a base-born duffer”) 
so that he would eventually become “Sir Henry” with “love & pride.” The point here 
is that the readers may not be able to find the actual relation between Berryman and 
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Valerie Trueblood, and it is not necessary for them to do so. The name here 
represents an ideal, and Lady Valerie does serve the purpose of keeping Henry noble 
and knightly, for the world of The Dream Songs is a constructed space in which the 
character Lady Valerie is needed for the characterization of Henry the protagonist. 
The same goes for the names that refer to Berryman’s relations in his private 
sphere. When these names enter the dream songs, they function to remind readers 
that Henry has a world of his own on the one hand, and that Henry’s world itself is a 
public sphere for all the readers on the other. When those names having wider social 
significance are juxtaposed with the lesser known names, there may be a kind of 
inter-influence that makes the names in the public sphere tend to be less 
individualized in term of their relations with Henry. For example, in Song 88, when 
the name Bhain is mentioned as “dear of Henry’s friends,/ … on whom death lay 
hands/ in weeks.” Of course, readers familiar with Berryman’s life and work may 
know that this Bhain refers to Bhain Campbell, an important early figure in 
Berryman’s development, whose early death had inserted in Berryman a deep rooted 
influence which may be seen in his poems and story for him and in his elegiac 
writing in general (Dream 184-7, 197-8). Haffenden observes that Berryman 
considered the deaths of his father and Bhain Campbell to be “the most influential in 
his own life” and that Berryman ”saw himself as a man deserted – and damaged – by 
those he had loved most dearly.” An unpublished sonnet refers to Campbell’s death 
as “the second” desertion, while “the first” apparently refers to his father’s death 
(Life 182). The death of Campbell was, like that of his father, also partly responsible 
for Berryman’s tendency of self-victimization. As Berryman might have transferred 
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this tendency to Henry when he modeled the character partly on himself, the 
tendency may be an important clue to understand Henry’s personality.  
However, the habitus of Henry has to be described in the context of The Dream 
Songs. When Bhain is presented as a dear friend of Henry, and when this name is 
juxtaposed with Yeats (“in London spring half-spent”) and Dylan [Thomas], Bhain 
becomes one of the members of “a clan” to which Henry also belongs (“we’re all a 
clan,” Line 16). For another example, in Song 90, the name “Randall” may be 
immediately recognized as the poet Randall Jarrell (“Let Randall rest, whom your 
self-torturing/ cannot restore one instant’s good to”), and this song is Berryman’s 
elegy for his friend Jarrell. However, this does not mean that Jarrell was not Henry’s 
friend, although Henry’s world exists only in the form of The Dream Songs. The 
lines “I will say Randall, he’ll say Pussycat/ and all will be as before” function to 
highlight the establish relation between Randall and Henry. Both Songs 88 and 90 are 
from the section of poems with a group title of “Op. posth.,” and in this group of 
songs the solidarity between Henry and the dead is frequently reinforced. When Song 
88 claims that “we’re all a clan,” Song 90 laments that “I am headed west/ also, also, 
somehow” and “in the chambers of the end we’ll [Henry and Randall] meet again.” 
The land of the dead becomes a coterie world or an extended private sphere Henry 
and his contemporary poet friends share, and because of its unrealistic nature, this 
group of fourteen “posthumous” songs once again reminds us of the fictionality of 
the Dream Songs world.   
In other songs when Berryman did refer to Jarrell, he did not spell out his name. 
Instead, Jarrell was often referred to as a friend. When a person whose name is 
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known to the readers is not specified as a particular person but as Henry’s friend only, 
this person only serves to perform a function in Henry’s world. Therefore, the friend 
in Song 127 (“His friend’s death had been adjudged suicide”) and the friend in Song 
191 (“one of Henry’s oldest friends was killed”) should be taken as Henry’s friends, 
not necessarily Jarrell. In fact, the readers may not need to know exactly how many 
of Henry’s friends had died, except that Henry belongs to the lot. When Henry says 
in Song 153 that “I’m cross with god who has wrecked this generation,” it sounds as 
if that he is also saying it on the behalf of the readers. The lot includes “Ted 
[Theodore Roethke], then Richard [Blackmur], Randall [Jarrell], and … Delmore 
[Schwartz]” with Sylvia Plath in between. Henry is, of course, not to be exempted 
from this lot, and he knows this (“I suppose the word would be, we must submit./ 
Later.”). As if to provoke and satisfy the readers’ curiosity about the other members 
who should be part of the lot, the speaker explains that god “did not touch” Lowell, 
or rather god had not touched Lowell yet at that time as the italicized “later” suggests. 
All these names, no matter famous or obscure, are instrumental in constructing the 
world of Henry.  
Some of the poets in the lot re-appear in Song 173, obviously an elegy for 
Richard Blackmur as it is formally subtitled “In Mem: R. P. Blackmur,” which 
Samuel F. Dodson claims to be Henry’s “sweetest, most poignant professional elegy” 
(123). In this song, Blackmur is referred to as “the dearer of the dear,/ my older 
friend of three blackt out me,” and the other two of the three should refer to Jarrell 
and Schwartz.  
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Every time Henry writes about the death of his friends, he invariably thinks of 
his own impending death. Song 172 is ostensibly a song about Sylvia Plath, but it 
becomes more than a mediation of suicide, and its second and third line read “Your 
force came on like a torrent toward the end/ of agony and wrath,” which prepares for 
the last line about the seemingly fruitless struggle against living on. The poem starts 
with the line “Your face broods from my table, Suicide,” making suicide a live force 
and establishing a direct relation between suicide and Plath, and claims that “You 
[suicide] were christened in the beginning Sylvia Plath/ … till the oven seemed the 
proper place for you.” Henry’s lamentation for Plath soon evolves into “pauses to 
wonder why he/ alone breasts the wronging tide” as there are so many deaths among 
“his sisters and brothers” that it seems to be against the tide to live on. In Song 173, 
he reminds himself that “I blow on the live coal. I would be one,/ another one” (Lines 
14-15).  
All the poet friends of Henry, no matter whether spelt out or not, eventually 
function as yet another reminder of Henry’s own doom. Elegies are generally 
occasional poems, and they may lose their contemporary momentum after the deaths, 
although the influence may filter through and work into the elegist’s psychology. The 
names in The Dream Songs may be read more as incidents for philosophical musing 
of death and life, and they should essentially be treated as signifiers whose 
signification is to be contextualized by the songs in The Dream Songs. These 
signifiers in The Dream Songs may not necessarily have the same references as the 
signified commonly accepted in the actual world. 
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A group of five songs from Song 35 to Song 39 focuses on Robert Frost, and 
Songs 37-39 are elegies for Frost. An examination of this group of songs can 
demonstrate how Frost is constructed in The Dream Songs. Berryman himself was 
quite respectful of Robert Frost, and as he had stayed at Frost’s farm a few times, his 
grief over Frost’s death could be believed to be sincere. However, the voice in these 
songs about Frost’s death seems to construct a more detached Henry who presents 
himself as a funny and witty commentator. Therefore, Frost was not meant to be a 
personal friend of the poet, but became a vehicle for the characterization of Henry.  
Song 35 is entitled “MLA,” and the 1962 convention provides the poet with a 
party scene. Henry is presented as a sneering and sporty character through his festive 
or even frolic voice. The first stanza reads: 
Hey, out there!—assistant professors, full, 
associates, —instructors—others—any— 
I have a sing to shay. 
We are assembled here in the capital 
city for Dull—and one professor’s wife is Mary— 
at Christmastide, hey! 
This stanza presents a half drunk Henry calling out those around in the MLA 
convention, mumbling: “I have a sing to shay.” This sentence may have different 
combinations based on how to interpret the words “sing” and “shay.” The word 
“sing” may stand for “thing,” “sin” or even “song” given that Henry himself was 
supposed to be a poet, while “shay” may be read as “say” or “share.” The flippant 
voice carries on to the next sentence which puns on the word “Dull.” We know from 
his Paris Review interview that there had been one person who asked Berryman’s 
help to write a book on him in order to get “promoted from assistant professor to 
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associate professor,” and Berryman thought that it was “a harmless industry” and did 
go out to help him (PR Interview 28-29). In this song, however, the professors and 
scholars are the target for ridicule. “Dull” may be literally meant not only to mock 
those academic party imbeciles but also to be a pun on the name Dulles. Dulles is 
associated with Washington because of the Dulles brothers. The Dulles International 
Airport, associated with John Foster Dulles, was opened only two months prior to the 
MLA convention, while the younger of the brothers Allen W. Dulles was the director 
of the CIA until the Bay of Pigs in 1961 (Ryder73-74). The playful Henry is also 
represented as a womanizer whose attention is always directed to women, and here to 
“one professor’s wife” in particular. Given the time of Christmas, the name Mary 
might evoke some religious association, and therefore Henry might appear to be 
blasphemous. For this song, it may not matter that Mary actually refers to the wife of 
one of Berryman’s colleagues at Brown University during 1962-63 academic year, 
and it is to this colleague named Daniel Hughes that Berryman dedicated this song. 
For Henry and the reader, Mary is only “one professor’s wife” there, but toward the 
end of the song, Mary becomes the centre, or rather Henry so proposes to those 
present, as the third stanza rolls out: 
a chairman’s not a chairman, son, forever, 
and hurts with his appointments; ha, but circle— 
take my word for it— 
though maybe Frost is dying—around Mary; 
forget your footnotes on the old gentleman; 
dance around Mary. 
At the beginning of the third stanza, Henry’s voice appears to be resigned and 
comforting, accepting what has to be accepted, since nothing is forever. The abrupt 
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insertion of Frost becomes a sudden reminder of the mortality of the human being, 
and with this sentiment Henry seems to evoke the sad old motto of carpe diem. Frost 
was admitted into a Boston hospital on 3 December 1962, and died there eight weeks 
later on 29 January 1963. However, for Henry, Frost’s imminent death is not a thing 
of intimate personal impact, but an incident on the background for the explication of 
his philosophy of life. The mention of Frost appears to be casual, and the word 
“maybe” shows that the speaker does not necessarily care about the condition of 
Frost.  
Since everyone has only his short turn of fortune, as “only deals go screwing/ 
some of you out, some up” and even “the chairmen too/ are nervous” (Lines 10-12), 
it follows then that love or lust (“dance around Mary”) is perhaps more meaningful 
than those futile academic things the “assistant professors, full,/ associates” have to 
do. “Footnotes” here may have multiple meanings. It may refer to the academic 
papers with all those tangential information about Frost, it may mean that all those 
papers are essentially unimportant to the great poet or his poetry, or it may suggest 
that the tribute paid to Frost, no matter in the form of memorial academic papers or 
actual visits (“footnotes” as “notes of the foot”) to him, is of no significance to life. 
Frost is represented not as Henry’s friend or acquaintance but as an object for 
research done by those professors in MLA. This attitude is quite different from 
Berryman’s view of the “harmless industry,” and it appears that Henry is not to join 
either the circle of Frost or that of the professors. The circle around Mary may prove 
to be the charmed circle for Henry, and thus Mary eventually becomes a somewhat 
symbolic figure or the Madonna-figure. The apparent blasphemy implies piety, and 
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the “sing to shay” is rephrased in straight-forward command: “take my word for it,” 
presenting a quite somber minded Henry. 
Song 36 resonates with the cries over the transience of life, and apparently it is 
expanded as both a lament for Frost’s health and an elegy for William Faulkner, both 
of whom he includes into “the high ones.” The song alludes to Faulkner’s novella 
“The Bear” in Lines 15-16 (“The boy & the bear/ looked at each other”) and 
mentions William Faulkner in Line 18, the last line of a normal dream song, which is 
a question (“William Faulkner’s where?”). The question echoes the first line (“who’s 
there?”) so that it not only functions as a device for formal closure but also reinforces 
the nervousness of the speaker on the loss of “the high ones” he can look up to. Arpin 
observes that the image of “bear” may be associated with the feelings of paranoia, 
terror and death (66-68). For example, “Cold & golden lay the high heroine/ in a 
wilderness of bears” recurs in Songs 291 (Lines 1-2), 302 (Lines 1-2) and 372 (Lines 
13-14), in which “the high heroine” echoes “the high ones” besides the image of 
“bear.” Here, the image of “bear” takes on an obviously symbolic meaning. Through 
the transfiguration of the “bear” image, the association with Faulkner becomes more 
distant than personal, and the image does not merely function as a tribute to Faulkner. 
Thus the elegy for Faulkner tends to be a way for the speaker to let out his general 
feeling of grief instead of acute sense of loss for a particular person.  
Arpin also relates the bear imagery to images of divine retribution in 
Lamentations (3.10), where God is described as “a bear lying in wait” (67-68). In 
Song 120, which highlights “love, death, terror” (Line 4), the image of God is 
rendered as “the biggest bear” in Lines 15-17 (“I creep into an Arctic cave/ for the 
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rectal temperature of the biggest bear, hibernating”). In the sense that God is a 
Father-figure, it is not surprising that Henry’s father is also associated with bears. In 
Song 34, the man, who is “tendoned like a grizzly,” apparently alluding to Ernest 
Hemingway’s suicide, is also associated with Henry’s father. Hence, in Song 36, 
when “the boy & the bear/ looked at each other,” it was more about Henry’s self 
facing his fears. 
Song 36 has an extra line at the end, bracketed and separated from the stanzas: 
“(Frost being still around),” which not only turns the description about Frost into a 
“footnote” but also betrays the speaker’s nonchalant attitude toward Frost while 
Frost’s imminent death lurks in the party atmosphere in the preceding song. When 
the death of Faulkner and the lingering life of Frost are juxtaposed, it appears that no 
genuine passion is evoked, and instead brings forth the realization that dominant 
figures also pass with the time and their influence dwindles. Therefore, the death of 
“the high ones” creates in the speaker’s mind the urge to live so that he has to detach 
himself from the loss. To live on, for Henry, means to find out “who’s there” that he 
can “look up” or live up to. The death makes Henry more nervous than grievous, 
perhaps because the loss of “the high ones” means that he no longer has someone to 
compete with, and his unnamed friend appears to have misunderstood him at first by 
saying that he understands his grief. 
There are two voices engaged in a dialogue in the song, as Henry is consoled by 
his unnamed friend: 
--I sent my grief away. I cannot care 
forever. With them all again & again I died 
and cried, and I have to live. 
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--Now there you exaggerate, Sah. We hafta die. 
That is our ‘pointed task. Love & die. 
--Yes; that makes sense. 
But what makes sense between, then? (Lines 4-10) 
Henry’s sentence “I cannot care/ forever” is a recapture of what has been expressed 
in the previous song about the changeability of life. Even when he is in deep grief, he 
appears somber enough to say that even his “care” cannot last. But he becomes a 
little over-sentimental when he says that he has to live in order to die again and again 
with all those who died. The unnamed friend picks up the detached side of Henry in 
the previous song by saying “we hafta die”. The friend emphasizes “die” in order to 
refute Henry’s “I have to live,” and he proceeds to propose that the appointed task of 
human beings is to “love and die” instead of “live to die and cry.” The phrase 
“appointed task” echoes Line 14 (“hurts with his appointments”) in the previous song, 
and implies that it is a suffering no matter what to choose between the options, and 
later in the song the friend comments that “De choice is lost” (Line 13). Henry 
appears to be convinced but immediately he pursues further the question about the 
meaning in life.  
The question “what makes sense between” is actually rephrasing Frost. Frost’s 
last interview was published on 10 December 1962 when he was “still around” on his 
death bed, and Frost had this comment in the interview: “It’s hard to get into this 
world and hard to get out of it. And what’s in between doesn’t make much sense” 
(quoted in Ryder 75). Here again, Frost is not brought into the foreground. Henry’s 
brooding is more concerned with Henry himself.  
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When deaths occur in Henry’s world, Henry’s grief evoked is usually not 
specific but more generic and metaphysical, and the grief over loss of friends turns 
out to be a way to rise from the losses. In Song 37, Henry appears to feel complacent 
over Frost’s apology to him (“He apologize to Henry, off & on,/ for two blue slanders; 
which was good of him”) (Lines 10-11). In Song 38, Henry appears to be more 
concerned about the source of Frost’s reputation and admires him with some kind of 
jealousy: “Now he has become, abrupt, an industry./ Professional-Friends-Of-Robert-
Frost all over/ gap wide their mouths/ while the quirky medium of so many truths/ is 
quiet” (Lines 13-17). The admiration cum jealousy makes the elegies a little detached 
in the sense that Henry appears to be eager to see Frost off, while inheriting his 
legacy and enjoying his blessing. Therefore, in Song 39, Henry suddenly reveals that 
“Henry got away with murder/ for long” (Line 4-5), and the nature of the murder may 
be an evil wish that Frost should have been dead long ago. In retrospect, when this is 
related with Song 36, “Frost being still around” may be read against the image of 
God as a bear in wait. Therefore, Frost might represent an ambivalent wish Henry has 
for these father-figures, as Song 39 exhibits:  
                         …Our roof is lefted off 
lately: the shooter, and the bourbon man, 
and then you got tired. 
I’m afraid that’s it. I figure you with love, 
lifey, deathy, but I have a little sense 
the rest of us are fired 
 
or fired: be with us: we will blow our best (Lines 7-13) 
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The deaths of Hemingway (“the shooter”), Faulkner (“the bourbon man”) and 
Frost may imply more about the loss of shelter and safeguard of Henry’s generation, 
and Henry’s own conclusion is that he could do nothing about it (“I’m afraid that’s 
it”). Henry expresses his love, but what he needs more appears to be their blessing for 
inspiration for which they could “blow [their] best.” The shift of the pronoun 
between the first person singular and the first person plural reflects not only Henry’s 
emotional detachment toward Frost and these literary big names, but also the parallel 
worlds between Henry and Berryman. When Henry is speaking from his own point of 
view as the “I” persona, Berryman the poet is actually excluded and can only be 
represented as one among the generation. This means that in Henry’s world, there is 
still a distinction between the allied “I” speaker and the others. 
In The Dream Songs, there is an obvious distinction between the first person 
speaker and the external world, as in Song 1 and Song 14 in which Henry is 
compared with Achilles. However, the two songs demonstrate two different ways of 
representing Henry. In Song 1, Henry once had a wholesome self-contained identity, 
when the world appeared to be a pre-oedipal extension like “a woolen lover” before 
his father’s death. Then, when the “departure” fell upon him, the tension was built 
between the individual specificity of the first person singular and the more generic 
first person plural. There may also be a counterpart in Song 14, setting up a tension 
between the individual specificity of the “I” speaker and the more generic “us” 
associated with the world at large. Drawing a line between himself and the rest of the 
world has always been Henry’s fundamental way of thinking, and the presence of 
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anyone from the group of “others” is to remind him of his state of existence. It was 
from this perspective that he found “there [was] a law against Henry” (Song 4).  
While the demarcation between the “I” and the others becomes the foundation 
for the world of The Dream Songs, the personality of Henry, which is supposed to 
hold all the songs together as one poem, needs another interlocutor to expand. In 
contrast to the “I-They” demarcation, there is a consistent effort to suture the 
different identities on the part of Henry, especially when Henry is self-perceived as a 
victim. The most conspicuous example may be raised through his mourning for the 
dead contemporaries.  
His self-perception as a victim is displayed partly because of his unnamed 
friend, who functions as one of the end-men in the minstrelsy so that Henry’s self-
victimization delusion is invested with more socio-cultural significance when he is 
addressed as the blackfaced “Mr. Bones.” From the formal perspective alone, the 
minstrelsy provides a method for Henry to show his character or rather helps to voice 
his thoughts. This reflects one of the three introductory epitaphs of The Dream Songs: 
“But there is another method.” This epitaph quotes from Olive Schreiner’s preface to 
a novel, in which Schreiner writes to her late Victorian readers that “human life may 
be painted according to two methods,” one being “the stage method [in which each 
character is duly marshaled at first, and ticketed” (quoted in Silver, 1) of which 
Schreiner disapproves:  
But there is another method—the method of life we all lead. Here nothing 
can be prophesied. There is a strange coming and going of feet. Men 
appear, act and re-act upon each other, and pass away. When the crisis 
comes the man who would fit it does not return. When the curtain falls no 
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one is ready. When the footlights are brightest they are blown out; and 
what the name of the play is no one knows. (ibid. 2) 
By describing two methods, Schreiner is in effect saying that life is a play and 
the lines are spontaneously created through live interaction in one’s life. During the 
span of one’s life, there will be many people coming and going. While the quoted 
line from Schreiner suggests that Berryman intended his readers not to expect a well-
made plot in The Dream Songs as his poem would “open to the circumstances of my 
personal life” (PR Interview 29), he might also try to justify his use of minstrelsy, for 
essentially the minstrelsy is a stage show that involves some kind of live interaction 
between the two end-men, which speak in different ways in terms of language style 
and voice, and the minstrel structure functions to maintain the dialogic nature in The 
Dream Songs. However, the dialogues in The Dream Songs do not themselves imitate 
the real life experience, which again serves to suggest the constructed nature of The 
Dream Songs.  
The above analysis of examples from Berryman’s actual life experience and 
their representation in the world of Henry in The Dream Songs demonstrates the 
meta-structure of The Dream Songs and the parallel worlds of Henry and Berryman. 
This is to show that The Dream Songs as a long poem exists as a world of its own. 
The Dream Songs constructs a world of its own on the basis of Henry’s moves, and 
this world grows parallel to, if not being entirely independent of, the poet’s actual or 
factual world. He consciously constructs a poetic personality by incorporating his 
personal materials into the well-constructed poetic forms. It is the construction of a 
world with its textualizing process that contributes to Berryman’s uniqueness, and the 
uniqueness lies not in the parallelism between his protagonist and himself but in his 
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representation of himself as an “other” and his creation of a life, so that he could not 
only “confess” but also reconfigure and criticize his life.  
Berryman used different strategies to reinforce the constructed nature of the 
poem, despite the parallels between the protagonist and himself. Beside the persona 
mode built on the meta-structure, other aspects of the poem such as the idiosyncratic 
diction and grammar, the working of dreams and the performance of the personae 
may be understood in terms of the characterization of the protagonist. The 
recognition of the constructed nature of the poem is the foundation to take the poem 
as an artistically autonomous work, to which the biographical approaches have failed 
to do full justice.  
As an artwork, The Dream Songs should be considered to have been completed 
when it was published, but the ensuing interpretations have taken on more and more 
factors external to the poem. Of course, no one can hope to be cleared of the effects 
of the so-called biographical fallacy when approaching a text like The Dream Songs, 
unless the study focuses entirely on the formal aspects. When The Dream Songs is 
treated as a closed text, the life of the poet would be interpreted only in terms of the 
protagonist, and the poet should be understood not as a person but as an author 
function and an invisible narrator who sometimes may speak in the first person from 
the perspective of the protagonist. Therefore, even if the “I” speaker may be 
understood as an allied voice, it is still enunciated from Henry.  
It can be said that during the process of writing The Dream Songs Berryman 
started to construct a verbal edifice so as to accommodate his own sentiments about 
his world, and his associates were changed into various events or vehicles of 
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emotions incorporable into the poem-in-process to such an extent that he felt that he 
had to stop and call the songs finished. As a logical extension of this, during the 
process of writing, the poet himself was also changed into a vehicle and an event. 
The poem-in-progress does not mean that the songs in the poem were numbered in 
the chronological order of composition, nor does it mean that the poem was entirely 
open to the poet’s life. For example, the five songs which appeared in the Times 
Literary Supplement on November 6, 1959 became numbers 1, 5, 75, 67 and 77 of 77 
Dream Songs. Gary Q. Arpin summarizes this group nicely and maintains that “they 
were, in a sense, a précis of the book that was to follow, and indicate that Berryman 
had the beginnings and endings of his first volume (and perhaps of the entire poem as 
it was then conceived) in mind very early on” (60). Berryman then carried on from 
the last line of Song 77 (“ready to move on”) and “proceeded …to fill in the middle 
of the volume.” This process was repeated in the second installment, as Berryman 
“clearly intended to end the poem long before 385—the present 385 was originally 
published as ‘161: The Last Song’” (60). This is an important note, as it implies that 
the poem had an initial structure, with Henry in both the first songs and the last song. 
Between the present beginning and ending, the appearance of Henry decreases, and 
the voice in many of the later songs appears to be undeniably from the poet in actual 
life, which makes the relation between the poet and the protagonist all the more 
complicated. But it is safe to claim that The Dream Songs was initially conceived as a 
constructed world instead of a world of the poet’s actualities.  
The writing of The Dream Songs lasted on and off for nearly twenty years, 
although in the published book the poems were mostly written between 1958 and 
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1967. After he published the first installment of The Dream Songs in 1964, which 
included only 77 songs, he was to write under the dual impact of being John 
Berryman. On the one hand, he was still the poet of a highly acclaimed book of 
poetry. On the other hand, when the poet became famous, the poet’s “gropings into 
and around Henry and his environment” were changed, because “the circumstances 
of [the poet’s] personal life” had changed. These changes showed in the second 
installment. However, despite his precautionary prefatory note that “many opinions 
and errors in the Songs are to be referred not to the character Henry, still less to the 
author, but to the title of the work,” the poet’s claim was to some extent nullified 
when the reading public believed that Henry was the poet himself under a thin veil. 
This means that Berryman had to write both for and against the configuration of 
Henry, or write in contest against public interpretation. That is, Berryman had to 
observe the initial structure he had in mind and continued to write songs of an 
“improvisational” (Meredith 82) or “programmatic” nature (Smith 429). Therefore, 
there was a two-way influence in the construction of Henry, especially in the second 
installment in which the changed poet groped around the environment of the 
correspondingly changed protagonist, resulting in an increasing modification of the 
protagonist. It may be said that this was done in the light of the changes to the poet, 
or vice versa.  
Among the 385 songs in The Dream Songs, Haffenden attributed 79 songs to 
the pre-1963 composition, 29 to the composition of 1965 and 101 to the composition 
of 1966 alone (Commentary “Appendix I”). None of the 77 songs in the first 
installment was composed in 1964, and the majority of the songs in the second 
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installment were obviously written after the creation of Henry. Early songs are more 
dialogical, with Henry and his unnamed friend responding to each other or Henry 
addressing himself in another person. A simple count may prove the point. If the 
unnamed friend is counted only when he calls Henry “Mr. Bones,” then he appears in 
18 poems in the first installment, whereas among the 101 songs written in 1965, there 
are only five appearances. The appearances of the unnamed friend not only help to 
present the protagonist from different perspectives but also create a space relatively 
independent from the world of the poet. Since the unnamed friend is created without 
any tangibility, and comes out more as a needed shadow or spirit at times when 
Henry is troubled, the appearance of the unnamed friend reminds the reader of the 
constructed nature of the Dream Songs world. Therefore, the more the unnamed 
friend appears, the more difficult it is to identify the protagonist with the poet.  
In the early phase of writing The Dream Songs, Berryman warned himself that 
he should “NEVER try to pull into series” (quoted in Haffenden, Commentary 58, 
italics and emphasis original). This means that Berryman had the critical alertness to 
the constructed nature of The Dream Songs, and he tried always to process materials 
in a fresh way and to avoid the tendency of “Henrify[ing] poems” (ibid.). However, 
under the accumulative effect of continuing writing the dream songs, Berryman 
appeared to be increasingly “Henrified” and The Dream Songs developed a self-
generating narration along its own course. If Berryman as a poet might be 
consciously performing the author function to fulfill the requirements of the poetic 
art, his effort to maintain a balance between the autonomy of the poetry and the 
authority of the poet was easily overruled when the reader took Henry for the poet 
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himself. One of the reasons behind Berryman’s insistence in distinguishing himself 
from the protagonist might be that only in the distinction could his artistic efforts be 
fully acknowledged. However, during the course of writing, the narration itself 
generated its own impetus and took hold of the poet-narrator, so that when he 
explored the constructed world of Henry, Berryman became Henry, or at least part of 
Henry.  
Donoghue notices the change of voice between the two installments. His 
finding is that the multiple voices in the early songs increasingly give way to one 
“doctrinaire, edgy, magisterial” voice to the extent that in the end even the reference 
to Henry becomes “perfunctory” (30, 32) and “our poet is speaking in propria 
persona, husband, and father, poet, too, representative man” (32). His answer to his 
own question “what does the change denote?” is that perhaps “Mr. Berryman found 
the pretence a bit of a bore, Henry a nuisance, after a while” (30). Essentially, 
Donoghue takes Henry as Berryman with a mask too, thus when he finds the unified 
voice in later songs, he uses it to smooth out the earlier multiple voices. As the 
narrative increasingly took on its own autonomous power, the poet gradually failed to 
maintain the distance between himself and his protagonist. John Bayley points out 
that “when he puts himself into a poem he formalizes himself” (74), and Berryman 
increasingly “formalized” himself into his poem so that he was identified with the 
protagonist and in the end “Henry both is and is not” the poet (PR Interview 31). 
Berryman admitted that “Your idea of yourself and your relation to your art has a 
great deal to do with what actually happens” (PR Interview 37).  
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What actually happened was that after the publication of The Dream Songs 
under one title, when he felt formally finished with it, he could not refrain himself 
from writing more dream songs. The last song in the style of the dream song was 
written within forty-eight hours of his suicide on January 7, 1972, and that song was 
an abashed confession about the fear and desperation of Berryman himself. In a sense, 
it is after he created a character called Henry that Berryman himself became a 
character, and although there may be various reasons for his becoming a character, 
the public reception and interpretation of The Dream Songs were doubtlessly part and 
parcel of it. However, for the readers, who are divorced from the socio-cultural 
historical specificities, the poet himself may have become part of the text itself under 
the meta-structure of The Dream Songs where the poet’s function may be merged 
with the narrator’s. The argument of the meta-structure is to clarify the relation on the 
superlative level about the relation between Henry and Berryman, and make possible 














Administration of Voices and Personae 
 
The previous chapter has proposed the term “meta-structure” as a framework 
for the poet to appropriate his own experience in the poem so as to fuse the actual 
with the imagined into the constructed world of The Dream Songs, and has 
demonstrated how the poet increasingly put physically traceable events into the 
integrated reality of the Dream Songs world after the constructed nature of the world 
centered around the protagonist has been established. The character itself becomes an 
integrated figure. On the basis of such an understanding, this chapter will analyze 
how the voice and personae are used in the constructed world of The Dream Songs. 
Berryman’s Dream Songs is uniquely complex in the use of voices and 
personae. Voice in a poem, as T. S. Eliot defines it in his essay “The Three Voices in 
Poetry,” is the method by which the poet speaks, and in The Dream Songs the voices 
are how the fictive multi-faceted protagonist Henry enunciates from different 
subjective positions. Persona refers to the speaker whose self-presentation configures 
a personality, and Henry in The Dream Songs presents different personae from whose 
perspectives he speaks to the reader or addresses himself. In The Dream Songs, 
Henry refers to himself in different persons: “the single voice of ‘Henry’ accounts for 
differing perspectives” (Maio 94). This chapter will delineate the complicated 
administration of voices and personae in The Dream Songs, and specifically it will 
examine the strata of the “I” speaker. It will argue that Berryman had developed a 
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unique poetics of voices and personae among his poetic generation, which 
contributes greatly to the artistic achievement of The Dream Songs and helps to turn 
such a personal epic into a multi-voiced representation of one generation. 
Berryman’s extensive use of voices and personae in The Dream Songs grows 
out of his similar experiment in his early poems. In the group of poems called “The 
Nervous Songs” included in his first book The Dispossessed published in 1948, 
Berryman adopted the first person voice of a variety of personae. The influence from 
Rilke appears obvious, as Berryman not only mentioned Rilke as one of “the passions 
of those remote days” (Freedom 324) but also wrote in a note that “The Nervous 
Songs grew out of (as well as sonnet experimentation) my admiration for Die 
Stimmen [The Voices] of Rilke, though it was an accident that … there were nine” 
(quoted in Mariani 210). The speakers in The Voices are victims and outcasts such as 
a dwarf, a blind man and an idiot, and these poems provided examples for Berryman 
to try on voices different from his literary personality. Although Henry is not 
conceived as a social outcast, he is at least self-conceived as the victim of both 
society and god. Not only has Henry suffered “an irreversible loss” as Berryman 
mentioned in the prefatory note to The Dream Songs, but also Henry feels that he is 
“at odds wif [with] de [the] world & its god” (Song 5) and that there is a law against 
him (Song 4). The group of “The Nervous Songs” contains some common images 
with songs in The Dream Songs and also exhibits some similar features in the 
syntactic form. In “The Song of the Bridegroom,” the infantile desire “to be laid 
away/ Felted in depths of caves, dark cupboards that/ No one would open for a long 
time” (Collected Poems 52) is shown as a wish to withdraw into the primal state. 
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This desire is comparable to Henry’s lament in the very first dream song, in which 
Henry was “huffy” because he thinks that “All the world like a woolen lover/ once 
did seem on Henry’s side” but it does not any longer (Song 1). Due to the different 
cast of the characters, the voices in “The Nervous Songs” are discrete, with each song 
presenting a different persona. However, this group of “nervous songs” proves to be a 
new departure in Berryman’s poetry, in which he tried to speak in voices enunciated 
from different personae. 
It is in Homage to Mistress Bradstreet (henceforth as Homage) that Berryman 
experimented with a more unified voice. Berryman began Homage as early as 1948 
and it took him five years to write. The apparent subject of Homage is Anne 
Bradstreet (ca. 1612-1672), who is remembered as the first woman poet in America. 
Homage is essentially “a historical poem, but a lot of it is invented” (PR Interview 
34), and a narrative with “one dominant personality” (Freedom 327). Homage, as 
Haffenden points out, “represents Berryman’s effort to make trans-subjective a 
predicament which he had scarcely resolved” (Commentary 10). Berryman expressed 
that he “was not interested in [her] as a poetess [but] as a pioneer heroine, a sort of 
mother to the artist and intellectuals who would follow her and play a large role in 
the development of the nation” (ibid. 33). When he “decided to tempt her [because] 
she was unbelievably devoted to her husband,” Berryman sounded more real than 
joking, for he knew that he could “do this in a fantasy” (ibid. 34). That is to say, 
taking verbalization for the actual doing becomes the underlying principle of the 
poem. Under this principle, Berryman could make a narrative out of historical fact 
and invention, and also inserted himself into the narrative. In this sense, Anne 
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Bradstreet in Homage should be understood not so much recovered as constructed, 
and J. M. Linebarger is right to claim that “Anne Bradstreet is in some ways a mask 
for Berryman” (68). In fact, Berryman did speak in Homage, and sometimes he 
speaks obviously from behind the mask so that it is hard to distinguish between him 
and the heroine. 
Before and after the main body of the narrative, there is “an exordium and 
coda, …spoken by the ‘I’ of the twentieth-century poet, which modulates into her 
voice” (Freedom 328). The poem starts with the poet speaking to the woman in his 
own voice: “The Governor your husband lived so long/ moved you not, restless, 
waiting for him? Still,/ you were a patient woman. --/ I seem to see you pause here 
still” (Stanza 1, Lines 1-4). The poet speaks from the twentieth century to the woman 
in the seventeenth, as if they were in the third time-space. This time-space bypasses 
the linear time, because the poet speaks at a time after the death of the woman’s 
husband which was later than the woman’s own death. The beginning four stanzas 
form the exordium, and end with these lines: “it seems I find you, young. I come to 
check,/ I come to stay with you,/ and the Governor, & Father, & Simon, & the 
huddled men” (Stanza 4, Lines 6-8). Berryman put a note to the poem, saying that 
“this exordium is spoken by the poet, his voice modulating in stanza 4, line 8 … into 
[the woman’s]” (Collected Poems 147) before the main part follows. The last four 
stanzas form the coda, in which the poet again addresses the woman, claiming that “I 
must pretend to leave you” upon her death but telling her that her husband “Simon 
lived on for years” (Stanza 56, Line 7). The main body of the poem comprises three 
large sections, namely, a monologue by Anne Bradstreet, a dialogue between the poet 
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and Anne, and another monologue by Anne. Therefore, the allocation of the voices is 
symmetrical in the form as if the poem were an extended conversation, giving the 
poem an overall form and sense of closure. 
The function of the exordium and coda is on the one hand to establish the 
borders of a time-space for the poet and the addressed woman, and on the other to put 
the main body of the poem which is narrated mainly by the woman into an outer 
framework. Therefore, the insertion of the exordium and coda becomes a structural 
device marked by the poet’s voice, and both highlight the constructed nature of the 
poem and prefigure a way to interpret it. William J. Martz observes that the voice of 
Anne Bradstreet is “a voice that we hear only in relationship to the voice of the poet, 
for the poem opens with the poet rather than Anne as speaker” (26), and that “the 
voice of the poet opens the poem and thus provides a framing point of view for what 
follows” (27). The poet in the beginning stanzas summons the woman’s ghost from 
the grave as an epic poet invokes the muse: “Out of maize & air/ your body’s made, 
and moves. I summon, see,/ from the centuries it” (Stanza 3, Lines 1-3). When the 
woman is summoned across the centuries until she becomes palpably real, the poet’s 
voice and the woman’s will eventually blend into one voice. 
If the poet’s voice serves as an external device on the border on the time-space 
designated for the poet and the woman, the dialogue between them in the middle of 
the poem functions to turn the voice into physical presence. Since the poem is 
primarily narrated by the woman, the poet’s insertion in the narrative serves to 
undermine the stability of the historical actualities. Then, the reality of Anne 
Bradstreet is changed into a new time-space neither in the poet’s twentieth nor in the 
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woman’s seventeenth century. Martz claims that “human relation is the ultimate 
reality” in which “the personal identity is the combined identity of the poet and Anne, 
the union … of the past and present” (italics original, 27). In the middle part of the 
poem, after an initial dialogue between her and the poet, the woman talks to the poet, 
saying “you must not love me, but   I do not bid you cease” (Stanza 26, Line 8), as if 
the poet were standing right in front of her. The woman would summon the poet or 
call him to her presence, commanding him: “Talk to me” (Stanza 30, Line 8), or she 
would proclaim her desire: “I want to take you for my lover” while the poet replies 
“Do” (italics original, Stanza 32, Line 5). The love dialogue between the poet and 
Anne Bradstreet becomes “a symbolic marriage or consummation of identity” (Martz 
27). The voice blending in Homage enacts a “combined identity,” as Martz notes, of 
the poet and Anne Bradstreet as well as of the past and present. The “combined 
identity” involves two first person speakers in the poem, one referring to the poet and 
the other to Anne Bradstreet, and only at certain points are their voices 
indistinguishably modulated into a dominant one.  
The two first-person pronouns in the dialogue are relatively distinct in Homage, 
but in The Dream Songs Berryman fully developed the technique to dramatize the 
complex nature of one personality. It is in The Dream Songs that the orchestration of 
pronouns took on special significance, and Berryman believed that “without this 
invention [of pronouns], [he] could not have written either of the two long poems” 
(Freedom 327). Berryman claimed that he might “know more about the 
administration of pronouns than any other living poet writing in English or 
American” (ibid.). 
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As the prefatory note to The Dream Songs makes clear, Henry is a white man 
sometimes in blackface, and he “talks about himself sometimes in the first person, 
sometimes in the third, sometimes even in the second.” This means that Henry may 
use “I,” “he” and “you” to refer to himself in the poem, and given that he takes on 
both the personae of a white man and a blackface, the combination of the voices and 
personae in The Dream Songs provides Henry with many positions to speak from. 
The array of voices and personae may be examined through the speaker’s subject 
position and his relation with either the implied audience or the interlocutor. Henry in 
different songs may switch from the first-person to the third-person voice and speak 
as a different persona, and this makes it hard to pin down exactly what position 
Henry enunciates. 
However, it may be safe to say that when Henry speaks in the first person, he 
speaks to an imagined audience, though he may not necessarily engage himself into 
an actual dialogue with his audience or an interlocutor. At the same time, when he 
answers his unnamed friend, he actually acknowledges that he is what his friend 
perceives, positions or constructs him to be. The first person speaker may be in a 
reflective mood, and his speech may not be meant to address an audience but merely 
speak out his thought. When he speaks in the third person, it can be understood that 
he speaks as an omniscient narrator, taking himself as the other. When he speaks in 
the second person, he seems to be engaged in a dialogue with the image in the mirror. 
Usually, when an interlocutor is present, Henry is explicitly engaged into a dialogue, 
although there are cases that the dialogue between Henry and his friend may not 
expand to the entire song. The songs in a dialogic mode decrease in number and 
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frequency as The Dream Songs progresses. This may help substantiate the assertion 
that as the poem develops and the personality is built from song to song, the different 
voices from the same protagonist become increasingly homogeneous and the 
protagonist’s personality is increasingly embodied in the first-person speaker. 
Apart from the different voices and pronouns, there are also names and epithets 
that are used to characterize Henry. Henry is of course the given name, and when the 
protagonist is presented without a surname or family name, he is in a certain way 
considered or presented as an individual without an ancestral origin. Therefore, the 
identity of Henry may be understood as a continuum, in which Henry as a person 
may take a position that is anywhere in the continuum of his entity. However, the 
positions from which Henry speaks may be marked at different occasions by various 
epithets or surname and titles applied to Henry, such as “Huffy Henry” (Song 1), 
“Gentle friendly Henry Pussy-cat” (Song 19), “Henry House” (Song 17), “Henry 
Hankovitch” (Song 31), “Rabbi Henry” (Song 136), “wizard Henry” (Song 227), 
“[Zen] Master Henry” (Song 275), “Sir Henry” (Song 316). Henry in blackface is 
usually addressed as “Mr. Bones,” but he is also occasionally called Sir Bones (Songs 
3 & 5), Dr. Bones (Songs 98 & 272) or “Brother Bones” (Song 239). These epithets 
and titles may not only define different positions from which Henry speaks and help 
to build Henry’s personality but also help to reinforce the constructed nature of the 
Dream Songs world and become traceable marks in the trajectory of the 
characterization of Henry during the progress of The Dream Songs. “Bones” is an 
entry point both into the world of predominantly black showmanship and—as a 
reference to the human skeleton—to Henry’s acute sense of mortality.  
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The orchestration of pronouns in The Dream Songs shows first of all in the 
relation between the poet and the protagonist. This relation is brought up again in this 
chapter because it will be examined from the perspective of the author function. The 
distinction between the poet Berryman and the protagonist Henry, as has been argued 
in the previous chapter, is no longer important under the meta-structure that allows 
for the fusion of both the real world of Berryman and the virtual world of Henry into 
an integrated world of The Dream Songs. Dennis Brown, from another perspective, 
claims that “‘Henry’ constitutes Henry-as-zone and in this he contains multitudes” 
and that Henry is “both a hyperreal projection of the poet’s personality and a screen 
scan of his cultural environment” (61). Brown concludes that Henry is “a compound 
simulacrum” (ibid.). According to Deborah Forbes, “Berryman naturalizes the 
dramatic monologue … by differentiating the poet and speaker without placing them 
in conflict with each other. Although Henry and the poet are set apart from each other, 
they appear to work as counterparts, speaking in one consistently inconsistent voice 
that veers from self-parody to pathos and back again” (102). It is an obvious yet 
sometimes overlooked fact, as seen in earlier chapters, that Henry can never be 
Berryman, for Berryman was the poet who created Henry.  
Henry’s world is complemented with Berryman’s world about The Dream 
Songs. The word “about” here has two layers of meaning. On the one hand, it points 
to Berryman’s authority as an author of the poem, which includes what Gerard 
Genette terms the paratext including author’s comments such as the prefatory note 
that functions upon the world of The Dream Songs. Berryman maintained that 
“[Henry] doesn’t enjoy my [Berryman’s] advantage of supervision; he just has 
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vision” (Kostelanetz 101), and the supervision should be identified as the function of 
the poet, while Henry’s vision is obviously what the poet constructed for the 
protagonist. On the other hand, Berryman’s function as the author paradoxically 
legitimizes his own position behind the text, claiming in the prefatory note not only 
that The Dream Songs is about an imaginary Henry but also that he has only limited 
liability for the “opinions and errors in the Songs.” Thus, Berryman tried to efface 
himself in The Dream Songs by claiming a position that interfaces the Dream Songs 
world centered around Henry and the world of the readers of The Dream Songs.  
When Berryman felt obliged to include in his prefatory note to the second 
installment of The Dream Songs the claim that The Dream Songs “is essentially about 
an imaginary character (not the poet, not me) named Henry,” it seems that he was 
overemphasizing the obvious. Berryman might have realized that his contemporary 
critics and readers tended to read the poems from the perspective of biography, and 
no matter whether the biographical interpretation was legitimate, his intention as the 
author was to forestall the interpretation from that perspective. The concessive 
undertone in the word “essentially” might imply that at least there is some legitimacy 
in the biographical approach to his poems. This is also captured in Jo R. Porterfield’s 
observation that there is “certain nervousness ... in the vehemence of that ‘not the 
poet, not me’” in Berryman’s note (quoted in Maio, 104), and Berryman did 
acknowledge that there was some identification between himself and Henry when he 
said “Henry both is and is not me” (PR Interview 31). When Berryman created Henry 
and wrote in the voice of Henry or from his perspective in The Dream Songs, Henry 
did become the poet’s alter-ego or his projection. In this sense, the “I” speaker in The 
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Dream Songs cannot be totally divorced from Berryman’s actual life as a poet and 
may be understood instead as a symbiosis in which the actual poet and the imagined 
character are integrated. Therefore, the “not me” claim appears to be a bypass which 
points to a deeper level on the strata of the lyrical “I” in the poem. However, the ‘not 
me” claim was made from the poet about his own function as the author with a 
supervision of his protagonist, and under the meta-structure of The Dream Songs the 
author function of the poet is transferred to the narrator function of Henry.  
The author function, according to Michel Foucault, “does not refer purely and 
simply to a real individual, since it can give rise simultaneously to several selves, to 
several subjects—positions that can be occupied by different classes of individuals” 
(113). This may mean that there could be more than one person considered as “John 
Berryman” connected with The Dream Songs, and on the superlative level of the 
meta-structure of the poem, Berryman was the designer of what he claimed to be “an 
epic.” Thus, the author aligned himself with all the authors of the Western canonical 
literary texts such as Homer’s Iliad and Dante’s Divine Comedy, or assigned himself 
the same author function in these works. When the distinction between Henry and 
Berryman is not valid under the meta-structure of the Dream Songs world, Henry 
takes on the functions of the poet Berryman, as Henry himself is also writing a long 
poem. Here, the poet Berryman is not to be understood as the Berryman who 
“brush[es] [his] teeth” (PR Interview 31) and “pay[s] income tax” (HA Interview 7). 
This separation is one significant device of The Dream Songs, which underlies the 
construction of the “personal epic” claim, like the use of the epithets as another epic 
device discussed above. For the convenience of exposition, the author of the poem 
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will be represented by “Berryman,” putting aside the claim that under the meta-
structure Henry in The Dream Songs plays the triple role of the poet, the narrator and 
the protagonist. 
The author function in a poem is also defined by Berryman himself in his 1962 
essay on Lowell’s “Skunk Hour,” in which Berryman elaborated on the “I” in the 
poem and the distinction between the poet’s person and his persona. The poet as an 
artist here is defined by the “necessity … of selection,” exemplified by “Lowell’s 
careful avoidance … of the grand style [that] makes the distinction material.” That is, 
the poet’s function on the “material” level of the poem should not be confused with 
the poet as a speaker in the poem. Also, the poet here is an artistic function, which is 
different from “the actual writer … with an address, a Social Security number, 
[etc.].” The persona that enters the poem as the “I” may be referred to as “the true 
self or soul or mind” (Freedom 321). Berryman glossed the term “soul” as the “third 
person” that is not oneself, not the personal “I,” but should be understood as part of 
“our common human life” (110). The third person in oneself may refer to what we 
have already termed the symbiosis of the “I” speaker. 
Despite the considerable difference between The Dream Songs and “Skunk 
Hour,” Berryman’s distinction between the person and the persona in Lowell’s poem 
may be analogous to that between Berryman as the poet of The Dream Songs and 
Berryman as a speaker in The Dream Songs. It should be noted that Berryman’s 
function as a speaker in The Dream Songs is actually taken over by Henry, and hence 
it is Henry who is speaking in The Dream Songs as Berryman. However, Henry’s 
presence can be more strongly felt than Berryman’s, because Berryman as a speaker 
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in The Dream Songs can only serve the function of an author, whereas Henry is also 
the agent for his actions. In Lowell’s poem, the “I” speaker as a persona can be 
understood as the overheard poet, since the poem does not provide a context for the 
readers to interpret the speaker as a distinctive character other than the poet, while 
Berryman had two roles in The Dream Songs. The first role is of the artistic function, 
which ensures the materialization of the poem entitled The Dream Songs, and this 
role is overtly manifested in peripheral words such as Berryman’s prefatory note to or 
comments on the poem. The second role of Berryman in The Dream Songs can be 
compared to the “I” speaker in “Skunk Hour.” 
Berryman also maintained that “[the] persona looks across at the person and 
then sets about its own work” (Freedom 321). The implication here is that, while the 
poet who performed the artistic function was also the persona in the poem, the poet 
as an artist had no “authority” over the poet as a persona in this poem. Even in a 
personal poem like “Skunk Hour” (Berryman never liked the term “confessional”), 
the poet’s function and the poet’s voice operate in two spheres. In the light of the 
distinction between the person (the function of the poet) and the persona (the voice of 
the poet) in “Skunk Hour,” the two roles of Berryman in The Dream Songs can be 
distinguished.  
The poet’s function and his voice in The Dream Songs, therefore, work for 
different purposes. The poet’s function is to ensure that The Dream Songs as a poem 
achieves its artistic purposes and has obviously nothing to do with Henry’s 
sentiments. Then, it is the poet’s voice, or in Berryman’s phrase, the “third person” in 
the poet, that could be merged with Henry’s voice to form the lyrical “I” in The 
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Dream Songs. The distinction between Berryman as the poet of The Dream Songs 
and as a persona in The Dream Songs may help to clear the grounds for some 
persistent problems over the personae in The Dream Songs. Based on this distinction, 
a trajectory of how Berryman the persona and Henry “touch at certain points” may be 
drawn so that not only may The Dream Songs be better analyzed and interpreted but 
also Berryman’s poetics will be better appreciated. 
The poet’s function, although operating primarily on the aesthetic level and 
exterior to Henry’s world, cannot be decidedly delimited in contrast to the poet’s 
voice, as both are attributes pertaining to a poem as a form with content. In the 
following analysis, the distinction can, if only tentatively, be summarized as follows. 
The poet’s function is primarily instrumental and “objective,” not intervening in the 
world of the character, whereas the poet’s voice may be intermediating or reflective 
and in this sense can be understood as a manifestation of the ethos of the poet, 
implying a “subjective” position. In The Dream Songs, the poet can be differentiated 
from Henry, as they have only part (whatever the proportion is) of each going into 
the symbiosis of the central speaker “I.”  
The first Song in The Dream Songs may serve a good example of analysis, as it 
illustrates the babel and difficulty in discussing the poet’s function and his persona in 
relation to the character Henry in the existing scholarly literature:  
Huffy Henry hid    the day, 
unappeasable Henry sulked. 
I see his point, -- a trying to put things over. 
It was the thought that they thought 
they could do it made Henry wicked & away. 
But he should have come out and talked. 
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All the world like a woolen lover 
once did seem on Henry's side. 
Then came a departure. 
Thereafter nothing fell out as it might or ought. 
I don't see how Henry, pried  
open for all the world to see, survived. 
 
What he has now to say is a long  
wonder the world can bear & be. 
Once in a sycamore I was glad 
all at the top, and I sang. 
Hard on the land wears the strong sea 
and empty grows every bed. 
Berryman had a note on the manuscript of this song, which reads: “…better than ever 
before, the rel.[ationship] betw[een] the poet & H.[enry]—the poet knows all about 
Henry” (quoted from Dodson 72). Haffenden interprets the note as an evidence that 
“[from] the beginning … Berryman confused himself with his protagonist” 
(Commentary 50). He supports this claim with indiscriminate remarks Berryman 
made, some of which are literal and some figurative. For example, his quotations 
from Berryman’s diary and private letters are obviously figurative or spontaneous 
small notes, such as “I am a strange man, not unitary like other people. I am really 
Henry Pussycat, and I am also a bastard, and I am hopeful and good-natured, and I 
am man insulted and injured, and I love Ann and the Poo [his child]” and “I am 
Henry Pussy-cat. My whiskers fly” (ibid.). These notes may not be valid evidences to 
support the claim that Henry should be equated with Berryman himself as the poet in 
The Dream Songs.  
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Haffenden also notes that this poem was written quite early, on 8 April 1958, 
“almost without revision, except, most notably, for the last line which originally read 
‘and my friends grow still or mad’” (Commentary 50). However, the most notable 
change for my analysis is obviously the voice change, as the first person possessive 
pronoun “my” is conspicuously missing in the last two lines of published version 
(“Hard on the land wears the strong sea/ and empty grows every bed”). This change 
is significant in understanding Berryman’s poetics and interpreting The Dream Songs. 
In a 1965 written interview proposed by Howard Nemerov entitled “One 
Answer to a Question: Changes,” Berryman noted that “[h]ere is the first section, or 
Song, where the ‘I,’ perhaps of the poet, disappears into Henry’s first and third 
persons” (Freedom 330). Obviously, the “I” here refers to the two first-person 
addressees in the first two stanzas, while Henry’s first and third persons appear in the 
last stanza. We can take his words as pertinent and valid to the degree that both a 
poet and a character are present and there are more than two voices.  
Two questions may be raised about Berryman’s phrase “perhaps of the poet.” 
First, we are not informed about the function of the poet. As the written interview 
was conducted in 1965, while his above-mentioned essay on Lowell’s “Skunk Hour” 
was written in 1962, it can be assumed that Berryman was aware of and careful about 
the distinction between the poet’s person and his persona when responding a question 
in a written form. Therefore, the poet here may be understood to refer to the poet as a 
persona in the poem, and it is the persona’s “I” voice that disappears into Henry’s 
voices. This means that Berryman was aware of the process, short and local as it 
might be, of the poet’s voice’s joining the protagonist’s. Second, the unsure tone of 
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“perhaps” may suggest that perhaps Berryman himself would like to leave the poet’s 
“I” open to debate. There is another point, peripheral but worthy of mention. 
Immediately after he copied this poem, Berryman emphatically pointed out: “This is 
Number One of Book I” (Freedom 330). One might set about wondering whether 
Berryman was suggesting something else concerning the structural position of this 
poem in a long poem.  
In an unpublished “Note” to His Toy, His Dream, His Rest published in 1968, 
Berryman claimed: “The poet does not enter the poem at all, even in Songs like the 
initial one [Song 1] and ‘Life, friends’ [Song 14]” (quoted in Haffenden, 
Commentary 50). In the sense that the poet was “a person with an address, a Social 
Security number, …” (Freedom 321), he [Berryman] obviously did not and could not 
enter the poem, even in the first song. Therefore, this “Note” may not be 
contradictory to the comments made in the written interview. The key to clarifying 
the relation between the poet and Henry is to differentiate the three aspects of the 
poet: a person, an artistic function, and a persona in the poem.  
For some critics, distinction between the personal pronouns or the first and 
third persons in this poem is of little significance. Conarroe in his monograph on 
Berryman gives a very detailed thematic analysis of this song by relating the specific 
words and images with variations in many other songs, which, I find, is by far the 
most insightful analysis of a single song in the existing scholarship on The Dream 
Songs. He singles this poem out, because he believes that it is “quite representative” 
and “more characteristic of certain aspects of Berryman’s craft” (111). He focuses on 
“its elaborate formal organization” but avoids altogether the voices and personae. 
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However, he simply mentions in passing (in parentheses) that “the ‘I’ and ‘his’ [are] 
the same person” (112). He elucidates on how “Henry describes himself … as 
‘wicked & away’” in the first stanza, “Henry introduces the image of being ‘pried 
open’” and “does not understand how he survived” in the second stanza, and “he 
[Henry] introduces in the final stanza an elegiac lament for past happiness” (112-113). 
For Ernest Stefanik, there is no problem to smooth out the voices. He claims that “the 
speaker’s voice is clearly identifiable as Henry’s, with Henry’s in the third stanza, 
and that he is both speaker and subject” (quoted in Haffenden, Commentary 50). 
However, for some critics, it is important to discern the difference between the 
poem’s “I” speaker and Henry. Samuel Maio is aware of Berryman’s distinction 
between the “I” as the poet and the “I” as a persona, but, perhaps guided by the 
impression that Berryman was enduring “mental health problems induced by his 
alcoholism” (103-4) and essentially not transcending the broader paradigm of 
biographical approach, he fails to discern the significance in Berryman’s seemingly 
self-contradictory claims. He manages “to distinguish the separate voices within 
Henry” through his analysis of the group of elegies for Schwartz, but, probably due 
to his eagerness to construct a framework of voices to house different modes of 
“modern American personal poetry,” he wholesales the poet’s function and voice in 
The Dream Songs, maintaining that “the voice of Berryman’s work is always of the 
persona mode” (102). 
For Louise Glück, there are three different “I”s in the song. The “I” in the last 
stanza is “different from the ‘I’ of stanza one, who sees. Or the ‘I’ of stanza two, who 
doesn’t see.” The first song begins with two lines of report. As Glück explains, “our 
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speaker is someone who knows Henry from the outside (‘Huffy’ being descriptive of 
behavior) and from the inside (‘unappeasable’).” However, she continues with a 
question, “If Henry, in lines one and two, is the speaker, the guiding or prevailing 
intelligence, then who is the "I" of line three?” (76). Glück seems to have entered an 
impasse, unless she acknowledges that Henry is not the speaker in the first two lines 
and “the guiding or prevailing intelligence” is not Henry alone. If we acknowledge 
Glück’s explanation of “Huffy” and “unappeasable,” the voice in the first two lines 
obviously serves as an example of the poet who “knows all about Henry.” This 
means that the speaker is the poet, primarily performing an aesthetic and structural 
function to position the readers.  
Glück very insightfully points out that the third “I” represents a kind of 
“engagement, not commentary” (78). This is in some way similar to Denis 
Donoghue’s elucidation of the third stanza of this poem. Donoghue is much more 
scrupulous about the voices and personae. He reads out “three voices, two lines each” 
in the last stanza of the first song:  
The first voice is objective, the poet introducing his character, giving 
the gist of his theme. The second voice may be received as Henry’s 
voice, recalling his good times, sycamores and songs. But the third 
voice is different from either; it is generic, representative, apocalyptic, 
Mankind rather than any particular man, Henry or J. B. [John Berryman] 
or anyone else. (22)  
This reading of the last two lines, which forms the basis of his main argument, 
highlights Haffenden’s view of the above-mentioned omission of the possessive 
pronoun “my” from the original draft. However, punctilious as his analysis appears to 
be, Donoghue’s framework is quite simplistic in that the third person “he” is used by 
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the poet to refer to Henry, the first person “I” refers to Henry’s self-address, and the 
last two lines, which have no personal pronouns, then, are assigned to a “universal 
rather than local” voice (ibid.). This elucidation leaves one wondering what he would 
say of the first and second stanzas, particularly those lines in which the “I” voice 
speaks of Henry. While Donoghue’s claim that “these three voices are nearly as 
many as the poet [Berryman] requires for his long poem [The Dream Songs]” (22-3) 
may be given credit, the nature and functions of these voices, particularly the third 
one which is intriguingly ambiguous, may be further explored to unweave the 
tapestry of voices and personae in The Dream Songs.  
The poet as a function has a voice that is different from the poet as a persona in 
the poem. The voice in the first two lines is that of description, and it neither 
comments on nor interacts with the world of Henry. In this sense, it is objective as it 
makes no judgment. According to Glück, the voice “reports,” showing its knowledge 
of Henry. The voice in the following four lines, however, is enunciated from a 
subjective position, as “I see his point” may imply a certain perspective, showing an 
implicit identification with Henry. “But he should have come out and talked,” 
however, is an explicit comment on Henry, implying a kind of interaction with him. 
This voice should be understood as the poet’s presence in the world of Henry; that is 
to say, the poet as the “I” speaker here is a persona in The Dream Songs. The 
difference between these two voices is also marked by the different use of tenses. The 
first two lines are in the past tense, while the following four lines of reflection and 
comments are in the present tense, which may imply the interaction between the 
persona and the character in the “real” time of writing the poem.  
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However, this way of distinguishing the voices may not be easily applied. One 
of the difficulties in analyzing The Dream Songs lies exactly in the seemingly 
seamless shift of voices. It is hard to define whether the voice in the first four lines of 
the second stanza is descriptive or commentarial. While it can be assumed that the “I” 
in the last two lines of the second stanza is the same speaker in the first stanza, it is 
hard to decide whether the first two lines in the last stanza (also in the present tense) 
also come from the “I” speaker. As the above quotations have demonstrated, critical 
opinion varies. The only safe claim seems to be that the unspecified speaker in the 
last two lines of the poem comprises at least Henry and the “I” speaker, as Berryman 
himself said that in this stanza the “I” in the first two stanzas “disappears into 
Henry’s first and third persons” (Freedom 330).  
For some critics, the distinction may appear to be unnecessary. William Martz 
asks these questions: “Who would object if Henry were wholly imaginary and one 
were hardly able to see or to care about a reference to the real-life John Berryman in 
the poem? Who would object if Berryman deliberately wrote an autobiographical and 
perhaps even a confessional poem?” (40). Martz continues, claiming that “What we 
care about is only that the poem exists beautifully as a poem, and yet in the final 
analysis the device is the poem” (italics original, ibid.). However, the nature and use 
of the device are left unexplored. Deborah Forbes pursues Martz’s questions further, 
and acknowledges that “Berryman’s invention of Henry creates a space in which the 
events and tragedies of a life can be presented without the potentially falsifying 
pressure to make them meaningful” (105). But she finds that this device by Berryman 
is simply “for describing his personal self-consciousness (the way in which all of us 
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to some extent think of ourselves in the third person), rather than the marking of a 
separate consciousness” (ibid.). Therefore, she finds that “Berryman creates a world 
in which talking to oneself becomes indistinguishable from talking to other,” in 
which there is not only “the indifference the Dream Songs show to the distinction 
between the ‘I’ and Henry” but also “the indifference the sequence shows to the 
distinction between monologue and dialogue” (103). If we acknowledge Martz’s 
claim that “the device is the poem,” it is necessary to analyze the device. And again, 
we see that if there is not a new framework established to deal with the relation 
between Henry and Berryman, the analysis of the different voices, personae and 
functions will have no footing. 
The difficulty in distinguishing the poet’s function and the poet’s persona will 
not invalidate the need and significance of doing so. In my analysis of the first song, 
the poet’s function is localized in the display of varied voices in one poem. However, 
this function can be extended to the macro level of The Dream Songs as one long 
poem, so that the readers are made aware of the structure and flow in The Dream 
Songs while taking The Dream Songs as a textual entity and a constructed world. 
This function is usually more recognizable in the songs that open a new section or 
start a group of relatively more connected songs, and in those prominently self-
contained and unrelated with the preceding or following songs.  
The various ways to elucidate the relationship between the poet and Henry by 
means of analyzing the first song only may suffice to demonstrate the difficulty and 
babel in the critical literature of The Dream Songs. While one may blame Berryman’s 
failure to present a consistently clear exposition, the befuddlement is due largely to 
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the critics’ aspiration to find out a fixed framework applicable to all the songs while 
failing to see the fractured nature of the poet’s voice and the compound nature of the 
lyrical “I” voice. The central speaker’s voice in The Dream Songs, generally assumed 
to be either Henry’s or the poet’s according to the respective critics, comprises only 
one part of the poet’s and Henry’s voices. This means that the composition of the 
symbiosis of the central speaker’s “I” is altering all the time, albeit that the overlap 
between the poet’s and Henry’s voices increases during the development of The 
Dream Songs, with the poet’s voice increasingly fading into the protagonist’s voice. 
The author function is displayed especially in later songs in The Dream Songs, 
when various voices and personae in the earlier books of The Dream Songs 
increasingly merge into one controlling “I” speaker. With Henry’s presence in the 
poem being increasingly felt in terms of his function as the narrator of the poem, the 
author’s voice which has been relatively distinct from the lyrical “I” voice is 
gradually taken on by the protagonist Henry, who becomes more articulate about his 
own identity of a poet. Helen Vendler observes that “[in] the early Dream Songs, the 
fastidious John Berryman writing the poem never enters the verse, and never interacts 
with either of his split under-selves” (36). What Vendler means it that there is an 
increasing presence of Berryman in the later parts of The Dream Songs. To put 
Vendler’s framework into my proposition of the meta-structure, it is the author 
function of Berryman that performs in later part of The Dream Songs and this 
function is gradually felt. Denis Donoghue also remarks that he has “no difficulty in 
accepting the invented character Henry as distinct from his maker in the 77 Dream 
Songs. … But … in the new and last book, the identity of Henry as distinct from J. B. 
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becomes harder to take” (22). He finds that “in later Songs attention to other voices 
has receded. Increasingly, there is one voice, doctrinaire, edgy, magisterial” (30). 
Both critics observe that in later songs the distinction between Henry and Berryman 
is harder to make, and Donoghue explains that maybe it is because “as the poems 
proceeded, Mr. Berryman found that the sole indelible interest was his own emotion” 
(30).  
While we may accept Donoghue’s assumption about Berryman’s wish to come 
out from behind the mask, we may also suggest that maybe Berryman found it easier 
to authorize his protagonist, to take over as his voice would then find a much freer 
voice. As John Bayley maintains, “when [an author] puts himself into a poem he 
formalizes himself” (74). When the poet creates a character in his own image, and 
speaks through his mouth while at the same time trying to give him a voice, the poet 
essentially creates another self for himself to imitate. This can be said to be a process 
of empowerment through disempowerment, because the poet practices the right to 
both authorize and deprive. It can be said that with the progress of The Dream Songs 
the poet transfers or authorizes more and more of his own function to his protagonist 
as proxy. When the poet renounces his authorial power, he may actually make a 
poetic “I” as free as can be. Therefore, as The Dream Songs progresses from one 
song to another, and the protagonist’s personality is increasingly stabilized, the poem 
gains more and more self-generating momentum. 
One important indication of Henry taking over the function of Berryman the 
poet is for Henry to have the advantage of supervision instead of vision only. For 
Berryman, as quoted above, the most significant difference between him and Henry 
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lies in the fact that “[Henry] doesn’t enjoy my [Berryman’s] advantage of supervision; 
he just has vision” (Kostelanetz 101). Mendelson explicates the “advantage of 
supervision” in the comment nicely as follows:  
though the statements in the poem are in Henry’s voice, the Apollonian 
will to pattern and outline is the poet’s own. The portion of the songs 
which is the most regular in form and meter, most grave in language, is 
the Opus Posthumous series, written after Henry’s “death” (in the center 
of the poem) when he is most subject to supervision by the living. (54)  
For Mendelson, the poet’s supervision is mostly concerned with the formal aspects in 
poetry writing, but it may be argued that an equally significant aspect may be the 
impact of writing poetry upon the poet. When the writing process is represented in a 
poem itself, as in The Dream Songs, the impact of writing will become even more 
significant in terms of the author’s supervision.  
Henry is presented as a poet in many songs, and talks about writing a long 
poem in various songs. In Song 332, Henry mentions his “manuscripts” that won’t 
go/ in my huge Spanish briefcase, some into a bag,” when he is about to embark on a 
journey. The mass of the songs appears to have already created a problem for him, 
and the word “impedimenta” in the opening phrase of the song (“Trunks & 
impedimenta”) seems to suggest that the manuscript has become something that 
hinders him from making progress. The wish to go forward with his manuscript is 
described as a repeated attempt: “I wonder every time how I manage it/ & I have 
done it thirty-four times, by count. It’s time to settle down-O// but not yet” (Lines 3-
6). As the poem itself is to some extent self-generative, it means that when the poem 
is finished and the narrative stops, the poet-narrator cum protagonist will cease to be. 
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Therefore, the urge to go on before he could finally “settle down” is the life drive in 
the world of The Dream Songs.  
The analogy between death and writing the poem may be supported by the 
possible relation between this song and Sylvia Plath’s “Lady Lazarus.” In Plath’s 
poem, the first person speaker makes her suicide attempts a triumphant “striptease” 
show. Henry’s effort to “manage it” and the reference to the frequency with which 
the speaker has “done it” remind us of Plath’s first three lines “I have done it again./ 
One year in every ten/ I manage it” (Plath 244), while Henry’s voice in “It’s time to 
settle down-O/ but not yet” sounds like Plath’s “theatrical/ Comeback… to the same 
brute/ Amused shout: ‘A miracle!’ (Plath 245-246). Henry, of course, should be 
familiar with Plath’s work, as he laments her death in Song 153, elegizes her in Song 
172 and mentions her in Song 187. The speaker in Plath’s poem is a Lazarus-figure 
that comes back from the land of the dead, while Henry in The Dream Songs has also 
come through the underworld as is suggested by Book IV which comprises a group 
of fourteen “Op. posth.”  
The analogy between the process of life-death and the process of writing a long 
poem suggests that Henry is conscious of his role as the narrator and the author of the 
poem, and the awareness shows even in his association with people as if the 
manuscript has become a kind of identity tag for Henry. The second and third stanzas 
of Song 332 describe a voyage by ship, during which Henry finds a woman called 
Yvette Choinais, whom “he self-met & swung with on the penultimate day” (Line 
14). The term “penultimate” suggests the sense of coming to the end of a poem, just 
like their meeting at the end of the voyage. When he embarks on the journey with his 
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manuscript is “to hear the interminable sea” (Line 7), but the sea cannot be 
“interminable.” The day he met this Mlle Choinais, the awareness of loss was there: 
“O there was a fearful loss” (Line 15). The self-awareness of being a poet comes with 
the awareness of being on a journey toward death. 
In Song 333, there can be heard two voices, both from Henry assuming the role 
of a poet. The shifts of voices are noticeable in this song, especially in the first 
thirteen lines: 
And now I’ve sent, custodian of Songs, 
many to some: which will surprise them, 
though they’d all askt.  
As for the rest, Henry sounds like eighty Viet Congs 
in their little sweet ears: no stratagem                  5 
with which he has been tasked 
 
will ever bring those babies into camp, 
hurrah: will never bring. Henry’s listeners 
make up a gallant few, 
as I have said before: bring nearer the lamp,             10 
we’ll find them out, with lightening, in the torrents 
that are merely Henry’s due 
 
and are good to the land: 
The initial three lines present Henry in an image of a proud poet, and he even takes 
pleasure in the revenge-like “surprise” to those who asked for the songs. It may 
remind readers of the Song 296 in which Lady Valerie is idealized as she praises 
Henry for his mastery of “grace & fear” in his songs and in which Henry describes 
himself as “a needer/ of a very few or even of one reader.” The voice in the following 
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five lines shifts from the first person to the third person, and frustration shows in the 
voice over how to organize the songs. The frustrated voice is similar to that in the 
lines in Song 332 about the manuscript in the briefcase and a bag that refuses to go. 
While Song 332 compares the writing of a poem to a journey toward death, Song 333 
makes an analogy between the method to sort out the songs and the strategy in a war 
that may be doomed to fail. In both songs, writing a long poem becomes an 
impossible enterprise that has to be done. The will to finish the poem is shown in 
Lines 10-13. The frustrated Henry is encouraged to pursue the seemingly impossible 
task to “bring those babies into camp” by a shaman-like voice that assures him. The 
voice assures the frustrated Henry that “we’ll find them out” and presses him to go on 
since it is “Henry’s due” to do so and also “good to the land.” The dialogue between 
the voices displays the different functions Henry performs in the poem, and one 
important function is for him to take up the role of the author behind the poem.  
Sometimes, Henry marks his whereabouts in the Dream Songs world by naming 
specific places in different songs, and in doing so, Henry purposely presents himself 
as the author of the poem. The first nine lines of Song 352 may well illustrate this: 
The Cabin, Congdon St., & the Old Gristmill  
saw stretches of the long & long word done 
to certain satisfaction, 
including Henry’s reluctant still & still 
from the notion of the work’s being a large one 
in spite of the incessant additions. 
 
During those years he met his seminars, 
went & lectured & read, talked with human beings, 
paid insurance & taxes; 
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The places mark the whereabouts of Henry in the world, and the lines reiterate the 
view that Henry’s poem is a long one with accumulative pieces. Henry trespasses the 
boundary of the Dream Songs world, claiming that he also “talked with human 
beings” and “paid insurance & taxes.” It is interesting to compare this to Berryman’s 
claim that Henry “is nothing but a series of conceptions” and claimed that “he 
doesn’t brush [his] teeth” (PR Interview 31) or “Henry pays no income tax” (HA 
Interview 7). As if the poem or the writing of the poem has its own autonomy with 
which even Berryman could not interfere, Henry comes out of the Dream Songs 
world to tease Berryman by claiming his own right among “the human beings” and 
turning the Dream Songs world of “a series of conceptions” into a world that 
integrates both the real and the verbal. 
The anxiety of the author behind the poem is intensely expressed in Song 354, 
which states in the first line that “The only happy people in the world/ are those who 
do not have   to write long poems” because it involves “muck, administration, toil.” 
The world in the quotation is of course referring to the real world, in which poetry 
readers live. When the readers of this song take Henry’s “the world” to be the real 
world, Henry becomes a person who speaks to the real world. While Henry laments 
“the protototality of an absence of contact/ in one’s own generation,” it also becomes 
Berryman’s way to represent his generation, “chiefly the old & the young/ persisting 
with interest,” because Berryman puts Henry’s thought into words. Here it may be 
understood that when Henry’s thought became Berryman’s word in this song, it 
reached an end. Henry’s desire to be embodied is also reflected in the general claim 
in this song. Therefore, the last line of Song 354 can claim that “tetelestai” through 
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John the Baptist. “Tetelestai” is believed to be Jesus’ last word, which means “it is 
finished” or “all is accomplished.” Henry believes that his essay entitled “The Care & 
Feeding of Long Poems” can “come out when/ he wants it to” (italics added), but he 
needs authoritative figures, such as President Kennedy and Johnson to sponsor it. To 
some extent, John the Baptist functions the same in terms of authority, just like John 
Berryman as the author of The Dream Songs. Thus, Henry is both the poet behind the 
poem and the protagonist in the poem, and these two functions of Henry merge into 
the narrator of the poem, which in turn takes on the supervision over the process of 
writing The Dream Songs in the meta-structure of The Dream Songs.  
For the readers of The Dream Songs, it does not matter much whether the 
unspecified speaker is Berryman as a persona or Henry the poet character or the poet 
as Berryman, as the readers have already been interpellated to be among “the only 
happy people in the world/ …who do not have    to write long poems.” When the 
readers are thus called upon by an unspecified voice starting Song 354, they are 
already channeled into a course, properly qualified and constructed to read the songs. 
However, the unspecified voice in the first songs may have to subtly impose such an 
“advantage of supervision” of the poet, as Berryman put it. This “supervision” is a 
manifestation of the poet’s function, as is shown in the “artist of selection” as well as 
in Berryman’s claim that the poet “knows all about Henry” (Commentary 50).  
The author function is of course usually identified as belonging to the poet, but 
in a self-generating narrative like The Dream Songs this function may merge with the 
protagonist who also performs the self-presenting function as the narrator. In The 
Dream Songs, the poet’s voice is superimposed with the omniscient narrative voice. 
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However, while the identification between Berryman and Henry along this line is 
perhaps convenient, it should be cautioned that Henry’s functions are more than the 
poet’s in The Dream Songs. That is, Berryman in The Dream Songs is only the poet 
Berryman, while Henry in The Dream Songs does much more than speaking for the 
poet only. 
Song 29 may well exemplify such superimposition. The song is narrated 
entirely from the perspective that addresses Henry in the third person, the first two 
stanzas are written almost in the mode of musical counterpoint, and the song is 
spoken in Henry’s typical syntax: 
There sat down, once, a thing on Henry’s heart 
so heavy, if he had a hundred years 
& more, & weeping, sleepless, in all them time 
Henry could not make good. 
Starts again always in Henry’s ears                    5 
The little cough somewhere, an odour, a chime. 
 
And there is another thing he has in mind 
like a grave Sienese face a thousand years 
would fail to blur the still profiled reproach of. Ghastly, 
with open eyes, he attends, blind.                     10 
All the bells say: too late. This is not for tears; 
thinking. 
 
But never did Henry, as he thought he did, 
end anyone and hacks her body up 
and hide the pieces, where they may be found.           15 
He knows: he went over everyone, & nobody’s missing. 
Often he reckons, in the dawn, them up. 
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Nobody is ever missing. 
There are several contrapuntal pairs in the first two stanzas, such as “a thing” vs. 
“another thing,” “heart” vs. “mind,” “heavy” vs. “grave,” “a hundred years” vs. “a 
thousand years,” “weeping” vs. “tears,” and “a chime” vs. “the bells.” Although there 
appears to be some hyperbole in the lines, such as “a hundred years,” the voice in the 
song appears to be level, perhaps due to the contrapuntal device in the first two 
stanzas. The alternation between the reporting and the commenting voice in the 
second stanza, such as the switch of voice in “This is not for tears,” also serves to 
offset the emotional undertone in “All the bells say: too late.” 
This purposely balanced voice serves well its purpose, especially when the first 
two stanzas are read as a preparation for the third stanza. The third stanza essentially 
describes a man with a neurosis of “Cain phantasy,” who obsessively imagines that 
he has committed a murder. The last three lines contain indirect free speech of Henry, 
which makes the omniscient narrative voice almost uncontestable. The inclusion of 
“He knows” in Line 16 marks the quotation and puts the narrator in a reporting 
position so that it becomes unreasonable to interpret the third person as self-referring. 
The narrative voice does not always appear omniscient, and Henry’s narrative 
voice often appears to be uttered from the position where he talks about himself in 
the third person. Song 14, for example, is written entirely from the perspective of 
Henry, although in different persons, and Henry himself is never addressed by an 
omniscient narrative voice: 
Life, friends, is boring. We must not say so.  
After all, the sky flashes, the great sea yearns, 
we ourselves flash and yearn, 
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and moreover my mother told me as a boy 
(repeatingly) “Ever to confess you’re bored        5 
means you have no 
 
Inner Resources,” I conclude now I have no 
inner resources, because I am heavy bored. 
Peoples bore me, 
literature bores me, especially great literature,      10 
Henry bores me, with his plights & gripes  
as bad as achilles, 
  
who loves people and valiant art, which bore me. 
In the beginning, the speaker tries to win the audience’s identification by 
adding his “friends” with the addressed included into the first person plural “we,” but 
the composition of the “we” proves quite vague. At first sight, the “we” is used to 
address the audience whom Henry the narrator envisions and calls “friends,” but we 
soon find that the “we” compromises mostly of the different personae of Henry. The 
statement “Henry bores me” suggests that Henry is divided into at least two persons. 
The statement makes an explicit distinction between the “I” speaker (“me”) and 
“Henry” in the third person. Forbes also makes similar observation: “If the ‘I’ of a 
lyric poem tends to be associated with the poet, here Henry, to whom is attributed a 
love of ‘valiant art,’ seems to be more of a poet than the ‘I,’ who claims to be bored 
by great literature” (103). When “Henry” or the addresser himself is addressed in the 
third person, he is among those “friends,” as one of the others, and there is a line 
between Henry the other and Henry the “I” speaker. The two Henrys in the song 
show their differences too. Henry the other, despite being “with his plights & gripes/ 
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as bad as achilles,” still “loves people and valiant art,” while Henry the “I” is bored 
by what Henry the other loves.  
Henry the other appears to be a contestable persona. When Henry the narrator 
uses “we” to speak to the audience, both Henry the “I” speaker and Henry the other 
are included. The first person plural encompasses all the personae of Henry. 
Therefore, the admonitory tone in “we must not say so” appears to be from the 
narrator, but it may well be more intended to target Henry the other from Henry the 
“I” speaker. There is a perceivable weakening of power in the switch of pronoun use 
from the first person plural to the first person single. The power of the admonitory 
voice in the all-embracing “we must not” decreases to that of the concessive voice in 
“after all” and then further to the “borrowed” authority of the mother in the “my 
mother told me as a boy.” When the narrator shifts from “we” to “I,” the confession 
he makes comes to nothing, because confession and inner resources offset each other. 
Therefore, Forbes observes that “If anything is ‘confessed’ here, it is that there is 
nothing to confess, that one has no inner resources,’ perhaps no interiority at all.” Her 
conclusion is that “Henry” becomes an external device that can reflect the “I” 
“without claiming to represent the poet’s inner depth” (103), which she reiterates. 
The resolution here, however, is that the “I” speaker finally finds that he is still there, 
among the sky, the sea, the hills, and left alone, like a dog. The persuasion that “we 
must not say so” comes to nothing, and the only affirmation is still the world in 
which one practices self-negation. 
In The Dream Songs, the protagonist refers to himself in different pronouns, 
and the self-referring third and second persons may also be understood as part of the 
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“I” in the The Dream Songs. A short lyric poem generally implies that the voice 
comes from a single stable and unified subject position, and that usually the voice is 
positioned to be from the lyric poet. The “I” speaker in The Dream Songs, however, 
may not be the first person lyrical “I” in a short lyric poem who does not perform the 
author function, but merely as a lyrical “I” persona.  
When Henry speaks in the first person, he becomes the lyric protagonist in The 
Dream Songs, whose self-representation charters the course of his life and propels the 
development of the poem. Henry does not know what he will be up to next, and 
whatever happens, he has to “confront it and get through” (PR Interview 30). Henry 
is up to both the external conditioning and inner agency, and even as a character in 
the poem Henry may also have two different subject positions. As a character, Henry 
is brought to the awareness of being a subject when he is called Mr. Bones by his 
unnamed friend, who then perhaps becomes the other to the protagonist Henry. 
The constructs of Henry are the key issue in The Dream Songs, and the 
composition of the lyrical “I” has been examined by different critics. Helen Vendler 
examines Berryman’s Dream Songs within a Freudian theoretical framework but she 
cautions that the Id-Superego dichotomy does not fit the pair of Henry and his 
unnamed friend. The framework, however, allows her to claim that Berryman “found 
it necessary … to make a cleavage in the poetry between his adult conscience and his 
infantile and deranged, though chronologically adult, will; and he drew yet another 
line between these faculties and his integrated authorial self” (33). Given that the 
framework does not fit well, she further proposes that the Superego part in the pair be 
replaced with the medieval Christian concept of “Conscience” (35).  
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With this rather simplistic framework, it is no wonder for her to claim that 
“there is no integrated Ego in The Dream Songs: there is only Conscience at one end 
of the stage [as one of the two protagonists in an American minstrel show] and the Id 
at the other, talking to each other across a void, never able to find common ground” 
(36). For Vendler, the construction of the inner space of Henry in the Dream Songs 
world relies on two “end-men” that never meet. She takes Henry as a voice and the 
unnamed friend as another voice, and they “batter” at each other (35). She further 
argues that “the conscience clearly wants something better for Henry, but it appears 
in The Dream Songs as an alienated voice, speaking from the other end of the 
minstrel stage from Henry” (38). Apart from highlighting the voice from the other 
end of the stage, Vendler notes that when Henry speaks in the second person the talk 
may be a form of “self-reproach” (36). However, the question about the relationships 
between the different personae as which Henry presents himself still stands, and these 
relationships exist in and through different aspects of the world of The Dream Songs. 
The essential question thus becomes: how many different strata are there in the 
symbiosis of the integrated “I” speaker? 
In the world of The Dream Songs, Henry is the autobiographical protagonist, 
and he is both the subject and the object of The Dream Songs. As Paul Breslin argues: 
As with any autobiographical writing, there is a distinction, at least in 
principle, between the voice of autobiographer as narrator and 
interpreter of his own life, and the autobiographer as actor within the 
events. There is always at least a slight temporal division between the 
immediacy of the situation described and the reflection on it implicit in 
the act of writing. (43) 
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The Dream Songs consists of both the interpretive narration of Henry’s life story and 
the events that Henry acted out. Henry is constructed not only through the historical 
or contemporary events narrated from a point of view that represents Henry in the 
third person but also through the process and processing of narration and self-
revelation in the form of monologues by the “I” speaker. Henry appears in blackface, 
freely shifts his modes of address to himself and voices his thoughts in the third and 
first persons, sometimes in the second person. Henry is given by his unnamed friend 
the name of “Mr. Bones” which he accepts when entering into dialogues with the 
friend. Henry is, therefore, a heterogeneous entity in the world of The Dream Songs. 
This heterogeneity encompasses not only Henry’s different personalities but also the 
different functions Henry performs.  
Henry’s different personalities are related to different voices and perspectives. 
The voices of telling and reporting can be broadly outlined to interrelate with two 
primary modes of address of the first and third persons. To a great extent, telling can 
be linked with the use of the first person, such as “Does then our rivalry extend 
beyond/ your death?” in Song 259. The “I” speaker in this song, presumably 
expressing the unmediated thoughts of Henry, reveals that “My desire for death was 
strong/ but never strong enough” (Lines 13-14). This voice of the “I” speaker can be 
termed as the I-voice of Henry. In contrast, reporting is invariably linked with the 
third person, and the speaker in a reporting voice maintains a distance from the 
referred figure. For example, Song 24, entirely in the simple past tense, reports an 
episode from Henry’s life, in which he lectured in India in 1957 on a USIS grant. 
Everything that happened is presented only in the reported narration about Henry:  
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Oh servant Henry lectured  
till the crows commenced and then 
he bulbed his voice & lectured on some more. 
This happened again & again, like war,— 
the Indian p.a.’s, such as they were,  
a weapon on his side, for the birds. 
In The Dream Songs, as normally, the past tense is usually used in reporting. 
When Henry is referred to in the third person in reporting, he becomes an objectified 
figure absent from the immediate context of discourse. Therefore, a spatio-temporal 
relation between the speaker and the referred object is configured: “The mad sun rose 
though on the ghats/ & the saddhu in maha mudra, the great River.” When Henry 
refers to himself or is referred to in the third person, he is fixed in the past as a kind 
of object that can be represented by the speaker-narrator. Hence, reporting may be 
understood more as a perspective than an emanating from a seemingly detached 
voice. The distanciation effect in reporting is fundamental in Henry’s third person 
self-address. In contrast to the I-voice of Henry, Henry’s reporting or narrating voice 
can be termed as the he-voice (“Oh servant Henry lectured”). When Henry adopts the 
he-voice, his self is split into the speaker and the objectified figure, and there is 
reciprocal distanciation between the two. That is, to refer to Henry in the third person 
is to put Henry under a perspective in which both the speaker and the referred figure 
can be reciprocally defined in relation to each other. 
Henry as the he-voice has various epithets, and the other is that revealed 
through the first person lyrical “I” speaker. In many cases, the “I” speaker may 
comment on Henry represented in the third person. Henry represented in the third 
person is usually related with the past, who may talk about himself but never talks 
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with the “I” speaker who stands in the present. Therefore, there seems to be a spatio-
temporal distance between them. 
However, the I-voice and the he-voice do not necessarily exclude each other in 
the songs, in many of which the line between reporting and telling is blurred through 
unmarked shifts of personal pronouns. For example, in Song 146, the “I” speaker 
refers to himself as Henry while telling ”my” grieves, but the he-voice of reporting 
and the I-voice of telling become indistinguishable in the last line: “which brings me 
to the end of this song.” The different perspectives implied by different personal 
pronouns and modes of address are hinged together by an agent that eludes any 
convenient definition in terms of Henry’s voices or personalities. The agent that 
holds the fragmented Henry together should be understood to be the essential 
function of his unnamed friend. However, the distinction and inclusion of voices 
provide an interpenetrating energy to maintain the tension between Henry’s split 
personalities, all within the heterogeneous textuality of The Dream Songs. 
Henry’s identity is fragmentized by his self-addresses in different names and 
personal pronouns as well as his different voices, but when he is called upon by his 
unnamed friend and prepared to answer the interpellation, he becomes Mr. Bones. Mr. 
Bones can be understood as an integrated personality that contains both the I-voice 
and the he-voice of Henry under different names. In The Dream Songs, the 
interlocution has apparently taken place between the unnamed friend and either the 
he-voice or the I-voice of Henry, but actually neither of the fragmented voices 
answers the friend. The “I” speaker that enters into a dialogue with the friend is Mr. 
Bones. The spatio-temporal gap between the voices within Henry is temporarily 
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bridged when they are unified as “Mr. Bones,” and the potential underlying conflicts 
among Henry’s personalities are suspended. It is the unnamed friend who initiates the 
dialogue that may encourage and comfort Henry-Bones and may also solicit a 
balanced response. In this sense, the unnamed friend keeps Henry’s subjectivity 
whole by imposing another identity upon his split personality.  
When the he-voice and I-voice within Henry increasingly merge, Mr. Bones 
increasingly approximates to Henry, and this invalidates the separable presences of 
both Mr. Bones and the friend whose existence is only validated by the split 
personality of Henry. In brief, it can be said that the primary constructs of Henry are 
two external and two internal elements, forming two kinds of axes in Henry’s world 
that extend to different dimensions. The he-voice implies a perspective in which the 
speaker takes an external viewpoint, and this is an objectifying voice for the 
projection of Henry. Henry as referred to in the he-voice is, then, only one 
personality of Mr. Bones. The I-voice is inbuilt with a perspective in which the 
speaker can reveal himself in a form of introjection. This kind of axis of voices and 
personal pronouns may be said to gauge the socio-historical dimension of Henry, 
while Mr. Bones and the friend form another kind of axis at another dimension, in 
which Henry is able to acquire an integrated identity that transcends his concrete 
socio-historicity. There may be more than one axis in the first kind, but there is only 
one axis of the second kind. These two axes may not be on the same level. It can be 
said that the axis of Bones and the friend raise high to provide large space for all the 
nodes on the other axes to fill in, and the nodes have to be located through 
examination of individual songs. 
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The first song of The Dream Songs has been widely discussed by many critics 
as well as the poet himself, but it has not been analyzed as an example to illustrate 
the constructs of Henry the “I” speaker, and therefore let us again make it serve yet 
another purpose.  
The two main voices of reporting and telling in Song 1 are cross-matched with 
two tenses of the past and the present. The two stanzas are symmetrical to each other 
in terms of tense, voice and meaning, enhancing the comparison between “I” and 
“he.” The interlocked relation between the persons and tenses in the first two stanzas 
is re-shuffled and re-matched in the third stanza. Lines 1-2 and 7-10 are spoken by 
the he-voice in the past tense, while Lines 3-6 and 11-12 are told by the I-voice in the 
present tense. The he-voice presents “Henry” as a figure whose domain of activities 
is in the past, whereas “I” is standing at the present time, scrutinizing the figure. This 
Henry-figure referred to by the he-voice is obviously a figure in the past only so that 
in the first two stanzas the Henry-figure should be read as one aspect of the integrated 
entity named Henry in The Dream Songs. In the first two stanzas the focal point of 
the lines spoken by “I” is neither the “I” speaker nor Henry but their relationship, 
emphasizing the gap between the split personalities represented by two voices. The 
“I” speaker’s critical tone in the phrase “he should have come out” not only 
highlights the distance between Henry and “I” but also seals Henry in the past, as the 
hortatory contrafactual implies an irreversible fact that “Henry had not come out and 
talked.” The visual break-up of the line can also be read as a reinforcement of he-
Henry’s disjointedness from his time. This brings Henry’s hiding-away into sharper 
contrast with the presence of the “I” speaker and more conspicuously felt.  
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The he-voice is also enunciated from a point in the present time, but the 
identification between the narrator in the he-voice and the “I” speaker is only 
specious. On the one hand, the “I” speaker may know the reasons for Henry’s 
“sulkiness” and also learn of the “departure” that ended his “once” world, but “I” 
knows nothing about the process leading to the departure and Henry’s hiding-away. 
This indicates the unbridgeable gap between the “I” speaker (I-voice) and the 
narrator (he-voice). Under the seemingly detached voice of the first two lines, an 
oppressed resentment is harbored in Henry’s “sulkiness.” However, from the “I” 
speaker’s point of view, Henry’s obstinate clam-up may suggest that his resentment 
is self- and inward- directed, as the gap obliges “I” to acknowledge “my” bafflement 
over “how Henry … survived.”  
On the other hand, the perspective of the “I” speaker is more limited, in contrast 
with the omnipotent perspective in the he-voice narration. “I” can only tell from 
“my” limited perspective whether “I” sees Henry’s point or not. On the surface, the 
conspicuous silence of Henry is to be made manifest by the “I”-speaker who claims 
to “see his point,” a claim which ostensibly allies “I” with Henry. This connection 
seems to be strengthened by the fact that the “I” speaker demarcates himself from 
Henry’s opponents. However, this does not necessarily shorten the distance between 
the “I” speaker and Henry. Even though the demarcation from “them” has put the “I” 
speaker on Henry’s side, there is still distance between “I” and Henry. Therefore, 
while Henry in the first two stanzas is the figure being talked about by both the “I” 
speaker and the narrator, “I” and the narrator take different spatio-temporal points, as 
if Henry, “I” and they each took one of the three vertex of a triangle. 
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There is a blank space in the process of Henry’s development from the 
departure and his hiding-away. The blank also marks the space between the “I” 
speaker and Henry, and the space exists as long as Henry refuses to come out and talk. 
On the part of the “I” speaker, the space exists in a form of blindness that is built into 
his perspective. When “I” sees Henry’s point, “I” is actually “on Henry’s side” and 
shares a perspective with Henry, but obviously cannot “see Henry” the way “all the 
world [can] see.” This implies two divisions, one being between Henry and “I,” and 
the other being between the Henry being “done” to by them and the Henry who has 
“survived” and whom “all the world [has seen].” The Henry to whom “they could do 
it” was in the past, but the Henry who has survived and whom “all the world [can] 
see” is in the present. Once Henry comes out and talks, he ceases to be the one about 
whom the “I” speaker complained and becomes the one whom the “I” speaker cannot 
see. Therefore, the Henry who speaks in the present time is an entity that 
encompasses both the “I” speaker and the Henry referred to in the he-voice. 
The third stanza opens with a grand announcement of Henry’s coming out from 
the past and talking to the world: “What he has now to say is a long/ wonder the 
world can bear & be.” The present tense indicates that the speaker is not an object 
being referred to but the subject of his own speech. What distinguishes this speaker 
from either of the voices in the previous stanzas is that he can speak from both an 
objective and a subjective point of view, referring to himself in the third person and 
speaking in the first person. The implied addressee of the speaker seems to be the 
world, transcending the interrelationship and tensions between Henry and “I” and 
“them” in the first two stanzas. Part of the tensions in the previous stanzas is 
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absorbed and transformed into the tension between the speaker and the world. In all 
senses, the speaker in this stanza, overarching both he-voice and I-voice in the 
previous ones, should be understood as an identity that will be complemented by and 
interjected into the relations of personalities in the next song. 
The proclamation in Lines 13-14 presets a personality who is prepared to brave 
the world and the future, while the following two lines shift the perspective to the “I” 
to suggest a connection with the past. The tone in the later lines, although a little 
nostalgic, is fundamentally different from either the resentful tone of Henry or the 
baffled tone of the “I” speaker who wavers between “seeing” and “not seeing.” When 
recalling the past, Henry laments his lost paradise and emphasizes the postdiluvian 
wake in Lines 7-10 (“Thereafter nothing fell out as it might or ought”). Mr. Bones, 
on the contrary, remembers the time in Eden and is not to be meshed into the 
specificities of the histories. The glee in the line “once in a sycamore I was glad/ all 
at the top, and I sang” appears to be a genuine bliss, and the historical specificity of 
“a sycamore” makes the voice in these lines appear to be the original sound of the 
reflection in Lines 7-8 of the previous stanza.  
The first song charts some essential gaps between the personalities and voices 
and sets up a framework for later songs to furnish. The following several songs spell 
out different aspects of the personality sketches in the first one. Songs 2 and 5 present 
Henry as the blackface figure, and this world not only contrasts to but also 
complements the white world. Songs 3 and 6 refer to the history of whiteface Henry 
from the first-person and third-person perspective while Song 4 can be read as 
straddling both worlds. 
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In many senses, Song 2 can be read as the negative of the first song, with white 
changed into black and day into night. There is a distinct speaker in each of the 
stanzas. The speakers are not specified, but the black dialect throughout the poem 
suggests that they are in blackface. Both speakers in Song 2 have their counterparts in 
Song 1. The narrating speaker in the first stanza parallels the he-voice, while the 
speaker in the second stanza can be compared with the I-voice. Both Henry and the I-
speaker are within a group, contrary to the speakers in the first song. Unlike the two 
voices in Song 1, the two speakers in Song 2 do not seem to be differentiated by a 
spatio-temporal gap. It appears that in Song 2 the two speakers themselves differ only 
in voice and perspective, but essentially they are the same person. While “Huffy 
Henry” in Song 1 refers to a hero (Achilles) from the high-brow white culture, Henry 
in Song 2 is represented as a carefree black nightspot loiterer in search for “gal[s].”  
In Song 1 with its allusion to climbing a tree, Henry is also represented as an 
immoral person. This is because the act of climbing a tree, in various songs, implies 
immorality, and the implication is made explicit in the juxtaposition of “climbing 
trees” and “[climbing] other people’s wives” in Song 350 (“There’ll have to be an 
order/ specifically to stop climbing trees,// & other people’s wives”). When the image 
of the empty bed in the last line of Song 1 is read along with the image of the tree, 
Henry’s being “glad/ at the top” of a sycamore may be interpreted as sexual ecstasy. 
This carnal pleasure expressed through the figure of Achilles from high-brow culture 
finds its comical counterpart in the blackface figure “Bones” in Song 2, who is 
satirically titled as “Sir,” and further compared to Galahad. The search for “gal[s]” is 
compared to Galahad’s quest for the Holy Grail. 
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If there are commonly assumed links existing between high-brow culture and 
the “white” and between the low-brow culture and the “black” [African American], 
an interesting transposition has taken place in the comparison between Galahad and 
Mr. Bones. The languages assigned to the whiteface Henry and the blackface Bones 
appear to be mismatched with their stereotyped cultural references, and these racial 
and cultural boundary-crossings reflect not only the structural but also the thematic 
construction of The Dream Songs. Henry is matched with high-registered pedantic 
language and culture, and he is even “heavy bored” for being in that culture as 
expressed in Song 14 (“literature bores me, especially great literature”), but Henry’s 
“plights & gripes/ as bad as achilles” remain within the domain of high-brow culture. 
Mr. Bones, however, speaks the African American dialect, whose concerns are also 
more practical. Compared with Henry’s self-pitying attitude in his own culture as 
reflected in Song 14, Mr. Bones appears to be more sarcastic as the line “I votes in 
my hole” in Song 2 may suggest or he may be quite belligerent toward Henry’s 
culture as the Marxian maxim-like line “Negroes, ignite! you have nothing to use but 
your brains” in Song 232. Here, as Dodson points out, “Henry is playing off the then 
in vogue phrase, ‘Negroes, unite!’ to display his “civil right’s (sic) posturing” and 
this shows that “the rights of oppressed black Americans are a part of Henry’s 
consciousness and thereby integral to him as the poem’s generating personality” (49).  
As the whiteface persona and the blackface persona are both integrated into the 
protagonist Henry, it can be argued that Berryman tried to treat the race issue as an 
inner conflict within an intellectual such as himself. The comparison between the 
whiteface protagonist “I” and its blackface counterpart “Mr. Bones” appears to be an 
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essential implication in the configuration of Henry. Whenever Henry faces any 
problem, he resorts to the friend for comfort or timely reproach. In these occasions, 
Henry is sure to be called Mr. Bones, or rather, when Henry is about to enter into a 
dialogue with his friend, he has already been configured as Mr. Bones. That is to say, 
it is one of the split personalities prepared to be engaged in a dialogue. In song 4, as 
the I-voice of Henry tells of his unconcealed lust after someone’s beautiful wife, the 
blackface friend is fanning the flames by chiming in with him and supplying more 
temptations: “Sir Bones: is stuffed, de world, wif feeding girls.” The friend here, 
speaking from the blackface world, is not an interlocutor but an interpolator, 
interposing himself into Henry’s thoughts from nowhere. Obviously, when there is no 
need for response from Henry, the friend’s interpellation is then directed to no one 
and cannot be defined. However, toward the end of his farcical scene, the I-voice of 
Henry is suddenly taken over by Mr. Bones’ voice in “When did it all go wrong?” 
Then, Mr. Bones, in need of confirmation, turns to the friend: “There ought to be a 
law against Henry.” The dialogue between Bones and the friend hovers above the 
specific events either reported by the he-voice or told by the I-voice.  
Song 5 returns to the blackface world, and its opening stanza picks up and 
transforms Mr. Bones’ realization at the end of Song 4 that “There ought to be a law 
against Henry.” The Henry-god relation in the “law against Henry” is reversed in the 
opening Song 5 in which Henry is “at odds wif de world & its god.” To the blackface 
Henry who is looking at the distanced reflection holding his glass of alcohol in the 
looking-glass, he is St Stephen, the first Christian martyr, “getting even” through 
being stoned to death for being at odds with God. He is hovering in a gaily turbulent 
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plane (“the plane buckt”) over a statue of the Holy Virgin on a mountain as he 
apologizes to a lady he bumps into on the plane, and he is forgiven (“’Parm me, 
lady.’ ‘Orright’”); he is “in de netting” but free (“wild”) like a bird and is “a newborn 
child” whose fingernail carries “an image of the dead.” In this song, the blackface 
Henry is again presented as a balanced personality who overarches two worlds. One 
world is the physical world that comprises the bar in which Henry drinks, the 
turbulent plane with a lady, and Crèvecoeur who “farm[s] a crazy land,”—a 
transitional figure to the sacred world as a historical personage. The other world is 
the world of cultural tradition that is connected with St Stephen, the Holy Virgin and 
the newborn child. This complacent Henry is in contrast with both the 
“unappeasable” whiteface Henry in Songs 1 and 4 and the resentful figure in Songs 3 
and 6.  
The opening songs map out the general topography of the Henry-Bones world 
by sketching out different personalities within the protagonist Henry. Opposite to the 
white world of Henry lies the blackface world, in which Mr. Bones exists only when 
Henry answers the unnamed friend. However, it seems that the friend may be able to 
interpose himself into Henry’s talk, whether or not Henry responds. In these cases, 
the friend interposes himself in order to extend the space within the text. For example, 
in Song 18, the interpolated “O lucky fellow, eh Bones?” (which is put in brackets) 
may be said to induce Henry to be relieved of sorrow upon hearing the news of 
Roethke’s death. The interpolated question may on the one hand balance the 
expressed grief and on the other hand extend the space between the speaker’s 
sincerity of mourning and the reserved admiration for Roethke. By extending the 
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space within the text, the friend helps to maintain the heterogeneity of Henry’s 
identity and emotion. The blackface world, sometimes parodying the white world 
with a buoyant tone, seems to contain a positive energy that counterbalances the 
consuming discord between the personalities in the white world. Through such a 
deployment, the space between the personalities is maximized.  
However, when the space between the personalities has been relatively defined, 
different personalities of Henry may come out on their own, and the friend seems to 
be able to interact with them respectively. Songs 25 and 26 bring Book I to its close 
by referring to the first song, and Song 26 ends with the word “die,” preparing for the 
rebirth in Song 27 which starts Book II.  
The unnamed friend in Songs 25 and 26 appears to be mediating between the 
two personalities in Henry. The first two lines of Song 25 present both personalities 
of Henry: “Henry, edged, decidedly, made up stories/ lighting the past of Henry, of 
his glorious/ present.” The Henry-figure who had created glorious stories about his 
present to light his past presents a confident high-spirited Henry image, and at this 
time he has not yet entered into conversation with his friend. Then, his friend 
intervenes by cautioning him against getting overly “euphoric” and reminds him of 
the fate that “clobbe[s][up] all” in the past of Henry. This warning brings Henry’s 
knees down, and Henry pleads with his friend to “reduce him [Henry] to the rest of 
us.” There is a shift of personae coming together with the shift of voice, and the 
confident Henry becomes Mr. Bones. The high-flying Henry withdraws into the 
background and becomes a shadow in Mr. Bones’s dream.  
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Song 26 consists of three rounds of question and answer between Henry and his 
friend, which open as follows: 
The glories of the world struck me, made me aria, once. 
--What happen then, Mr Bones? 
if be you cares to say. 
--Henry. Henry became interested in women’s bodies, 
his loins were & were the     scene of stupendous achievement.   
Through the dialogue, the friend unveils the he-speaker in Henry to the I-speaker, 
making the I-speaker in Henry “see” and understand his twin personality in Henry. 
The first line here echoes the lines “Once in a sycamore I was glad/ all at the top, and 
I sang” in Song 1. The image of the poet singing in a sycamore tree represents Henry 
at his confident and care-free moment, which also appears in Song 147 as a contrast 
to his sadness at losing a good poet friend (“High in the summer branches the poet 
sang./ His throat ached, and he could sing no more”). Initially, when answering his 
friend’s first question, the I-speaker in Henry displays his pursuit of carnal pleasure. 
The I-speaker calls himself “Henry,” implying that the I-speaker thinks he is the 
whole entity of Henry. When his answer continues, the I-speaker begins to relate his 
misfortune (“All the knobs & softness of, my God,/ the ducking & trouble it swarm 
on Henry,/ at one time”), echoing again “the departure” from the woolen-lover-like 
world in Song 1. Then the friend repeats the question, but the “then” of course means 
“What happened next?”, and the answer is that “Fell Henry back into     the original 
crime: art, rime// besides a sense of others.” What may have been part of “the 
glories” now becomes “the original crime,” and obviously the “sense of others” 
contains sinister intent when it is preceded by “crime” and followed by “a jealousy 
for the honour (alive) of his country.” The friend’s relentless questioning reveals 
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Henry’s past, and eventually the I-voice of Henry surfaces and Henry is made aware 
of his doom. The friend not only imposes himself by demanding a response from 
Henry but also leads Henry out of his past toward the consciousness of Mr. Bones. 
The first person plural in The Dream Songs has always been of unique 
significance. As has mentioned earlier, Henry is inclined to approach the world with 
an “I/We vs. They” view, as can be seen in Song 1 (“the thought that they thought/ 
they could do it made Henry wicked & away”), Song 4 (“there [is] a law against 
Henry”), and Song 5 (“[Henry is] at odds wif [with] de [the] world & its god”). 
Parallel with the conflict between the “I” and the “they” is the first person singular’s 
effort to align himself with the first person plural. Obviously, the alignment is first of 
all an effort. In Song 14, there appears to be an unbridgeable gap between the first 
person plural “we” and the first person singular “I,” albeit the transition is subtle and 
smooth. The appellation of the readers as “friends” seeks to solidify the “we” and the 
readers who are expected to manifest the capacity (“Inner Resources”) to appreciate 
nature (“we ourselves flash and yearn” as “The sky flashes, [and] the great sea 
yearns”). Thus, when the first person plural shifts to the singular “I/my” from the 
fourth line onwards, the poet is distinctly felt to be split. The poet’s voice (“we”) is 
enunciated from the perspective of the common readers, while the poet as a persona 
(“I”) speaks against the readers and essentially shares the same apathy with Henry: “I 
conclude now I have no/ inner resources, because I am heavy bored.”  
Using the first person plural to seek solidarity with the readers is also a way to 
display the author function. In Song 15, the first person plural “us” in the first line 
“Let us suppose, valleys & such ago” may be argued to be also performing a 
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structural function, seeking solidarity with the readers while reminding the readers 
that both they and the poet are in the process of a long poem.  
In Song 35 entitled “MLA,” the poet seeks solidarity with “assistant professors, 
full, associates,—instructors—others-any” as well as “all of you did theses or are 
doing,” all those then “assembled,” in his desire to “shay” (which should be read as a 
coinage through combination of “share” and “say”) a “sing” (which can be read as a 
song and a thing). The “I” in this song, if compared with the “I” speaker and “we” 
(the “I” speaker and the unnamed friend), is obviously external to the world of the 
character or persona. Thus, the interpellation “Hey, out there!” should be understood 
as an appellation of the readers, and as the readers respond, they are co-constructed to 
be the “we” who “are assembled here,” i.e. at an MLA Convention, a place that can 
be external to but forms a professional continuance with the world of Henry. In this 
sense, the poet here, even if hardly differentiable from a persona, primarily functions 
to maneuver the readers along the course of The Dream Songs.  
The poet as such, maybe present as an unspecified voice or the first person 
plural and which functions to signal the shape and flow in The Dream Songs, can be 
found in quite a few songs. In Song 61, the temporal and spatial setting (“Full moon,” 
“Narragansett”) is introduced by the main lyrical speaker who remains unspecified 
throughout. However, the speaker makes a point that the song is about a world 
external to the world of The Dream Songs as it is “away from us, from Henry’s feel 
or fail.” There are many songs that appear to be thematically “disconnected” or 
“protruding,” and they may actually serve as nodes on the outline of The Dream 
Songs. They can, to borrow a construction term, be compared to the joints for the 
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scaffolding of a building, which connects both the exterior structure and the building 
itself. In The Dream Songs, there are many such nodes. For example, Song 168 starts 
with aphoristic lines, and this conveniently enables the normally self-referring second 
person (“when the man you fear most in the world marries your mother”) to refer to 
the readers too. Therefore, the song appears to be “a story to tell you,” and the 
referent of “you” obviously shifts to the readers only, while at the end of the song, 
the speaker can further define himself as the poet at work and even indicate the flow 
of the work (“I pass to the next Song”).  
Song 78 opens Book IV with a block title “Op. posth.,” which begins a new 
installment after four years of the previous one, and the poet resumes his function of 
introducing his character and the setting. The artistry of this song in relation with the 
structural function in The Dream Songs is worth special mention. The diction in the 
seven lines such as “disappeared,” “less & less,” “sheared off” and “smaller & 
smaller” with its repetition creates a “distancing” effect, as if Henry’s body were 
visually wizening and diminishing. The word “subject” can be understood as a pun, 
not only suggesting that Henry is the subject of the song but also putting the readers 
and the speaker into an external position taking an objective standpoint. The gap 
between the readers and Henry is strengthened when the speaker maintains the 
contrast between Henry and the readers (“[Henry] unlike you & you”) and invites the 
readers to take part in the artistic judgment (“if you please”). The poet in Song 1 
introduced the hero by an allusion to Achilles, and in Song 78 he pauses to reflect on 
the life journey of the character in the long poem. Song 92, with a hospital setting, 
opens a new section, and Henry the hero is brought back to life. The subtitle “the 
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forth week” of Song 92 may be punning on “fourth” and “moving forward or away 
from,” and it may be also a continuation of “A fortnight later” in Song 91 which ends 
the “Op. posth.” section. “A fortnight,” consisting of fourteen days, corresponds to 
the fourteen songs in the section, and at the end of the two weeks Henry digs himself 
out, like “Lazarus with a plan/ to get his own back” in Song 91. Therefore, in Song 
92, Henry comes “forth” or moves “away from” the hospital. “Henry mars/ this 
surface of an earth or other, feet south/ eyes bleared west, waking to march.”  
Such coherence between the songs may imply an artistic function, a guiding 
consciousness or “I,” on the structural level. Also, by alluding to the stars (“Soon 
you’ll see stars/ you fevered after”) at the juncture between sections, the poet makes 
an implicit comparison between The Dream Songs with Dante’s Divine Comedy. The 
comparison lurks all the way throughout the process of The Dream Songs. Book VI 
starts with a group of elegies and ends with “Henry’s Farewell” songs. Song 279, the 
first song in Book VII, starts with “Leaving behind the country of the dead [USA]” 
for Ireland, and at the end the speaker “stands above [his] father’s grave” in Song 384. 
Metaphorically, the grave lies in “the country of the dead,” referring to the second 
line “where [the country of dead] he must then return & die himself” in Song 279. 
Although it may be hard to divide the central speaker in most of the songs in later 
books into the poet as a function and as a persona (and the persona has merged with 
the character), the frequent geographical references in these songs, unusually in the 
first lines without a specified speaker, such as Songs 290, 299, 307, 321 and 377, and 
the self-reflective remarks about writing a long poem, such as Songs 293, 308, 332, 
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333, 340 and 354, continuously remind the readers of the existence of an underlying 
voice, the artistic function: 
Such hard work demands such international thanks  
besides better relations with one’s various banks,  
slightly better. 
So many have forgotten me, I forget some  
and there will never come a congregation 
to see needing Henry home. (Song 340, Lines 13-18) 
The “art & rime” as the original crime is internal to the poet. As Henry takes a 
poet-narrator-protagonist triple role in The Dream Songs, poetry has special 
significance to him, and in fact writing a long poem about his own motion and 
emotion in the world may take on existential meaning to him. The poem itself is a 
metaphor for Henry’s life. The keynote of the narration in The Dream Songs is set in 
the very first song: “What he has now to say is a long/ wonder the world can bear & 
be.” There is no preconceived structure for The Dream Songs or pre-described 
trajectory for Henry’s motion and emotion for the “long wonder,” but a general sense 
of closure may still be seen in terms of the gradual fusion of voices and the ease of 
tensions between Henry’s perceived binary of “I/We” and “God/They/The World.” It 
can be argued that, in one sense, the gaps between the voices of the “I” speaker and 
the narrator create the necessary tension or suspense between what the readers expect 
and what they actually read.  
Toward the end of Book III that originally ended the first installment of The 
Dream Songs, in Song 75, “savage & thoughtful” Henry survives his writing block 
by “put[ting] forth a book.” This song again refers to the first one through the theme 
of survival, and the “long wonder” that Henry planned to tell the world in Song 1 
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may be in the form of this book in Song 75. Therefore, Henry’s book becomes a 
means not only to survive but also to communicate with his twin personality, the I-
speaker who acknowledges his bafflement over the “pried-open” Henry’s survival. 
Henry at the end of Song 75 is refreshingly high-spirited, when he sees how “on their 
shoulders old men hoisted/ six-foot sons and polished women called/ small girls to 
dream awhile toward the flashing & bursting tree!” It also appears that, as the book is 
written for the world, Henry’s relation with it is at least temporarily reconciled when 
the book is done.  
In Song 76, the I-speaker who feels that “Nothin[g] very bad happen to [him] 
lately” asks the friend for an explanation. Although the split personalities in Henry 
have not integrated into one entity, there is an obvious effort on Henry’s part to cope 
with his being “pried/ open” in Song 1. Book III concludes with Song 77, which is 
mostly spoken by the blackface Henry. The song starts with “Seedy Henry rose up 
shy in de world,” and “Wif a book of his in either hand/ he is stript down to move 
on” (Lines 5-6). This is the Henry who has survived by writing his books and solved 
his hatred toward “art & rime” (Song 26). The last four lines of Song 77 read:  
it is a wonder that, with in each hand 
one of his own mad books and all, 
ancient fires for eyes, his head full 
& his heart full, he’s making ready to move on. 
The wonder is both the production of the book to prove his worth and his courage to 
survive, and this prepares for him to go on the next part of the journey which happens 
to be in hell. The block title of Book IV is “Op. posth.,” which carries on the theme 
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of survival, and the works published after death may be seen as a metaphor for 
rebirth. 
This chapter has examined the relations between the various voices and 
personae in The Dream Songs, and it demonstrates that the gradual homogenization 
of these voices and personae becomes the reconciliation in the poem. The babel over 
the personae and voices in The Dream Songs largely arises from the obsession with 
the relation between Berryman and his protagonist Henry, and Berryman’s 
sometimes self-contradictory comments are by no means part and parcel of the 
chaotic scene. In the final analysis, Henry is not taken as a literary character, but as a 
derivative from the poet, no matter what terms or names are applied to Henry, be it 
Berryman’s “mask,” “persona” or “superego.” The representation of Henry in The 
Dream Songs can be read as a process of embodiment initiated by the author but 
gradually taken over by the character itself. 
Generally speaking, the songs in the first installment of The Dream Songs are 
more compact and fragmented than those published later as different characters and 
motifs seem to enter the songs more randomly than do the later ones. In early Books 
of The Dream Songs, different characters are shown to perform their functions in the 
interdependent definition of each other, and multiple voices take different positions 
and sustain a space that extends to multiple dimensions. One important telling detail 
may be the appearance of his unnamed friend. Among the 77 songs in the first three 
Books in The Dream Songs, Henry is addressed as Mr Bones or variants in 17 songs, 
but among the remaining 308 songs in the rest of the books, Henry is only addressed 
like that in 28 songs (cf. 89-90). In dialogical space between different voices and 
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personae, Henry is not only the subject of his own talk or speech conducted through 
different personal pronouns but also is subjected to the interlocution between himself 
and his unnamed friend. The need to be engaged in the interlocution with his friend 
temporarily sutures the fissure between Henry’s he-voice and I-voice. His unnamed 
friend functions to set an exterior boundary on Henry. As his unnamed friend appears 
less frequently in later Books, Henry gradually becomes the only character taking the 
center stage, speaking out his thoughts. Without the third party to call upon and 
define him through various appellations, Henry may become increasingly less aware 
of his other names. It is tempting to argue that the impulse to answer his friend’s call 
is internalized in Henry, and that Henry has integrated his friend into his 
consciousness.  
However, when his friend exits, Henry is highlighted. The reporting Henry and 
the telling Henry increasingly share more common ground in the spotlight, as the he-
voice and the I-voice have gradually merged. There is no disagreement on the fact 
that Berryman had made use of his own experiences to compose the dream songs and 
projected his own thoughts on Henry. However, the relation between Henry and 
Berryman should not be understood as an already defined formation evident from the 
beginning of The Dream Songs. Instead, it can be viewed as a complex, a continuum 
or a process of becoming. The lyrical “I” may be assumed to be Henry’s first-person 
pronoun, upon which Berryman imposed or projected his own voice and with whose 
voice conversely Berryman’s voice gradually merged. It is through the projection of 
the poet upon the character that Henry is constructed, but when Henry’s personality 
has accumulatively been built up and had become stable, Berryman gradually let the 
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autonomous momentum of the character guide himself. The process of Berryman 
projecting his voice and vision upon a character is also the process in which 
Berryman’s character being shaped by the stabilizing character of Henry. In the end, 
the initial heterogeneity of Henry’s voices and personalities gradually gives way to 
the controlling voice of one dominant character.  
During the construction of the Dream Songs world, Berryman gradually 
became Henry, and Henry, after Berryman’s conception, was growing “famous” and 
losing “his old obsession with his name” (Song 133). Henry has become more than 
merely a character, and grown independent of its creator. The “bodily Henry” came 
into being because perhaps Berryman “insert[s] [himself] into the poem” (PR 
Interview 33). For Berryman, however, “it doesn’t matter truly./ It seems to be solely 
a matter of continuing Henry/ voicing & obsessed” (Song 133). On this ground, the 
merged voice of the lyrical “I” can be viewed as Henry’s voice, and Berryman’s 














Physical Presence and the Fear of Dismemberment 
 
The previous chapter argues that the most functional framework in The Dream 
Songs is a meta-structure which has allowed for an integrated reality that integrates 
the personal, the actual and the individual with the public, the fictionalized and the 
social, and in this meta-structure the poet orchestrates different voices and personae 
to create out of the actual world a multi-voiced character which produces and exists 
in the constructed world of The Dream Songs. Based on this dialectical relationship 
between the actual and the fictionalized, this chapter will examine how the actual and 
the fictionalized alternate and merge in the integrated world of The Dream Songs, 
and the primary way to demonstrate the distinction between the real and the fictional 
is to examine the protagonist’s presence in the poem. The poem itself is taken as a 
constructed world which extends both spatially and temporally. The spatial aspect 
refers to the “world” in which the protagonist moves, and the temporal aspect refers 
to the linear development from the first song to the last song. “Space” may point to 
the actual world with specific “real” references, while it may also refer to the space 
maintained through the dialogues between the protagonist and the interlocutor.  
To write a long poem, as Berryman maintained, is to construct a world for the 
poem rather than to rely upon an existent world (Freedom 330). To construct the 
Dream Songs world is to develop a narrative, and Berryman’s procedure develops 
from “groupings into and around Henry and his environment and associates,” 
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“readings in theology and that sort of thing,” his preconceived and ongoing structural 
notions, and the circumstances of his own personal life (PR Interview 29). Although 
Berryman’s order of these methods may not be sequential in practice or in priority, 
the actual process of composition shows that he started with structuring of Henry in 
his environment first. This means that initially Henry is primarily constructed and 
presented as “an imaginary character (not the poet, not me [Berryman])” with a 
relatively autonomous world of its own, and then as the personality is increasingly 
built the character’s world increasingly opens to the poet’s personal life.  
In parallel with this tendency is the fact that some of the later songs in The 
Dream Songs are obviously inspired by specific concurrent events in the poet’s 
experience in terms of places and persons. A tendency can be observed that the poem 
starts with more fiction than fact, and as mentioned at the end of the previous chapter, 
the protagonist shows more traits of a fictional character in the beginning and 
increasingly more traits of a real person in later songs, with the real person referring 
to the poet himself. During the development of The Dream Songs, the accumulation 
of Henry’s personality from poem to poem is a process in which the presence of the 
poet becomes increasingly felt and embodied. This duality of the process is realized 
through the increasing incorporation of the real-world references into the Dream 
Songs world so that the protagonist’s world becomes increasingly tangible by means 
of the physical presence of the real world. In the world of The Dream Songs, the 
poet’s presence is shown as only part of the presence of the protagonist.  
The actualities of the Dream Songs world are presented in two complementary 
ways. As the poem progresses, the allusions to real people and places in the actual 
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world increase, and the protagonist’s environment shares more and more actualities 
with the real world. In contrast, the protagonist’s world in the earlier books in The 
Dream Songs is usually either a world from the perspective of Henry in different 
persons or the space for dialogues between the protagonist and the interlocutor, and 
the world constructed in the songs is relatively closed. When Henry is in the closed 
world, his sense of presence may be strong, but at the same time his awareness of 
dismemberment and his fear of physical maiming are also strong, which appears to 
be weakened as he increasingly gains access to the actual world. Two main 
observable methods can describe the protagonist’s distancing from the actual world: 
the use of the unnamed friend to delimit the world of Henry, and the references to the 
imaginary sphere that suggests the fictionality of Henry’s world. 
The consciousness of constructing a world for the poem is strong in the early 
poems, and the difference between Henry as he presents himself to the readers and 
Bones as the friend sees in the poem is well maintained. This difference becomes the 
basis for the meta-structure for The Dream Songs that houses the integrated reality of 
the world. In The Dream Songs, the unnamed interlocutor is configured as a bodiless 
voice, who interacts only with Henry, calling Henry by the name of Bones with or 
without titles such as Mr. or Sir. When Henry answers the interlocutor’s call in the 
form of engaging in a dialogue with the interlocutor, he actually acknowledges that 
he is at least partially equalized to Bones who represents a minstrel end-man in 
blackface. Bones is also assumed to speak in a black dialect like the interlocutor, 
although in fact Bones does not speak as a blackface end-man.  
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There is a certain gap between Henry and Bones in terms of language use. 
Dodson, who takes the interlocutor as Henry’s alter ego, claims that through the 
interlocutor’s re-created black speech, “a linguistic construction … allows for the 
language of Henry’s conscience or alter ego to be readily distinguished from the 
language of his conscious and unconscious pondering and observations” (45). Given 
the obvious contrast in the language use between Henry’s pondering or observations 
and the interlocutor’s intrusive presence, it may be argued that the interlocutor’s 
black dialect taps Henry’s consciousness and reminds him of his own identity. The 
interlocutor’s presence in Henry’s world shows only when he calls Henry by the 
name of Bones, which means that the linguistic difference matters only to the extent 
that Henry is turned into Bones. It follows naturally that Henry and Bones should be 
distinguished, and could be, through the linguistic identity. 
Henry may refer to himself in different persons, but in the dialogue between the 
interlocutor and the protagonist, the relationship between them changes subtly. Since 
the interlocutor calls the protagonist by the name of “Mr Bones and variants,” the 
protagonist in the interlocutor’s eyes cannot be understood to be the protagonist as 
“Henry.” In the space constructed in the dialogue, it is Bones who is answering the 
interlocutor’s call. Bones signifies the protagonist’s appearance in the interlocutor’s 
eyes, while Henry is the protagonist presented in the songs for the readers. In one 
sense, Henry’s fictionality can be measured by the number of times when Henry is 
addressed as Bones. Among the seventy-seven songs in the first installment of The 
Dream Songs, Henry is addressed as Mr. Bones or variants in seventeen songs. In 
contrast, among the two hundred and eight songs in the second installment of The 
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Dream Songs, Henry is called Bones in twenty-eight songs only. This also confirms 
the observation, such as Donoghue’s (22), that the distinction between Henry and the 
poet is more acceptable in the first installment than in the later books. In the first 
three books, Henry’s dialogue with the interlocutor tends to be more of a closed 
circle between themselves, seldom mentioning the third party or alluding to other 
people or places in the real world.  
In the songs embedded with dialogues, Henry usually comes up with unabashed 
revelation of his thoughts, or describes what he sees, while the friend may come up 
with comments to check and balance his uncurbed hopes, desires or fears. Therefore, 
in the songs with dialogues, the representation of Henry’s world appears filtered and 
processed for his friend, and the dramatic monologue seemingly expressed by Henry 
may turn out to be Henry’s part of the dialogues with his friend. For example, the 
description which opens Song 4 appears to be without a specific addressee, but when 
the unnamed friend intercedes, Henry’s initial monologue turns into direct reported 
speech addressed to the friend:  
Filling her compact & delicious body  
with chicken paprika, she glanced at me  
twice.  
Fainting with interest, I hungered back  
and only the fact of her husband & four other people                5 
kept me from springing on her  
 
or falling at her little feet and crying  
‘You are the hottest one for years of night  
Henry’s dazed eyes  
have enjoyed, Brilliance.’ I advanced upon                                 10 
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(despairing) my spumoni. —Sir Bones: is stuffed,  
de world, wif feeding girls.  
 
—Black hair, complexion Latin, jewelled eyes  
downcast… The slob beside her    feasts … What wonders is  
she sitting on, over there?                                                              15 
The restaurant buzzes. She might as well be on Mars.  
Where did it all go wrong? There ought to be a law against Henry.  
—Mr. Bones: there is. 
This song optimizes the representation of the scene in terms of the senses of 
color, smell and sound, and the rhythm of the song well represents Henry’s gasping 
breaths upon seeing the sexy woman. The first stanza appears to be a scene described 
purely from the “I”-eye of Henry, and the sensory description of the sight reveals 
Henry’s carnal focus on the world. The woman’s physicality is highlighted, and the 
way she is presented enhances Henry’s presence in the scene. Therefore, the 
restaurant scene, which might have pointed to the actual world beyond the world 
constructed within the dialogue, becomes a component to enhance the vividness of 
the closed world between the interlocutor and Mr. Bones. The apparent direct 
quotation from Line 8 to Line 10 adds to the livelihood of the dialogue between the 
interlocutor and Mr. Bones, and brings the readers to both the sight and the site of his 
description.  
A reflective comment is interpolated in Line 11, when the perspective in the 
description is changed. The word “despairing” in brackets suggests that it is a 
comment on the action and that it is interpolated after the described action. The initial 
perspective is directed to the object from Henry, and now Henry himself becomes the 
object in the description, as in the lines “I advanced upon/ (despairing) my spumoni.” 
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Henry continues to describe the woman, but now the tense changes from the past to 
the present, as he is directly speaking to the interlocutor in a dialogue, engaging his 
interlocutor-friend into the sight and site of his description. In his description, the girl 
becomes an object, Henry extracts himself from the described scene, and Henry is 
aligned with the interlocutor and shares the same perspective. 
Initially, Henry’s presence in the world is demonstrated through his description 
of the scene he witnesses and in which he participates, and the readers’ perspective is 
also configured to be the same as his. When Henry is engaged in the dialogue with 
the interlocutor, the described scene as a proof of his presence in the actual world 
becomes a reference to his experience. Through this reference, Henry shares the same 
perspective with the interlocutor, and therefore the distinction between “us” and 
“them” is temporarily made, with “us” referring to Henry and the interlocutor and 
“them” referring the woman, her husband (“the slob”) and “four other people.” It is 
also interesting to note that as Henry becomes “Sir Bones” in Lines 11 and 12, he 
switches to “black” (stylized African American) English in his talk about sex, which 
may reinforce the distinction between Henry and Mr. Bones in terms of social status, 
culture and race as discussed earlier. What the stylistic switch enhances is essentially 
the differentiation between the self-perceived Henry and the others.  
Critics have found that there is a recurring use of the “non-specific ‘they’ to 
describe the aggressors” in The Dream Songs (Cooper 170), and the very first song 
has set the keynote of the distinction between Henry and the unidentified “they” in 
the Lines 4-5: “It was the thought that they thought/ they could do it made Henry 
wicked & away” (italics original). In Song 4 which is embedded with a dialogue, the 
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unspecified “they” may be defined as “the others” opposite to “us.” What connects 
“they” and “us” may be “a law against Henry.” This law is echoed in Song 350, 
which contains the lines “There’ll have to be an order/ specifically to stop climbing 
trees,/ & other people’s wives.” In The Dream Songs, Henry has an acute awareness 
of the distinction between himself and the others, and it becomes a way of 
demarcation and an important strategy to enhance the presence of Henry in the 
integrated world of The Dream Songs. 
Initially, the protagonist’s description appears to be addressed to the readers, 
but this monologue-like description changes into his part in a dialogue addressed to 
his friend when the protagonist answers the interlocutor’s call. With the change of the 
protagonist’s identity from Henry in the readers’ mind to Bones in the interlocutor’s 
eyes, the function of the description also changes into a constructive component 
inserted into the world of the song. The description is re-contextualized within the 
song, and its interpretation is subject to its framework. Therefore, the description of 
the woman does not perform the function to point to the actual world external to the 
song but enhances the autonomy of the world within the song. With this change, the 
protagonist’s gaze upon the woman and his direct speech construct a world and 
become a reinforcement not only of the actuality of the world in the song but also of 
the physical presence of the protagonist. When the interlocutor comments that the 
world is filled with feeding girls, the particular “girl” becomes just another one of the 
many. When the “girl” is generalized into many girls, the girl’s specificity in the 
world is downplayed but the vividness of Henry’s witness helps to establish Bones’ 
presence in the song. By and by, with fewer and fewer dialogues in later songs, the 
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actual world in which Henry presents himself and the constructed world of the song 
through dialogues increasingly overlap. As the difference between Henry and Bones 
gradually disappears, Bones’ presence in the earlier songs gradually merges into 
Henry’s presence in The Dream Songs. 
The title “Sir,” as in Song 2 when he is compared to a knight, is an obvious 
irony, as Henry is held back from “advancing upon” the woman not because of 
knightly love, chivalry or chastity but because of “her husband & four other people” 
whose presence may have intimidated him. When his friend uses “Sir” to address him, 
Henry’s undisguised lechery and cowardice may be the target for the irony. 
Haffenden has touched on irony in the relation between Henry and his unnamed 
friend when he takes “the configuration of Mr Bones and his friend … as a device 
similar to that of ego and id, or of alazon and eiron” (Commentary 58). The Greek 
word eiron originally refer to a type of comic character who is considered as an 
imposter for presenting himself less than he actually is, and as a rhetorical mode it 
may be defined as “saying what is contrary to what is meant” (Colebrook 1). Irony in 
the classical notion “involves the substitution of a word for its opposite (ibid. 9).  In 
this sense, it can be argued that Mr. Bones has been configured as an eiron, and the 
addresses for him have usually implied an irony, so that when the songs appear too 
racist, they may elude any censure as racist, just like Berryman claimed in the 
prefatory notes that “Many opinions and errors in the Songs are to be referred … to 
the title of the work.” What Berryman tried to convey was that these songs were 
“dreams,” and prone to ambiguities, incomprehensible phrases or errors, and he even 
claimed in Song 366 that “These Songs are not meant to be understood.”  
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In Song 2, his friend has already addressed Henry as “Sir Bones.” It is, as in 
Song 4, after Henry’s description of a scene expresses his explicit lust when his 
friend interlopes with the ironic comments: “Sir Bones, or Galahad: astonishin/ yo 
legal & yo good” (Lines 13-14). The interlocutor is astonished to find that Henry is 
behaving himself. Sir Galahad was chosen to undertake the Quest of the Holy Grail 
because of his chastity, but Henry in Song 2 puts on his pompous outfit to “advance” 
and seduce the girls. The irony lies in that Henry’s quest has been the conquest of 
girls, but in this song Henry turns out to remind the girls to “hang on/ one chaste 
evenin” (Lines 11-12). The title “Sir” is used somewhat ironically when Henry 
appears overly noble-minded or when he does not fit the stereotype of “Bones” the 
blackface character. William Wasserstrom notes that “Sir Bones speaks from behind 
his mask a satiric language … devised in order to hide true meaning” (11). The title 
“Sir” is then used to make explicit the distance and difference between “Bones” in 
the friend’s eyes and the image Henry presents of himself. 
The title “Sir” is also used in Song 217, which has an explicit political concern. 
The structure of this song is very similar to that of Song 4, but the first stanza 
comprises seven lines, making a song of nineteen lines. The beginning nine lines 
relate some events in American history, including the Korean War, the Bay of Pigs, 
the Civil War and the Battle of Cold Harbor, while Line 5 “Henry is schlaft in his 
historical moode” (ibid.), which is different from the third person perspective, is 
inserted into the song between two dashes. Line 5 achieves a defamiliarization effect 
by borrowing a German word “Schlaf” with the meaning of “dozing or bored,” and 
this may imply that Henry keeps a critical distance from what he is thinking. This 
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effect is enhanced by the opening lines in the second stanza: “Three like terrifying 
political murders/ have cast, as Adams sighed, no shadow on the Whites’ House” 
(Lines 8-9). The “three murders” may refer to either the murders of John F. Kennedy, 
Martin Luther King and Robert Kennedy or the murders of three civil rights workers 
in Mississippi in June 1964 (Ryder 189). No matter which group is referred to here, 
the pun on “Whites’ House” may imply that Henry is not totally identified with the 
White, which brings his blackface personality into play. The first nine lines, with the 
exception of the interjected fifth, appear to be Henry’s thought expressed aloud, and 
then the friend joins and turns the monologue-like thought into a part of the dialogue, 
as with the description of the restaurant scene in the first nine and half lines in Song 4.  
Henry appears unnecessarily concerned with matters that are beyond his 
immediate life, so his friend jests him by calling him “Sir” and suggests that Henry 
“adhere, Sir Bones, to Heaven; tho’ the shrine is still/ what here or there but by the 
will/ of hidden God git done?” In Lamentations, God is hidden behind a cloud so 
people’s prayer could not reach him (3.44). Here, “the will of hidden God” may 
imply that what concerns Henry has been governed by the human law in contrast to 
God’s law, and this again echoes “a law against Henry” in Song 4. Hence, the irony 
becomes a way to remind Henry of the gap between what he really is and what he 
tries to be. Therefore, in Song 76, which is entitled “Henry’s Confession,” the friend 
addresses Henry as Mr Bones and sincerely explains that “Sober as man can get, no 
girls, no telephones,/ what could happen bad to Mr Bones?” When Henry 
“confesses,” he acknowledges his humanness, and there is no need to remind him of 
his being an ordinary man. 
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The irony in the title “Sir” may also be understood as a device to undermine the 
appeal to literal truth. The name “Bones” has already taken Henry away from the 
scene itself, as Henry is no longer the person who witnesses and describes the scene, 
since when the ironic title “Sir” is used before “Bones,” Henry may be further taken 
away from the scene, his presence diminishing. 
As “Bones” refers to one of the blackface end-men in a minstrel show, it is 
obvious that when Henry’s friend calls him by this name, he is identifying Henry 
with a character. Henry acknowledges this identification or admits to a reduction of 
his identity to the character when he answers the call. When the address of “Bones” 
comes with various titles, the boundaries of Bones’ identity are extended along the 
lines of such prefixed signs of social positions, such as “Mr.,” “Sir,” “Dr,” and 
“Brother.” What the titles suggest should also be understood as part of Henry’s 
personality, just as Bones is part of Henry. The interlocutor’s function in constructing 
Henry’s personality and subjectivity is acknowledged by Henry, and the more Henry 
is engaged in the dialogue with his friend, the more Henry is prone to be 
contextualized in the world of the song, and the stronger is his fictionality. 
However, there is difference between Song 4 and Song 217 in terms of the 
presence of Henry. In Song 4, Henry’s presence is in the real-life scene, because the 
interlocution of his friend is turned into unmarked direct speech quoted for the friend. 
The dialogue appears to be a borrowed scene in the conversation between Henry and 
his friend, and the song itself constructs a world of its own and does not point to the 
real world. A subtle change occurs from Henry’s testimony in the form of description 
to Bones’ part of the dialogue in the form of direct speech. When Henry is engaged in 
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the dialogue, his perspective changes from his looking at the world to Bones’ relating 
what he has seen to an addressee, and his presence is then shown within the 
boundaries of the song. In Song 217, however, Henry talks about American political 
historical events which he probably had not witnessed even if most were 
contemporaneous with him, and no matter whether he is brooding over them or 
relating them to his friend, there is no change in terms of his function in representing 
the events in the song. When Henry turns to talk with his friend, he becomes Bones, 
but the difference between Henry and Bones in Song 217 is not as distinct as that in 
Song 4. The overlap in the function between Henry’s and Bones’ is the result of 
fusion between Henry’s world and Bones’ world, and their worlds correspond 
respectively to the real world of the poet and the world of the poem.  
In earlier books, there are noticeably more songs with dialogues, and the 
distinction between Henry’s world and Bones’ appears easily recognizable. However, 
in later songs in which there are no dialogues, there is a gradual integration of the 
poet’s world and the world of the poem. In Song 316, for example, Henry is also 
compared to a knight and called “Sir Henry,” but the song is entirely spoken by 
Henry from the first person perspective. It relates Henry’s “love & pride” in his 
imagined dragon-slaughtering adventure, alluding to the quest of a dragon in Edmund 
Spenser’s The Faerie Queene, and the last stanza reads: 
that thrice for Lady Valerie I would suffer 
but not be wax from like a base-born duffer, 
no no, Sir Henry would win. 
until a day that was not prophesied, 
having restored her lands. My love & pride 
fixed me like a safety-pin. 
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Although this song appears to be in an imaginary realm, the name of Lady 
Valerie has appeared in many songs, as has been discussed in Chapter II. In fact, 
Valerie figures earliest in Song 94, and she has been helping the protagonist with 
everyday chores, sometimes when he is in hospital. It may be argued that her 
frequent presence in later songs functions to represent the bridge to the real life world. 
While no critic or biographer has found out the reasons for her prominence in the 
songs, the lines “God declared war on Valerie Trueblood” and “yet away/ he [God] 
shouldna have put down Miss Trueblood” from Song 113 may suggest that the poet-
protagonist speaker identifies with her as an ally in the battle against God or against 
“the law against Henry” (Song 4).  
As there is no interlocutor in the song, the title “Sir” is self-addressed by Henry 
in the third person. Therefore, there is no difference whether Henry is the first person 
or the third person in Song 316, just as there is no difference between Henry and 
Bones in Song 217. While the line “Sir Henry would win” interpolated into the first-
person monologue entails a shift of perspective, the self-referring “Sir Henry” does 
not change the function of the line, and it does not construct a dialogical space within 
the song. In Song 4, the function of Henry’s presence in the real world scene is 
different from that of the protagonist’s presence in the song when Henry the 
protagonist becomes Bones. This difference, however, does not occur in relation to 
the function of Henry’s presence in both Song 217 and Song 316. References to the 
real-life world in the poem may be meant to point to the world external to the song or 
may be borrowed to construct a world of the song itself. As the poem progresses, 
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however, Henry and Bones merge, and references to Bones become perfunctory as in 
the self-aggrandizing example of “Sir Henry” in Song 316.  
There are different ways to maintain the dialogue in the songs. One is the usual 
way to stage a dialogue between Henry and his friend when Henry is called Mr 
Bones. In these songs, Henry may directly speak in the first person, while the friend 
performs that usual function of an interlocutor and a partner. For example, Song 36 is 
composed of dialogues throughout the song, and the first nine lines read: 
The high ones die, die. They die. You look up and who’s there? 
--Easy, easy, Mr Bones. I is on your side. 
I smell your grief. 
--I sent my grief away. I cannot care  
forever. With them all again & again I died 
and cried, and I have to live. 
 
--Now there you exaggerate, Sah. We hafta die. 
That is our ’pointed task. Love & die. 
--Yes; that makes sense. 
In this song, Henry is engaged in the dialogue with his unnamed friend from the 
beginning. The second-person pronoun in the first line “You look up and who’s 
there?” may be addressed to the interlocutor-listener who is assumed to be engaged in 
the dialogue, or it may refer to the speaker himself or anyone among the unspecified 
implied audience. The friend appears very sympathetic to Henry, and at the same 
time also cautions him against excessive indulgence in both the grief over loss and 
the heaviness of life. In this song, the readers are not expected to identify with the 
perspective of anyone, but to be the observer of the dialogue in the song. 
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Song 67 is constructed in the same way as Song 4, which starts with the 
protagonist’s monologue of seven lines in the first person before the interlocutor 
speaks. As usually the protagonist is perceived as Henry, and when he answers the 
interlocutor’s call, the protagonist changes from Henry to Bones, as has been 
discussed earlier. When the initial monologue turns into Bones’ part of the dialogue 
when the protagonist is engaged in the dialogue, there is a subtle change of the 
perceived identity of the protagonist as the internal “I” speaker. Initially, the speaker 
in the protagonist’s monologue may be taken as Henry, but the dialogue functions to 
confine the protagonist’s presence in the constructed world of the song.  
There are also some songs in which the protagonist speaks in different persons 
with the interlocutor, resulting in a more complicated space in which dialogues can 
take place. Song 26 is composed entirely of a dialogue, but Henry in the song 
alternatively refers to himself in both the first person and the third person, therefore 
playing out two perspectives in the song. The agency to push the song forward comes 
from the persistent questions from the friend, whose nature has been much debated. 
Berryman himself might have made a slip by saying that Mr Bones as an end-man in 
the minstrelsy would “at the end takes him [Henry] offstage” (Smith 434), but it may 
be argued that the interlocutor may function as “Henry’s confidant, having been first 
‘an enemy, then friend’” (Smith 434). From this song, the friend appears to be a 
chilling reminder of Henry’s mortality. From the high-spiritedness in the first line to 
the bitter self-mockery in the last line, Henry is chased and cornered by the 
interlocutor as if the interlocutor were a “patient, indulgent ferryman [who] renders 
Henry’s existence all the more tenuous” (Smith 435). The interlocutor does not seem 
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to believe in care-free happiness, or “euphoria” as he uses to warn against Henry in 
Song 25 when Henry talks about “the glorious present” (Line 2-3). The opening line 
can be understood as a monologue not necessarily addressed to the interlocutor, as he 
turns to ask Henry afterward. Henry is then made to shift his perspective from the 
first person to the third when he answers the interlocutor’s first question, “What 
happen then, Mr Bones?”, with one word response “Henry.” Again, in this song, the 
protagonist’s speeches are confined in the dialogue, and while the speaker of the first 
line may be perceived to be Henry, the speaker turns out to be Bones with the 
interlocutor’s question. The dialogues construct a world of the song, and the readers 
are only overhearing their conversation.  
Although the interlocutor in Song 69 speaks only once, the three-word line “Mr 
Bones, please” (Line 15) also functions to turn Henry’s fourteen-line monologue into 
a speech by Bones as part of a dialogue. In the monologue, the first person 
perspective and the third person perspective alternate, so that the lines from different 
perspectives form a kind of internal dialogue, and this dialogue may also construct a 
local space for dialogues within the song.  
We know that he refers to Henry, but it is the eighth line (“between herself and 
Henry”) that explicitly mentions him by name. In the first five lines, the third person 
is used to talk about Henry, as if Henry were talking about someone else who is not 
present. The consistency of the third person also presents the personality from one 
perspective, and in the first five lines this is constructed as a whole. The sixth line (“I 
mean it”) inserts a comment, and the use of the first person brings another 
perspective into the song. This line has an implied addressee, as if the first person 
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speaker is engaged in a dialogue with an interlocutor who is listening. Therefore, the 
line functions to turn the first five lines into the speech of the first person speaker. 
This is the same way as the function of the interlocutor in Song 4, who, through 
addressing Henry by the name of Bones, turns Henry’s description into a Bones’ 
speech. However, in Song 69, when the first person speaker says “I mean it,” it is the 
presence of the first person that comes to the fore, while Henry in the third person 
remains to be absent from the scene. A fissure within the protagonist results due to 
the fact that both the first person and the third person are presented as the protagonist. 
Kathe Davis is one among the critics who takes note of this distinction, although she 
does not delineate it clearly: “Henry both is and is not Henry because he is both 
Henry and an interested listener to Henry” (55). 
In parallel with Song 4, the first person speaker in Song 69 is turned to Bones 
when he starts to unleash his over-sentimental grumble about his lust and mortality in 
the third stanza in Lines 13-14: “I feel as if, unique, she …Biddable?/ Fates, 
conspire.” The friend-interlocutor tries to stop him by saying simply “Mr Bones, 
please.” As if the lust for women stands for the lust for life, Bones prays for “a 
personal experience of the body” of “that infernal & unconscious/ woman, and the 
pain” (Line11-12, Line 17). Both the “personal experience of the body” and “the 
pain” point to the physical presence of the protagonist. The lust for life itself may be 
understood as an agency behind the presence of the protagonist, as the protagonist’s 
lust is always met with a law against him, as the representative lines in Song 4 and 
Song 350 suggest. In the eyes of the protagonist, “the pain” of his lust appears to be 
equal to “fate” or the conspiracy of the others. This makes the mood of the poem 
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quite ambivalent, like many of the songs in The Dream Songs. Even if it may not be 
entirely grave and heavy, Connaroe’s claim that this is an “easy and light” “comic” 
song (124) appears a little one-sided. 
So far, I have analyzed the interlocutor’s function in constructing a local space 
for dialogues in the song. The critical moment is when the interlocutor raises a 
question to the protagonist or makes comments on his apparent monologue. Initially, 
the protagonist uses the first person in the monologue, with his presence in the actual 
world; when he answers the interlocutor, his presence is also directed to the world of 
the song in the space in which the dialogue takes place, as Song 4 has illustrated. 
When the protagonist refers to himself in the third person, the protagonist shows a 
dual personality of both the I-speaker and Henry referred to in the third person. It is 
the I-speaker who answers the interlocutor and displays his presence in the world of 
the song. 
In the sense that The Dream Songs is a constructed world centered round Henry, 
the presence of this white-American figure sets the keynote of the poem, and helps 
characterize the protagonist as such. Most of the songs are not built on dialogues, and 
usually in these songs the speaker is perceived as Henry. Henry’s strong presence in 
these songs re-enforces the consistency of the personality, while in songs with 
dialogues, the protagonist is often shown as Bones defined by his relation to the 
interlocutor. The dialogue with the interlocutor constructs a space within the world of 
the song, which highlights the fictionality of the poem.  
While Bones is supposed to be an end-man, he does not speak in black dialect; 
instead, he speaks the same language with Henry’s usual speech. This works to 
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integrate Henry and Bones into the protagonist. However, Henry occasionally speaks 
as a blackface end-man. Song 5 and Song 60 are two most explicit examples. Song 5 
is about the loss of love in the world, but from Henry’s being “at odds wif de world 
& its god” (Line 3), it can be argued that the reason behind the loss, in the eyes of 
Henry, is the fate or conspiracy, just as he has always believed that there is a law 
against him (Song 4) and that “God’s Henry’s enemy” (Song 13, Line 13).  
In Song 60, Henry also speaks in blackface. This may function on the surface 
an example of Henry being “sometimes in blackface,” but the theme of this song 
makes it especially remarkable. Henry is consciously identified with the “black” 
people [African Americans], and by extension, with the weak or powerless, which 
reinforces his lament that there is a law against him or that he is the victim of 
inequality or oppression. It may be even argued that his use of styled or explicitly 
sexualized language might be intended to demarcate himself from the world of the 
dominant “white” male  so that his own status of a victim may be highlighted.   
Afters eight years, be less dan eight percent, 
distinguish’ friend, of coloured wif de whites 
in de School, in the Souf. 
--Is coloured gobs, is coloured officers, 
Mr Bones. Dat’s nuffin?—Uncle Tom, 
sweep shut yo mouf, 
The theme of this song is about the racial ratio in public schools. While racial 
segregation was ruled unconstitutional by the U. S. Supreme Court in 1954, the ratio 
of blacks to whites was still not high after eight years of implementation. The relation 
between Henry and the interlocutor is apparently the same as that in other songs. 
When Henry complains, venting his discontent, the interlocutor tries to appease him. 
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However, before the interlocutor intercedes, the language used here, linguistically a 
little overdone, has already presented Henry as an end-man in blackface, and it is 
Henry who constructs himself as Bones instead of being named as Bones by the 
interlocutor. The relation between Henry and the interlocutor has changed in the 
beginning, and they construct a dialogical space in which Henry appears to be a 
belligerent figure. Henry appears to have the right to retort to the interlocutor and call 
him “Uncle Tom,” accusing him of his slave mentality when the interlocutor is still 
playing the role of comforting him. Therefore, the interlocutor is made to 
acknowledge the equal status between them, confirming “You may be right, Friend 
Bones” (Line 9). This is the only time when the interlocutor calls Henry “Friend 
Bones” and concedes to Henry’s observations, acknowledging that “Bit by bit/ our 
immemorial moans/ brown down to all dere moans” (Lines 11-13). Peter Maber 
suggests that “‘brown down’ is perhaps a corruption of ‘bow down,’ or ‘ground 
down,’ implying a subservience that might hark back to the slavery,” or “brown” 
perhaps “is also indicating a midway point between ‘black’ and ‘white’” (143). While 
Henry constructs himself as African American, as a “black” man, perhaps hoping to 
incite a kind of struggle against the inequality, he is eventually pessimistic about their 
fate. This in some way reflects that he is essentially an “imaginary” “black” man. 
The imaginary nature is fundamental to the understanding of the constructs of 
the protagonist Henry, and this is also Berryman’s ingenious way to tackle the issue 
of race in America through minstrelsy, one of America’s cultural forms. Henry is 
created as an integrated character who presents himself usually in the whiteface and 
sometimes in the blackface, and thus being a black man is an imagined part in his 
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personality. This duality of personality is made visible through Berryman’s 
appropriation of the minstrelsy. By appropriating such a form, Berryman, being “a 
white American in early middle age” himself, may stage his position on the issue of 
race without taking the standpoint of a “black” man. This matching of personae with 
different registers of language may be the appropriation of the black cultural form of 
minstrelsy.  
The cultural politics of the identity play behind the minstrelsy is inherent to the 
issue of race. Robert M. Crunden explains the complex identity play in minstrelsy as 
follows:  
The black-faced minstrel performers … were themselves white [and] the 
whites presumably considered the performance a parody of slave manners; 
blacks saw a bit more, knowing that the minstrels were actually ridiculing 
blacks who had been ridiculing white. When, by the 1890s and later, 
blacks themselves took on these roles, they had to perpetuate stereotypes 
established by the whites, acting quite as ridiculously as those whites who 
had debased the image of their race. Thus, white audiences demanded that 
blacks behave as whites had behaved when they imitated blacks who were 
secretly ridiculing white slaveowners. This complex situation boiled down 
to a story of multiple deceptions, with, as usual, blacks saying one thing to 
their own community, another to the white one. (130-31) 
The identity play in the minstrelsy can be argued to be an externalized show of 
the dual personality of Henry’s inner world. Henry speaks two language registers or 
dialects, and when he switches between the languages, his identity also changes as 
his identity and persona are intrinsically bound with his language choice. This means 
that the conflicts within Henry symbolize all the socio-cultural and racial conflicts in 
his time. Eric Lott claims that “Minstrelsy brought to public form racialized elements 
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of thought and feeling, tone and impulse, residing at the very edge of semantic 
availability, which Americans only dimly realized they felt, let alone understood” (6). 
Likewise, even in his conscious questioning, Henry’s “realization” remains “dim.”  
To the question “Who gonna win?,” Henry’s first response is that he “wouldn’t 
predict” (italics original, Line 16), as if there were still chances for winning, but 
immediately he says “But I do guess most peoples gonna lose” (italics original). This 
theme is echoed in Song 232, in which the protagonist is buried in thoughts at 
midnight. French philosopher Blaise Pascal is introduced (“Pascal drop in, they 
placing cagey bets”) with an allusion to a passage from his Pensées: “Let us weigh 
gain and loss in calling heads that God is. Reckon these two chances: if you win, you 
win all; if you lose, you naught” (quoted from Ryder 197). Then, Henry in “pensée” 
calls out “Negroes, ignite! you have nothing to use but your brains,” an obvious 
parody of the famous Marxist slogan from The Communist Manifesto. The song 
suggests that essentially Henry does not believe in action and present himself to the 
site of struggle; instead, he would rather “scrub himself, … waiting upon the Lord” 
(Lines 8-9). 
In both Song 5 and Song 60, Henry is self-constructed as a black person 
through the use of black dialect, and this blackface Henry is in counterpoint to the 
Henry addressed as “sir” by the interlocutor. While Henry in Song 5 thinks of 
“getting even,” the blackface Henry in Song 60 reproaches the interlocutor’s slave 
mentality. Hence, self-marginalization or degradation appears to be a strategy for 
Henry to present himself as a militant personality and forestall the interlocutor from 
calling him, somewhat condescendingly, Bones. Through the highlighted linguistic 
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features of the black dialect, the blackface aspect in Henry’s personality is more 
concretely presented. When the protagonist is rendered as a participant through the 
slang, the identification between the protagonist and the poet is forestalled, for the 
poet’s voice cannot be heard in black dialect. 
Dialogues may make explicit the functional difference between Henry’s 
observations or thoughts and Bones’ speeches to the interlocutor, and thus highlight 
the constructed nature of the Dream Songs world. One way to make this world 
independent of the existing world is to contain the presence of Henry in the closed 
world of the songs. The presence of Henry may be conveyed through Henry’s 
frequent sensory references in his observations and thoughts, and Song 4 exemplifies 
how Henry’s presence can be enhanced through the description that highlights the 
sensory appeal. However, over and above the functional distinction between Henry 
and Bones in songs that contain dialogues, most of the songs do not have an 
interlocutor to enact the possible change of Henry’s observations. Therefore, there 
should also be a distinction between the poet and Henry along the lives and in the 
light of the distinction between Henry and Bones. 
Critics such as Adrienne Rich have observed that the development in The 
Dream Songs does not necessarily progress linearly from earlier books to later books 
(Rich 128), or its “linear progress is relieved by simple device of the pause-for-
reflection and the flashback” (Hahn 122). In one important way, however, the 
distinction between the poet and Henry in early songs is realized in the poet’s 
distanciation or bodily absence from the text-constructed world. The poet’s absence 
from the protagonist’s world is realized when efforts or devices are made to direct the 
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real-life references back to and delimit them in the text-constructed world of the 
songs. In the late songs when the fictionality of the protagonist has been gradually 
constructed and established, however, the distinction between Henry and Bones or 
between Henry and the poet becomes blurred.  
Gary Q. Arpin observes that the later three books are, “in terms of development, 
almost as static as the first three” (82), and he also finds that 
with book 6 that relationship [between Berryman and Henry] begins to 
change, and the tenuous distinction between Berryman and Henry at times 
breaks down completely, as in “Henry’s Mail.” The style, in at least some 
of the songs, becomes simple and flatter; there are still a great many 
aspects of the style as established in earlier books, but there are fewer than 
before. It is as if a second poem had been begun and was running 
alongside the first; a poem implicit, indeed, throughout the songs, but not 
explicit: a poem about Berryman writing a poem about Henry. (83) 
While Arpin does not give the reason why there is such a change, Adam Kirsch 
points out the use of Henry for Berryman as “an indispensable camouflage … 
allowing him to blaspheme, fantasize, and despair without taking final responsibility 
for his words” but with the second installment published and Berryman’s fame 
confirmed, “Berryman had exhausted the possibilities of the form, as the increasing 
threadbareness of the later Songs makes clear” (144). This is obvious illogic 
reasoning, reversing the cause and effect. If, as Arpin argues, The Dream Songs 
develops into “a poem about Berryman writing a poem about Henry,” it can be said 
that before Berryman could make his presence felt in the poem, there should have 
been a character of Henry already constructed as well as style already established. It 
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is this pre-constructed nature of Henry in earlier books that makes the poet join in the 
protagonist in later books of The Dream Songs possible.  
Although any individual song may not suffice to illustrate the general tendency 
observed in the development of The Dream Songs, some features may still be found 
by comparing early songs and later songs. Some later songs develop an image or 
theme from an early song, and usually the resultant later songs becomes less 
intensive. For example, the second stanza of Song 229 contains two images of 
dragons and tigers: 
Dragons, good dragons, sport in the violent foam 
on the second floor of the Boston Art Museum 
in the joy of the dead Sung Master. 
Tigers were friendly: they do not kill needless 
and remove pests; dragons are male, yes. 
The subject: triumph—disaster.  
The lines here render an informational description that may not have 
implications beyond the literal meaning. The image of “dragons” refers to the scroll 
entitled Nine Dragons (1244) by Chinese painter Chen Lung (ca. 1200-1266) from 
the Sung Dynasty. Song 11 alludes to this scroll in its view of the tension in the 
mother-son relationship: “His mother goes. The mother comes & goes./ Chen Lung’s 
too came, came and crampt & then/ that dragoner’s mother was gone.” Here, in this 
earlier song, the maternal images create a presence and context which do not 
continue in the later song. It appears that Berryman sometimes recycled images for 
the new purposes, and the same images cross-refer with each other in different songs 
help to maintain inter-connection of meaning in the world of The Dream Songs. 
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As demonstrated above, there are two different types of presence of the 
protagonist in The Dream Songs. One form is to turn the lyrical protagonist from an 
observer of the events to a participant in the events. In “John Berryman’s 
‘Programmatic’ for The Dream Songs and an Instance of Revision,” Ernest Smith 
provides us with a detailed description of selected archive material, and points out 
that “Berryman makes Henry’s voice more that of the participant than of the 
observer” and the purpose of the revision is to “establish … the convention of Henry 
in blackface” (436). In the restaurant scene in Song 4, for example, Henry’s presence 
is changed to Bones’ indirect speech in his dialogue with the interlocutor when Henry 
answers the interlocutor’s call. One should add that the change of the nature of the 
description also changes the space in which Henry makes his presence. 
Another form is the creation of a local space in the song through the inner 
dialogue between the protagonist in the third person and the protagonist in the first 
person, as is demonstrated in Song 69. In later books, however, there are fewer songs 
that create such space within the world of the song. Two songs depicting the same 
event may be raised as an example. Both Song 133 and Song 298 are about a 1967 
television interview in Dublin conducted by British critic A. Alvarez for the BBC. 
Song 298 was written after Berryman saw himself on television when it aired on 
March 11, 1967 (Dream 428).  
Song 133 is generally prosaic without the idiosyncratic linguistic features of 
Henry-Bones. The syntax is regular, and the rhyme is quite perfect. The song is 
entirely spoken by Henry’s single perspective, and there is no fissure within the 
personality of the protagonist. The first line contains a reflective question (“ah, but 
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what is fame?”), but this reflection does not shift the perspective, as it does not shift 
the person of address. A noteworthy phenomenon can be seen in the third stanza, in 
which there is a shift from direct speech (“said Henry”) to the objective (“a matter of 
continuing Henry”) in the final lines: 
I am cold & weary, said Henry, fame makes me feel lazy, 
yet I must do my best. 
It doesn’t matter, truly. It doesn’t matter truly. 
It seems to be solely a matter of continuing Henry 
voicing & obsessed. 
Usually, in the early books, when there is the shift of persons, there is either a 
follow-up dialogue or an omission of the subject-speaker, or there are both, as in 
Song 69. In Song 133, however, in the sentence in which the protagonist shifts the 
person in his speech, the poet chooses neither to add the interlocutor to introduce a 
dialogue nor create a local space for dialogues between different perspectives; instead, 
he chooses to retain the line of quoting Henry (“said Henry”) so that the sentence 
becomes an unmarked direct speech by him, as if they were commenting himself in 
the third person. Thus, the entire poem becomes an overheard speech or a dramatic 
monologue from the protagonist, who sees the world, muses about himself and the 
world, and speaks at the world. We might originally have taken the “he” at the onset 
as Berryman, but the whole song turns out to be voiced by Henry. One may not be 
able to find any features that distinctively belong to the imaginary character of Henry 
instead of the poet behind the lyrical poem.  
The shift in perspective in Song 133 is also an important strategy in Song 298. 
In the first stanza of this song, the protagonist talks about himself and refers to his 
daughter in the third person (“He was on TV/ with his baby daughter”). In the second 
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stanza there is a shift in perspective, referring to “the baby on a million screens” as 
“my almost perfect child” (italics added, Lines 7-8) and “my born performer” (italics 
added, Line 11), while the protagonist also speaks in the first person plural, making 
the presence complicated. The first person plural “we” in Lines 11-12 (“We’ll see her 
through Smith & then/ swiftly into the Senate”) may include, besides the “I” speaker 
as “Daddy,” the daughter’s “Mommy” and perhaps even the third person “Henry” if 
the daughter will “have to study him in school” (Line 17). In the third stanza, the 
protagonist still speaks in the first person, but he is now directly addressing his 
daughter (“Your Mommy will be with you, when Henry’s a blank”). The shift of 
perspective through the use of different persons does not enable a dialogue or 
interaction within the protagonist or between Henry and the daughter. The speaker 
behind the song is consistent. Even though the readers may not know how much the 
poet’s life has been used as raw material in the song, it can be safely assumed that 
Henry and the speaker can be identified as one person, and that Henry sounds the 
same as the lyrical “I” in the song. As the song does not construct an isolated space 
for dialogues in the song itself, the presence of Henry is not confined in the song but 
shown in the actual world. The reader’s perspective, however, may not be acute 
enough to move between these presences, and hence the construction of Henry’s 
world becomes somewhat infirm or unstable. 
When there is no distinction either between Henry and Bones or between the 
different perspectives of different persons the protagonist uses in the song, the world 
defined by the song may open to and overlap with the outside world, which in turn 
can lead to the assumption that the protagonist is the participant of the events, 
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especially when a biographical approach is taken to analyze the poetry. The songs in 
the later books in The Dream Songs lend readily to a biographical reading as the 
distinction between the protagonist and the poet behind the song is not consciously 
maintained. 
Although The Dream Songs has been criticized for its fragmented structure and 
lack of a controlling plot, critics have pointed out a trajectory of the development in 
the relationship between Henry and the poet. When critics complain that they could 
not distinguish between Henry and the poet in the later songs, the relationship 
between them develops from being distinguished to being merged. When distinction 
between Henry and the poet is consciously maintained, Henry is more an imaginary 
character and his presence and movement are in a constructed space within the 
individual songs, a space which appears increasingly difficult to sustain as a 
construction. The constructed world in which Henry lives and moves is attributed 
with isolation and darkness. The sense of disconnection and the fear of confinement 
result in Henry’s disintegration anxiety, and they exhibit in his illusions of bodily 
maiming and sensory loss. 
The sense of dismemberment is prevalent in The Dream Songs, especially in the 
earlier books. Linebarger comments that The Dream Songs is “the autography of a 
fragmented personality” (80) and Henry “saw all the world and saw it fragmented” 
(151). Jerold M. Martin claims that “Henry’s enfeebled cry epitomizes a poetic 
tradition marked by fragmentation, interconnection, lack of closure, loss of meaning, 
and, most importantly to Henry’s Dream Songs, the collapse of a coherent 
subjectivity” (189). In Song 327, Henry talks about dreams and says he disagrees 
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with Freud, claiming that “a dream is a panorama/ of the whole mental life” 
(Lines14-15). As part of this mental life, the fear of its fragmentation shows in 
dreams and anxiety of bodily mutilation. In The Dream Songs, Henry often shows 
inerasable fears of mental and bodily disintegration and tries vainly to assemble 
himself, to maintain a flagging presence or near self-presence. 
The most remarkable aspect of sensory absence in 77 Dream Songs is the loss 
of sight. This may not mean that Henry is physiologically blind, but it refers to his 
loss of “vision” in the poetic sense or insight due to the physical and/or psychological 
state he is put in or he chooses or imagines to be in. Henry may be confined in a 
hospital so that he is physically shut off from the world, and this may mean the loss 
of sight to the world. No matter if voluntarily or compulsorily, it reveals the 
protagonist’s inability to “come out” to face the outside world or his traumatic past. 
However, the protagonist has all the time harbored a resentful horror over his loss of 
vision, which is made even more unbearable by the fact that the world around him 
seems able to see him through. The complications of this loss are fully rendered in 
the first song. 
The first song shrouds the entire The Dream Songs with a dark brooding mood, 
as the words “sulked” and “wicked” and the clause “he should have come out and 
talked” suggest. Henry the protagonist is “hiding” away, in a tantrum, like Achilles 
being denied Briseis, but the deeper reason, however, may be the unbearable 
insecurity incurred by a traumatic “departure,” after which “nothing fell out as it 
might or ought.” Henry is caught totally unprepared, literally at a loss. He has 
survived without his own knowledge. This “fall” from knowing the reason (“I see his 
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point”) to loss of [in]sight (“I don’t see how”) is even more agonizing as Henry is 
starkly exposed “for all the world to see.” Even in his recess, the piercing outside 
world makes vain Henry’s efforts to hide away and forces him into voice.  
The fear of losing sight and vision is the most prominent in the protagonist’s 
fear of dismemberment. Not only does the process from sulky brooding to reluctant 
voicing-out in Song 1 adumbrate the general progress from the sensory absence to its 
presence in The Dream Songs, but the implied change in field of vision also responds 
to the structuring of The Dream Songs and the formation of meaning in this long 
poem. Dodson reports that Line 13 of Song 1 originally reads “What I have to say is 
a long” (71), but in the published version it reads “What he has now to say is a long.” 
By changing the pronoun from the first person to the third, Berryman is hidden 
behind Henry, lost to Henry’s sight. Thus, not only does the Song read more like a 
dramatic monologue (or an internal dialogue between Henry and himself), but the 
perspective from which Henry speaks also remains consistent and unchanged. This 
means that right at the onset Berryman could “see” neither Henry nor the “I” persona 
of Henry.  
Henry hides in his recess throughout the poem, but actions have taken place 
internally. When Henry finally “comes out and talks,” the simultaneous actions are 
shown in the shift from sight to voice and the change of perspectives. Henry’s bird’s-
eye view from the treetop is lowered to a level view open to the sea as the sea is 
wearing away the land. Henry perched at the treetop may be described as being 
distant, condescending and self-possessed, while the low angle view in the last two 
lines (“Hard on the land wears the strong sea/ and empty grows every bed”) 
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obviously suggests a much stronger physical and sensory presence. The treetop 
recess can be the location for a tryst if it is read against “the world [as] a woolen 
lover” in Line 7 or the primordial state if read against the “departure” in Line 9. Both 
interpretations suggest a connection with other songs, notably Song 57 in which the 
last line reads “I fell out of the tree.” The translocation in the last four lines of Song 1 
is enacted in terms of the changes of perspectival angle, physical and sensory 
distance, and geographical location. If this translocation is read as an extended 
metaphor in relation with thematic density and stylistic difficulty throughout The 
Dream Songs, there may emerge a new way of structuring and interpreting this long 
poem. 
Contrary to the sulky epic-hero-figure in Song 1, Henry in Song 2 “advances” 
to a site, and his appearance is apparently very flashy. The four opening lines present 
a sight of no man’s land, and Henry arrives at a vacant scene and he sees but can see 
nothing. In Song 1, Henry is “pried open” and thrown into a world, while the 
blackface Henry is presented with a deserted street and finds himself at a “time when 
all coons [an offensive term for black people] lose dere [their] grip” (4). Both songs 
bring out the theme of “bafflement” (“Henry are/ baffled”), and this bafflement can 
be read as the protagonist’s befuddled vision, and experience of his fear of a loss of 
insight.  
The theme of loss as absence from view is also central to Song 4. Apparently, 
Henry’s lustful gaze imposes his strong presence on the scene and configures the 
woman into an eroticized image; however, the sudden apparition of the woman can 
be read as the result of mutual working from Henry’s inner desire and the woman’s 
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unconscious exhibitionism. In another sense, it is her glance (“she glanced at me/ 
twice”) that materializes his “interest” and makes him “faint.” The woman appears as 
a revelation to him. When the woman is referred to as “Brilliance,” she is 
metaphorized into the source of light, which in turn suggests a condition under which 
Henry can “see.” Henry claims that his “dazed eyes” have not “enjoyed” such a 
source of light “for years of night.” That the brilliance has forced Henry to “advance 
upon (despairing) [his] spumoni” illustrates Henry’s uneasiness in face of light. In 
military parlance, “advance” means setting about a conquest, and this innuendo may 
also be supported by a later line “She might was well be on Mars.” Mars may be a 
pun, not only implying the distance between the woman and Henry as he can only see 
the star in distant sky but also suggesting the militant nature of the woman. Anyway, 
Henry is intimidated by those around him so that he could only try to conquer his 
own spumoni instead of the woman. Henry is after all perhaps and at least at present 
more comfortable hiding away in darkness after “years of night.”  
The word “advance” may also be an echo of the title of Song 2, in which Henry 
is presented to the world-stage, only to face a deserted street and a woman who 
rejects him. In this sense, the relation between Henry and women does not improve 
because of Henry’s energized gaze. In this relation, while Henry’s gaze may function 
to configure its object, it is also conditioned by the object. This relation is further 
demonstrated in the last stanza, in which the interaction between the woman and 
Henry stops and a possible communion is foreclosed when the woman’s “jeweled 
eyes/ [are] downcast.” The downcast represents the breakdown of communication. In 
this song, sight, the most important medium for Henry to establish a relation of 
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presence with the outer world, proves to be also a demarcating means to deny him the 
right, as the sight of the woman initiates both presence and absence of Henry to the 
woman. In Song 5, Henry’s visual connection with the world is broken, and in the 
second stanza he is granted his vision. The glimpse of the Virgin, again suggestive of 
a possible epiphany brings him to a sudden awakening.  
The opening songs show that Henry’s loss of vision not only signifies a lack of 
knowledge about himself and the surrounding world, but also that this loss is 
obviously connected with the sense of deprivation of selfhood. In this sense, Henry’s 
hiding-away may be understood as a desperate effort to protect oneself from being 
“pried open” and overexposed to the vicious world, while his “coming out” to watch 
is an attempt to claim and reinforce his selfhood. In Song 8, the deprivation of 
selfhood coincides with the usurpation of vision. Along with dismembering him 
(taking away his teeth, hand, and crotch, and “lift[ing] off/ his covers till he showed,” 
“they” supplement him; they “installed mirrors till he flowed” and “weakened his 
eyes.” Although they also try to maim his hearing by “burning thumbs into his ears,” 
they primarily assault his sight to violate his selfhood. They try to inveigle him into a 
visual communion with them: “if you will watch Us instead,/ yet you may saved be” 
(Lines 11-12). As a threat to selfhood, the loss of vision may of course easily become 
the source of panic. In Song 12, nights are personified into presences that “walk” and 
“run,” and they can “confer on him fear.” The tree in the dark is a “strangler,” and 
can “confound his vision.”  
The sensory absence, especially the loss of vision, is a motif that threads the 
songs in Book I of The Dream Songs. The high density of the images of blindness in 
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Book I eclipses almost all the other themes, such as lust. In Song 22, the last line of 
the first two incantation-like stanzas brings the reader to a sudden stop when the 
word “blind” is brought up (“I am two eyes screwed to my set, whose blind—”). The 
reader can see the effect of blindness, as nothing follows the word “blind” except for 
a dash (“—”). What the dash seems to predicate here is the absent presence of 
content, which is exactly what blindness signifies. This way of using the dash is also 
seen in the preceding song. Line 5 of Song 21 reads “Cool their flushing blood, them 
eyes is shut—,” in which the dash is supposed to point to something but actually 
there is nothing it can point to. What the “shut” eyes can predicate may only be the 
eyes themselves, but since the closed eyes may mean the negation of meaning, the 
self-reference is then also questioned. Therefore, the following line is made up of 
“eyes” and a tentative question. The lack of sight, no matter whether it is due to the 
surrounding darkness or closed eyes, does “confound his vision” (Song 12, Line 4).  
In Book I, the surrounding darkness may be imposed upon Henry as a way of 
deprivation, as in Song 8. This is reinforced in Song 25, the penultimate poem of 
Book I, the poem with which Berryman at some point might have hoped to end The 
Dream Songs. Thematically, the motif of light in the first stanza is related to the 
recurring motif of vision throughout Book I. Henry prays “condign Heaven” to “Tuck 
him peace./ Render him sightless./ …/ wipe out his need. Reduce him to the rest of 
us.” Sight, again, is a double-edged sword for Henry to establish a relation with the 
world. While Henry’s sight is the manifestation of his desire, and hence intrinsic to 
him with or without actual engagement with another, it is also through his gaze that 
he may establish a mutually defined communion with others. In such a visual relation, 
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he is present to the world but he is also subjected to the control from others. It is 
through establishing or rejecting visual communication that the others (including 
women as the object of his gaze) include or exclude Henry. One might here mention 
Emmanuel Levinas who illuminates the dialectic relationship between the subject and 
the other, suggesting that the visual interaction the relationship depends on functions 
in the way that “One is for the other what the other is for oneself; … The other is 
known through sympathy, as another (my)self, as the alter ego” (83). Henry, it 
appears, still needs this “sympathy,” this knowledge of being seen right as opposed to 
being seen right through. 
Sight is paramount to the existence of Henry, but Henry’s anxiety is also caused 
by sight. “Sightlessness” may mean “no desire or lust” (“wipe out his need”) and 
inner peace, and a Buddhist implication suggests itself here. When his desire is 
“reduced” he can be like “the rest of us [the world].” Thus, sightlessness may mean 
one way to reconcile with the world.  
The motif of blindness is only sporadically brought up in the following Books, 
and occurs in reverse proportion to the increasingly stronger presence of other senses, 
especially hearing and speech. Song 29, for example, starts with Henry brooding on a 
heavy thing or incubus-like existence (“There sat down, once, a thing on Henry’s 
heart/ so heavy”), but the senses of hearing and smell are brought in Line 5-6 (“Starts 
again always in Henry’s ears/ the little cough somewhere, an odour, a chime”). The 
synesthesia here seems to offset the “ghastliness” in Line 9-10: “Ghastly,/ with open 
eyes, he attends, blind.” Also, the verb “attend” may refer to both “physical 
presence” and “attention,” suggesting a presence both physical and psychological. 
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Thus, the loss of vision in this song may not create a helpless claustrophobic anxiety 
of being in the dark.  
In Book I, the loss of sight is basically expressed as a source of anxiety, and 
Henry’s presence to the world is also expressed through the sense of sight, with very 
few mentions of other senses. In Book II, however, sight is not the dominant sense in 
establishing Henry’s relation with the world, and blindness gradually takes on a 
metaphorical significance, although basically it is still a restatement of anxiety. In 
Book 2, two songs are notably built around the motif of blindness. Song 49, 
conspicuously entitled “Blind,” is an abstruse poem, but it appears to be mainly about 
dreams and sleep. However, sleep is described in relation with blindness in a 
metaphorical way. The second stanza reads: 
How come he sleeps & sleeps and sleeps, waking like death: 
locate the restorations of which we hear 
as of profound sleep. 
From daylight he got maintrackt, from friends’ breath, 
wishes, his hopings. Dreams make crawl with fear 
Henry but not get up. 
As “waking [is] like death,” sleep may bring “restorations.” The next line is 
difficult to pin down, but as waking does not mean coming to senses, Henry’s being 
“maintrackt,” which perhaps means “main-traveled” or “well-beaten,” may suggest a 
continued experience of banality or lack of vitality. This may be in contrast with 
“from friends’ breath [he got] wishes [and] his hopings.” The remaining lines can be 
paraphrased as “dreams make Henry crawl with fear, but Henry does not want to 
wake up to get up.” However, the omission may also lend to the interpretation “but 
Henry is unable to wake up from his nightmares.”  
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Sleep, during which the person closes his eyes to the world, may be compared 
to the life of isolated creation like the poet’s, and therefore dreams may become a 
state of isolated or inner life negating the actual life in the society. To the extent that 
Henry wishes to stay in dreams, the song may be read as a regressive urge, which is 
prominent in Song 25. Here, Henry prays Heaven to “hand me back my crawl” and 
“tighten [me] into ball”, which suggests respectively the state of infancy and the 
prenatal state (Arpin 74). These images lend themselves easily to a psychoanalytical 
reading, and echo the pre-fall “woolen-lover” state in Song 1. The infantile desire to 
stay in the dreams without waking up may be comparable to the poet’s desire to 
probe into his dreams for writing, and it can be said that both writing and dreaming 
are dangerously exciting for Henry. Thomas Travisano talks of a “dangerously 
arrested” development when he discusses Henry’s premature expulsion from the 
paradise of childhood in Song 1 (83).  
Song 49 ends with a single-word sentence “Braille,” a way for the blind to 
acquire knowledge through the primary senses of touch and feeling, that is, through 
physical presence. According to Conarroe, the title of this poem “blind” is a pun on 
“blind drunk” and the word “Braille” is in fact “a telescoping of the name of one of 
the poet’s favorite bars, The Brass Rail,” although Conarroe acknowledges that this 
song “continues the theme of sightlessness that runs through the first three sections” 
(99). The whole project of The Dream Songs may be understood as a blind—and 
sometimes blind-driven—groping.  
Song 50, the penultimate poem in Book II, carries the motif of the loss of vision 
forward to a metaphorical level. Henry appears to be pretending bravado before the 
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eminent horror in the opening line: “In a motion of night they massed nearer my 
post,” and with the stars gone and the light absent, Henry plunges into sudden horror, 
bringing in the metaphor of a lethal disease (“anthrax”). Linebarger notes that “Henry 
tries to withstand assaults upon himself in a humorous description of a defensive 
position” although “the attackers are never specified, but Henry knows that they are 
out there somewhere” (111). While the claim that the song is “humorous” may invite 
discussion, Linebarger does point out that Henry does not know the origin of the 
outnumbered attackers. This makes the horror loom even larger, as Henry appears to 
be alone in his defense. The reference to writing in Line 6 (“my pencils were sharp”) 
may suggest that this song is a metaphor about writing.  
Three hospital songs open Book III. The first, Song 52, is entitled “Silent 
Song,” emphatically pointing to voice and hearing while the first line “Bright-eyed & 
bushy-tailed woke not Henry up” denies the impact of sight. Henry is left in the 
“freedom” of “catastrophe.” The image of Henry “doing time down hospital” (Song 
52, Line 4) is rephrased in Song 63 as a “blind term” Henry has to serve like a bat in 
a cave. The metaphor makes use of the fact that bats do not use eyes and also 
accommodates the metaphoric meaning of the cave as a hospital cell. On the other 
hand, it is also a reference to Plato’s cave, although Berryman’s cave dweller is a half 
voluntary person with limited sight. While Plato’s cave provides knowledge, Henry’s 
cave-ward offers safe and comfortable confinement. Behind the fear of “catastrophic 
freedom” is the sense of confinement, isolation and abandonment. In this connection, 
Colin Ambrose Clarke rightly observes that “Henry’s freedom is silence and isolation 
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which transcend both the home and the hospital, both of which represent confinement 
and exposure” (119-20).  
The most terrifying song about being blind is perhaps Song 67. The speaker 
identifies himself with a master surgeon, who does not “operate often” and once he 
does, his “patient is brought back to life, or so” while the “nurses look amazed.” 
However, the situation the speaker comes to is that there is no light, and therefore he 
is “obliged to perform in complete darkness/ operations of great delicacy/ on [his] 
self” (Lines 13-15). This may be argued to be the central metaphor in The Dream 
Songs, in which the protagonist is deprived of the light but has to perform on himself. 
The operation, like the suggestion from the very first song, is for the protagonist to be 
“pried/ open” and still obliged to survive. If writing is a process of “prying open,” 
this operation is both to “perfect [his] metres/ until no mosquito can get through” 
(Song 297) and “to terrify & comfort” without intending to “be understood” (Song 
366). Song 67 epitomizes both Henry’s fear over the loss of light and his bravado to 
grope through the darkness and being able to survive it.  
Without surprise, Book IV, which comprises 14 posthumous songs, begins with 
the phrase “darkened his eyes” and this image again implies the general 
“inapprehensibility” in his studies of his world. With the journey through the Hell 
going on, the fear comes to be “the knowledge that they will take off …/ both eyes” 
(Song 81). Henry in Song 85 “has come to a full stop--/ vanisht his vision” while 
gradually Henry was waking: “blazing through darkness till he feels the cold/ & 
blindness of his hopeless tenement” (Song 89). In Song 80 Henry’s “soul is a sight” 
and when he is dug up in Song 91, “you [Henry] are a sight” (italics original), 
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indicating that the resurrected Henry as a miracle is his presence or re-presence in the 
world. In Book IV, the fear of sightlessness is no longer acute, perhaps due to the fact 
that when the protagonist is in the land of death, he has nothing to lose. It becomes a 
gradual reclamation of his vision to present himself in the world.  
After Book IV, the journey through the land of death, sight is gradually 
regained, but its references are seen in only a few poems. When it does appear in the 
song, it usually performs a positive function in connecting the viewer and the viewed. 
Song 281 is entitled “The Following Gulls,” and it is set on a ship. Like many later 
songs such as Song 133 quoted above, Song 281 is in a narrative mode with a 
linguistically smooth even prosaic or pastoral-like language, quite different from the 
songs in the earlier books: “We missed Quebec but now the North Shore lights/ are 
bright against the lowered clouds of dusk” (Lines 1-2). The protagonist uses the first 
person plural pronoun to indicate his being in a group, and they do not regret having 
“missed” Quebec. Instead, they are positively keen on the present North Shore lights, 
which they find “bright.” Henry seems genuinely relieved of his old psychological 
burden in front of the sights, making acquaintances among the passengers, although it 
is now “after thirty Falls” that he “rush[es] back to the haunts of Yeats” (Line 13). 
Henry’s vision opens toward the natural world, and Henry’s presence is also shown 
in the words related with light and sight.  
Obviously, eyes do not always bring pleasant sights to the viewer, but in the 
later songs no matter what lies before Henry, he does not harbor the fear of loss of 
his sight. In most of the songs in which sights play a role, vision becomes the 
connection between Henry and the world. Song 171 is written in the mode of 
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courtly love poem, and the language is well-chosen to present a gallant Henry who 
finds the lady “fair to see” (Line 18). Henry’s sight functions to keep him 
romantically connected with a woman, and the “regained” sight obviously implies 
that Henry is moving in what Berryman called the “areas of hope” (HA Interview 6). 
In Song 176, the season is set in summer, with Henry cheerfully chants that “It’s 
June, God help us, when the sight we fought/ clears.” In Song 192 the speaker sees 
in the slow-moving creature the drive of living, as “the sloth moved on in search of 
prey.” Searching here obviously suggests the activeness of life. Sight in Song 194 is 
also used as a way to search, but it is used to look into the dream in search of the 
past: “I saw in my dream/ the great lost cities.” Sight in both Songs 192 and 197 is 
used to establish the connection between the observer and the observed object, 
which means that sight has a positive function to perform. Eyes can even perform 
the function of establishing an affirmative relation between individuals and death: 
“My eyes with which I see so easily/ will become closed,” as is granted at the 
opening of Song 373. The relationship between the closed eyes and the death is an 
adjacent pair, directly associated. The presence of life is to see, while the closure of 
the eyes is non-life. Blindness or maimed sight may mean an unspeakable menace, 
such as Song 183 may illustrate. Song 183 is entitled “News of God,” and it starts 
with a memory of “the worst thing of all” but not knowing exactly what it is. It is 
“like a list of summers/ surging into Fall.” In contrast with this “worst” thing is the 
protagonist’s memory of a lady. However, his memory of her is a metaphorized 
image: “Swung hard a blind, hairy grim/ & unrememberable.” The metaphor of 
“blindness” offsets even the memory.  
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Sight and the fear of losing it function to configure Henry’s sense of the world. 
On the one hand, Henry in the earlier books of The Dream Songs is generally 
presented as an imaginary character, and he usually makes his presence in the world 
of the individual songs either through his dialogue with the interlocutor or through 
the dialogue between the different persons through which he speaks. Henry may 
also be physically confined in the darkness or in an enclosure such as a hospital 
ward, and such confinement results in Henry’s sense of isolation and abandonment, 
which leads to his fear of sightlessness. Due to his uncertainty of the world around 
him, the fear usually looms larger than it actually is. On the other hand, sight is also 
the mediation between Henry and the real world. In the songs in later books in The 
Dream Songs, the space in which Henry makes his presence grows increasingly 
open, and sight returns to Henry and promotes Henry’s connectedness with the 
world.  
The fear of sightlessness is only part of Henry’s fear of dismemberment, and 
Henry’s fear in The Dream Songs is a paranoid sense of persecution from both men 
and God, and some critics relates his fear with “the experience of the poet of 
Lamentations” (Gustavsson 82). Henry’s fear of dismemberment is parallel with his 
fear of the loss of sight and perhaps even more persistent. The delusion that he will 
be dismembered appears at different places in The Dream Songs. The most 
remarkable song to represent this fear is Song 8, in which the unspecified “they” 
dismembers “him” grotesquely. Although Henry may not be able to identify them, 
they appear to be the embodiment of the omnipotent and ineluctable enmity. He is 
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perhaps always vigilant of their existence, as he has always been made aware of a 
law against him and the distinction between him and “them.”  
The dismemberment in Song 8 concerns almost all of Henry’s body parts. The 
quiet tone of reporting the weather at the opening (“The weather was fine”) presents 
a striking contrast to the act of dismemberment. With the progression of 
dismemberment, the voice from the others is also heard. First, with the teeth taken 
out, hair “halved,” the protagonist’s love and interests were wiped out, meaning that 
he has been emotionally cleansed. Their voices are “iron,” an adjective playing on 
both iron-cold and irony, and they make the protagonist see and accept the fact that 
he has been dismembered. If the first step in dismembering is to take only one part of 
the body, the second step is to turn his insides out. The act of “lifting off his covers” 
reminds of the phrase of “pried open” in Song 1, and the protagonist in Song 8 
realized this and begged not to show everything. Their voice is a little louder now 
that they “murmur,” and also they do not merely ask the protagonist to see and accept 
as before but watch and learn from them. The third step is to weaken the 
protagonist’s reason and virility, which the eyes and the crotch stand for. They had 
“long silent speeches” and thinned “his plumpest hope.” Without voice and hope, the 
protagonist had to face his fear of loss of sight and his male member. Eventually, the 
protagonist will have to face blindness and castration. 
The fear of dismemberment pervades the songs in the earlier books. The first 
song sets the keynote of The Dream Songs with the question of “how Henry, pried 
open for all the world to see, survived.” Survival becomes an important theme in The 
Dream Songs, and it can be said that the protagonist’s fear of dismemberment 
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underlies his urge to survive. Song 78 is the first song of the posthumous group, and 
starts with the phrase “darkened his eyes” but immediately describes how his 
“subject body” becomes smaller and smaller as he is “slowly sheared/ off.” In Song 
81, Henry has the fear that “they will take off your hands,/ both hands; as well as 
your both feet, & likewise/ both eyes.” This fear may become an embodied figure. In 
Song 140, Henry compares himself to a vampire-like figure, who is “vanishing” and 
“fails a little” “in the first of dawn,” and needs to recede. In this song, terror actually 
feeds on him and starts eating him with his knees (“Terror on Henry feeds// 
beginning with his knees”) and he realizes that he is left with bodily remnants and 
“the poor man [he] is coming to pieces joint by joint.” The state of physical weakness, 
maybe being spent after sex, is one of the lingering fears in Henry, and this is also 
related to the castration anxiety.  
With disintegration anxiety, Henry may over-interpret the state of physical 
weakness and apply this way of interpretation to any occasion when he is confined, 
lying in a hospital ward, especially when he is injured. For example, the first line of 
Song 164 (“Three limbs, three seasons smashed; well, one to go”) is probably based 
on actual events of the poet. Berryman fractured a leg in the autumn of 1954, broke a 
leg again in December 1962 and his left arm twice between November 1965 and 
January 1966 (Haffenden, Life 313, 337). Song 198 writes explicitly that “Henry with 
one broken arm/ deep in hospital lay” (Lines 8-9) and Henry concludes that “it was 
solely the left arm/ reminding me the whole body can come to harm;/ will” (Lines 13-
15). 
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What is significant in Song 164, however, is not whether the fact behind the 
line is factually represented but how the fact is represented for a certain purpose. The 
interpretation of the injuries in the first line is that the injuries on the three limbs are 
assigned to three seasons, and then the protagonist believes or expects that there will 
be one more limb to be injured in another season. There seems to be a pre-
determination in Henry’s interpretation of the injuries. This may imply that Henry 
has developed a kind of disintegration wish, which makes him interpret any accident 
or injury along the pre-determined perspective while taking the hospital ward as a 
safe and comfortable cave-like confinement.  
In Song 164, when Henry “fell smiling” in the hospital, he thought of his 
friends who “went all about their ways/ intact,” and then he asked himself: “Couldn’t 
William break at least a collar-bone?” This may give itself to different interpretations, 
and one will surely be that Henry was jealous and mean. Following the above 
question is an exclamation: “O world so ill arranged!” The song concludes with a 
high-spirited Henry, who “springs youthfully/ in his six-by-two like a dance.” Given 
the fact that Henry is quite happy in the hospital, it is hard to say what might be the 
well-arranged world if Henry seems able to understand the world from a pre-
determined perspective. 
Song 165 may be understood as an example to illustrate the way Henry 
interprets things which happened to him. While the event is still the same as in Song 
164, Henry turns the physical injury into a psychophysiological one. The first line 
(“An orange moon upon a placid sea”) can be understood as a symbol for the 
psychophysiological state the protagonist is in, as the orange color of light from the 
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moon reflected on the apparently peaceful water creates an eerie image comparable to 
the perhaps inflamed pain under the skin (“Henry’s fiery arm/ fractured in the 
humerus”). The general atmosphere changes as the orange-colored moon turns into a 
cold moon by the end of the song. The “humorous” Henry is even not in the mood for 
jokes. He may have already found the humor in the homophonic word-pair of 
“humerus” and “humorous,” but he is not in the good humor for humor (“fractured in 
the humerus:/ no joke to Henry, nothing humorous”).  
The following part of the song is quite circumlocutory. He makes two 
comparisons about his body, one between his fractured arm and the rest of his body, 
and the other between his and another’s fingers and toes. The first comparison is 
made on the temperature, and the other is on the function, but obviously the 
temperature may be rhetorical and mean half- or mal-functional. The “delinquent 
member” implies that the malfunction is of a body part, which in turn implies 
dismemberment. Therefore, when his “broken” body is compared with the 
“delinquent member,” it is his whole body that becomes “delinquent.” He makes a 
point that his fingers and toes are like “a sound person’s” (italics added), and the 
word “okay” in Line 10 echoes the feeling of being “sound.” The comparison 
between “his gross shaft” and timber fallen in the woods may pun on the phrase of 
“sleep like a log,” as the word “prostrate” may imply the physical state of the body. 
The pun of “break” is further played on, indicating that the body is taking a break 
while it is broken. In the last stanza, the protagonist enters into a dialogue with his 
body, and proposes that the body (and he himself) reconcile with the disintegrated 
state of being.  
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The song ends with a very remarkable comparison that may put the whole song 
into a new light: 
O prostrate body, busy with your break,  
false tissue forming, striving to recover, 
when will you make do like the moon 
cold on a placid sea, with three limbs, take 
the other for a cruise, like an elderly lover 
not expecting much. 
The use of “the elder lover” may refer to the intimate relation between the 
protagonist and his body, asking the body to “make do … with three limbs,” and it 
also echoes the relation phrased earlier (“he loved emptily/ the rest of his body”). As 
the relation with a lover is a sexual relation in nature, the lowered expectation of “an 
elderly lover” may imply the fear of sexual under-performance. In this light, it can be 
said that this song is about his fear of impotence. Therefore, “the delinquent member” 
may refer to the penis or even the “gross shaft,” and the song displays his castration 
anxiety in another form. 
The use of a “prostrate body” as a state of imperfection can also be found in 
Song 230, in which Henry “always come in prostrate” before the poet-masters Yeats 
and Frost, acknowledging that he “flunked” in the test. However, for Henry, the 
important thing appears to be how to accept the state of being imperfect. In Song 177, 
the I-speaker describes his state in such words: “Undead, I was not killed/ by Henry’s 
viewers but maimed. It is my art/ to buzz the spotlight in vain” while the old masters 
such as Addison win, although he “would not war with Addison.”  
As Henry always feels that the unspecified “they” are at odds with him, the 
disintegration anxiety looms unusually large. The law against him becomes both a 
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law to discipline his conduct in the world and a law to create his fear. Of course, one 
way to fight against the law is to keep away from the world where the law applies, 
that is, to die. In Song 345 Henry plays with the idea of suicide to escape from the 
law. “Anarchic Henry thought of laying hands/ on Henry: haw! but the blood & the 
disgrace,/ no, no, that’s out.” The fear of dismemberment is still a reason for him not 
to kill himself, for there is another “Attic law” ordering that “they [should] cut off … 
that hand from the body/ … burying it elsewhere.” Therefore, Henry gives a second 
thought and decides against suicide. One the one hand, “relevant experts/ say the 
wounds to the survivors is/ the worst of the Act,” and on the other hand “maybe the 
goblins will go away, leaving you free.” As Henry’s fear of dismemberment is rooted 
in his isolation and confinement, freedom, no matter in physical or psychological 
sense, is a compelling reason for him to survive in the world. 
Henry’s survival in the constructed world of The Dream Songs can be 
understood as a way of self-exploration and discovery. During the process, Henry 
initially tries to come to terms with his irreversible but unspecified loss, and this 
uncertainty about the nature of his loss coincides with the gradual opening of his 
sensory perceptive world to the external world. Henry’s personality is gradually 
constructed and shown through his dialogues with the interlocutor as well as with 
himself, and the local space for dialogues is essentially a closed space within the 
individual songs. Henry’s presence can be highlighted in the closed space, but at the 
same time the isolation also intensifies Henry’s fear of dismemberment and 
disintegration. As the poem progresses, dialogues become less frequent and the 
character of Henry is increasingly established, both Henry’s sensory perceptive world 
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and spatial world open to the external world while the world of The Dream Songs 
integrates more actualities from the tangible world. This trajectory of development is 
partly parallel to the framework Berryman thought of utilizing. When trying to find a 
structure for The Dream Songs, Berryman thought of Dante’s Divine Comedy as a 
framework but advised himself that the form of an Inferno—Purgatorio—Paradiso 
pattern should be only as a “general” plan (Commentary 44). To this extent, The 





















Henry’s Loss and the Poetics of Sympathetic Mourning 
 
The previous chapters have demonstrated how the protagonist in the integrated 
world of The Dream Songs is represented. One of the most important ways is the 
fictionalization of the protagonist whose prominent identity is constructed within the 
locality of the individual songs and sometimes as Bones, while another is the realistic 
aspect of the protagonist who is represented increasingly through the actualities of 
the world. The presence of the protagonist in the Dream Songs world exhibits a 
gradual degression of fictionality from the earlier books to the later ones. That is, the 
“imaginary” aspect of the character, according to the poet, the essential feature of the 
protagonist, declines as the poem develops, and the protagonist shares more and more 
features with the poet. This chapter will relate this duality of characterization to the 
elegiac mode in The Dream Songs and demonstrate how the integrated nature of The 
Dream Songs contributes to a poetics of sympathetic mourning.  
Elegiac songs form a major theme in The Dream Songs, and the elegiac mode is 
essentially developed from and focuses on the protagonist’s father. While the elegy 
for the father is central throughout The Dream Songs, the private aspect of the elegy 
is expanded and generalized as the poem develops. This development coincides with 
the meta-structure of The Dream Songs that allows the gradual blending of realistic 
features of the poet’s world into the protagonist’s world. The process sees a gradual 
opening of the private and relatively closed space in which the protagonist displays 
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more features of an imaginary character to the public and a more realistic space in 
which the protagonist shares more and more features with the poet. During the 
process, the protagonist as an elegist initially mourns over his own private loss and 
gradually his elegies expand to all the deaths of his acquaintances. Elegiac pathos 
becomes one important agency behind the expansion and generalization, and the 
process suggests of a poetics of a sympathetic mourning functioning behind the 
elegiac mode of writing. The sympathetic mourning may also be represented as 
“couvade,” which the protagonist claims to be his favorite custom in Song 124. 
“Couvade” refers to the practice of the father’s birth-related observances, which is 
often termed as “sympathetic pregnancy.” Hence, “couvade” in this chapter is used 
for its implication of “sympathy” instead of the actual practice. That is, while we 
witness perhaps a long gestation period of The Dream Songs as epic, in which Henry 
seems to share Berryman’s pains, labors and anxieties, this must be grounded in a 
wider sense of empathy for mortality, loss and uncertainty. The chapter will argue 
that the sense of loss lies at the root of the elegiac mode in The Dream Songs while 
Henry’s sympathetic mourning works into a poetics in the poem.  
The prefatory note to The Dream Songs makes explicit that the protagonist 
Henry “has suffered an irreversible loss,” a primordial loss which is referred to in 
Song 101 as a capitalized “total LOSS.” The poet once generalized that “The first 
384 songs are about the death of his father, … and number 385 is about the 
illegitimate pregnancy of his daughter” (Meredith 86). This oversimplified 
generalization may confirm that the “irreversible loss” refers essentially to the 
protagonist’s loss of his father, and may also imply that the elegies for the others 
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essentially stem from the elegy for the father. The nature of the loss has not, however, 
been explicitly defined.  
The “loss” used in Song 120 (“Loss, deaths, terror”) and Song 168 (“screams of 
fear eyeless, wide-eyed loss”) seems to be related with unspecified fear, and the 
“loss” used in Songs 127 and 195 refers again to the “great loss” mentioned earlier. 
Song 127 is an elegy to Randall Jarrell, in which the protagonist says that “His 
friend’s death … dangles a trail// longer than Henry’s chill, longer than his loss….” 
Although the protagonist’s loss is not specified, it may be inferred that it also refers 
to the loss of a beloved person. The “great loss” in Song 195 refers definitely to the 
loss of the father. Song 276 sees a different context of loss: “but his heart was not in 
it, his heart was out/ with the loss of friends now to be telephoned” (Lines 276). The 
“loss” here is applied to friends, which could be seen as the expansion of the 
primordial loss of the father to the ordinary losses in everyday life, and this use of 
“loss” can be seen in Songs 224 and 332. 
Although the prefatory note makes explicit about the loss, in The Dream Songs 
in general loss is introduced with subtlety. The first song does not spell out the word 
“loss” but instead presents an image like an infantile memory of the “pre-fall” state: 
“All the world like a woolen lover/ once did seem on Henry’s side. Then came a 
departure.” As Stefanik notes, “departure is conspicuous as the only end word in the 
first two stanzas not rhymed with another, thereby emphasizing its importance” 
(26).The nature of the departure is not specified, and maybe it cannot be pinned down 
from the perspective of characterization of Henry. For Henry, “what he has now to 
say is a long/ wonder” for the world to bear, but what lies ahead of him is also a 
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wonder he himself has to explore. The penultimate song of The Dream Songs may be 
read as a final clearance of the psychological burden of the primordial “LOSS” when 
the protagonist can finally “stand above [his] father’s grave with rage … and ax the 
casket open” and “will heft the ax once more, his final card,/ and fell it on the start.” 
Between the first and the penultimate song, many songs function to chart a 
course and indicate the developmental phases in Henry’s understanding of the loss of 
his father and of loss in general. In the main, the development is a process during 
which Henry gradually learns to clarify the truth about his father’s death from his 
chaotic mass of memory, a mass undifferentiated and unorganized in the beginning, 
like Freud’s concept of id or the unconscious. Incorporated and blended into the mass 
are the associations and vague impressions that have been inbuilt into or enacted 
upon the protagonist’s psyche, and the mechanism to amass them is similar to 
Freud’s dream- or mourning- work. In the sense that Berryman’s Dream Songs is a 
work of reflective reconstruction, it may be approached from Freud’s input on the 
connection between reflection and self-observation in “The Interpretation of Dreams”: 
In reflection there is a greater play of psychic activity than in the most 
attentive self-observation; … the reflective man makes use of his critical 
faculties, with the result that he rejects some of the thoughts which rise 
into consciousness after he has become aware of them, and abruptly 
interrupts others, so that he does not follow the lines of thought which 
they would otherwise open up for him; while in respect of yet other 
thoughts he is able to behave in such a manner that they do not become 
conscious at all—that is to say, they are suppressed before they perceived. 
In self-observation, on the other hand, he had but one task—that of 
suppressing criticism; if he succeeds in doing this, an unlimited number 
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of thoughts enter his consciousness which would otherwise have eluded 
his grasp. (160) 
Berryman created the protagonist Henry, but the protagonist was endowed with 
two personae. On the one hand, the poem is a record of the uncensored consciousness 
amassed from the interplay of the protagonist’s two personae; on the other hand, the 
poet functioned as the “artistic superego to tame them” (Kirsch 123) to make The 
Dream Songs an “intricately constructed” poem instead of “psychoanalytic free 
association or automatic writing” (ibid. 124). The private experience and his loss of 
father and friends in particular provide raw material and impetus for his elegiac songs 
and enter the poem, but only when they are filtered through the artistry in poetic 
working can they be brought into the public sphere.  
In The Dream Songs, the dream-work mechanism may be understood from the 
perspective of generalization, which in turn can be interpreted as a way of sympathy 
or the custom of couvade, as the protagonist projects his genuine sense of painful loss 
onto the others. The development of Henry’s exploration of his “LOSS” is a process 
to come to terms with its hard truth.  
While the image of “woolen lover” may be interpreted as the memory of the 
“pre-fall” state of the protagonist, Song 6 may illustrate how the mourning- dream-
work-like mechanism functions. This song presents an image about his father but the 
image appears to be superimposed with other impressionistic images. The opening 
phrase of the song “during the father’s walking” may ostensibly mean “during his 
father’s lifetime,” but it may also suggest the father’s hesitative status of mind or his 
walking back and forth before suicide during his last days. This image may be also 
superimposed with an image of Hamlet’s father’s ghost that is “doom’d for a certain 
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term to walk the night/… Till the foul crimes done in my days of nature/ Are burnt 
and purg’d away” (Act I, Scene v, 10-13). This suggests that Henry has not yet had a 
clear idea about the nature of his father’s death to the extent that he does not even 
know whether the figure refers to a man before or after his death, which in turn 
means that he does not understand the nature of his loss. Henry does not even know 
what he truly feels about the father or whether he feels that his father’s death is 
responsible for his “breaks/ & ill-lucks.” 
The image of his father’s walking on the earth in Song 6 turns to the “one [who] 
hides in the land” in Song 15, which confirms that the father has actually died. Only 
after the confirmation of the death of the father are the details gradually revealed. 
Song 34 is the first song in which the father’s death is discussed in some detail, and 
the way the details are related shows some characteristic features of the protagonist’s 
psychology.  
Critics generally believe that in this song the death of the protagonist’s father 
can be fruitfully compared with that of Ernest Hemingway’s, as both Henry and 
Hemingway are writers with a suicidal father, although the name of Hemingway is 
never mentioned. Conarroe even takes the lines “he verbed for forty years, very 
enough,/ & shot & buckt” to be referring to Hemingway himself, maintaining that 
this song provides “a colourful synopsis of Hemingway as writer, sportsman, and 
lover” (116-117). The reference of “forty years” may either suggest Hemingway’s 
writing career or Henry’s father’s age at death, and then the word “verb” may mean 
“write” as an author does or “speak” as a living person does. The ambiguity is 
significant in terms of the stage of Henry’s understanding of his father’s death, 
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although the reference to the time and location in Line 8 makes it more one to 
Henry’s father. The death of Hemingway functions as both a “trigger” to his 
associations about Henry’s father’s death and a waking to his realization of the death. 
Through the comparison, the death of the protagonist’s father is revealed, for the first 
time, to be a suicide. At the same time, the details are revealed. The time and place of 
the suicide are revealed in the line “the dove light after dawn at the island,” and the 
father was at that time “forty years” old. However, the protagonist is still in a stage 
when he cannot face the truth. He asks: “Why should I tell a truth?” and, in a typical 
gesture of avoidance, he presents, perhaps unconsciously, an unorganized bundle of 
relations concerning Hemingway, the protagonist himself and the fathers of both 
Hemingway and the protagonist.  
Initially, the suicide is presented as that of a grizzly-like man “pried” by 
shooting himself. Arpin observes that “the grizzly” is associated with winter and 
death, as the bear imagery in a few other songs also suggests of terror and death (67-
68), but Arpin might be wrong to assume that the man who shot himself is referring 
to the protagonist’s father instead of to Hemingway. However, Arpin might well be 
excused for this seemingly erroneous interpretation. In a typically distorted and 
elliptical way, the images in this song do not follow a clear thread of thought, and 
Hemingway’s name is never mentioned.  
Linebarger claims that “the reference to being sick in a taxi seems to refer to 
another death entirely, for Henry was not in a taxi when he learned of his father’s 
death” (116). While his claim may be accepted, Linebarger does not provide a 
compelling reason, for the news about Henry’s father’s death does not prove that the 
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death news heard in the taxi has to be the third person’s. In fact, the word “pried” 
immediately reminds one of Henry who is “pried/ open for all the world to see,” and 
thus the image links this man with Henry. This link is developed further toward the 
end, and a kind of empathy is constructed between the protagonist and the man, on 
the basis that both of their fathers committed one thing the “same way.” Therefore, 
although the protagonist finds that the man who committed suicide “should not have 
done that,” he also senses that the man perhaps had no better choice (“he didn’t feel 
the best”). The protagonist’s “understanding” of the suicide implies that he shares a 
psychological common ground with the man. 
The first line addresses an unnamed person, and since the song is dedicated to 
Robert Fitzgerald, the addressee should be the dedicatee. However, the line evokes 
the horrible act of Hemingway’s mother sending to her son at his request the shotgun 
his father used to commit suicide, and the mother’s act may be interpreted to be a 
kind of acquiescence to her son’s suicide. When the protagonist says that his mother 
has the shotgun, the theme of his own suicidal impulse is brought in the song. As the 
grizzly image is associated with death, the link between the protagonist and the 
grizzly-like man turns out to be that of suicide. Therefore, the man, whether 
Hemingway or not, appears to be an externalized image of the protagonist.  
The song ends with a tentatively positive message: “I refuse,/ hoping the guy go 
home.” However, the ambiguity in the song allows for different interpretations. If the 
man is the projection of the protagonist, the “guy” may refer to the protagonist 
himself, meaning that the protagonist is only hoping that he himself could go home. 
Obviously, the mother has not sent to him the shotgun, as she still “has” the shotgun, 
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and he “did hold back” from further ventures with the idea of suicide. The 
protagonist is perhaps still at a stage when he tries to turn away from the death of no 
matter whom, the man, the man’s father, his own father or even another person. It 
seems that although Henry in this song has an idea about the nature of his father’s 
death, he is not yet prepared to face the hard truth, and the suicide itself is still an 
unsorted melange of images and impressions that are prone to be triggered by any 
similar incident.  
The taxi image re-appears in Song 42 as “a cab,” but the song itself is more 
about the current state of his father rather than a direct treatment of the nature of his 
father’s death. The song might remind one of Jean Cocteau’s 1950 movie Orpheus in 
terms of the imagery, in which the car of Death delivers the poet’s body to the 
chateau. This image is presented in the song as “Fate winged me, in the person of a 
cab.” Death is still veiled, revealing that the protagonist is too fragile to face Death. 
The protagonist calls his father “journeyer, deaf in the mould, insane/ with violent 
travel & death” and complains that his father did not “consider [him]” as his “first 
son.” The protagonist realizes that his father’s “honour was troubled,” but he uses the 
verbs “I hear” and “I think I hear” to suggest that he has not been prepared to 
investigate the truth himself. This may confirm Dodson’s observation that Henry, 
“being a twentieth-century man, does not have the Greek or the eighteenth century 
notion of suicide as the noble, self-willed act of courage” and therefore views suicide 
“as both sin and a by-product of mental illness” as well as “shame and dishonour to 
the family of the suicide” (70-71). The word “honour” is mentioned twice in this 
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song, suggesting that the protagonist is still baffled over the moral nature of his 
father’s suicide.  
The title of Song 76 is “Henry’s Confession,” suggesting that Henry is talking 
candidly about himself. This is the penultimate song of 77 Dream Songs, the first 
installment of The Dream Songs. In the song, Henry pronounces that “in a modesty 
of death I join my father/ who dared so long agone leave me” (Lines 7-8). For the 
first time, Henry directly puts in words his death wish that is incurred by the father’s 
suicide, and he describes in detail as if he had witnessed the site of the suicide: “A 
bullet on a concrete stoop/ close by a smothering southern sea/ spreadeagle on an 
island, by my knee.” The phrase “by my knee” is especially shocking because the 
protagonist’s presence to the site is described in terms of the father’s spread-out body 
lying low, creating a sense that the father was degraded in dignity and morality.  
While elegiac songs form a central part in The Dream Songs, it is the elegy for 
the father that is fundamental. Ramazani maintains that “Berryman re-inserts the 
elegy’s displaced conflict into its originary domestic site,” and that the “oedipalized 
elegy … plays a crucial role in [Berryman’s] anguished labor of self-interpretation” 
(241). In the first installment of The Dream Songs, the protagonist is groping for an 
understanding of his father’s death. In the first song, the protagonist has only a very 
vague idea of the primordial loss as a departure from the preoedipal world, after 
which everything does not appear right (“nothing fell out as it might or ought”). The 
gradual awakening to the truth follows. Henry’s father is the central theme in Song 6, 
and Henry comes to relate himself to his father in terms of both personal and family 
history as well as cultural history. The uncertainty of the circumstances of his father’s 
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death is confirmed in Song 15, while a mysterious image of an island surfaces in a 
dream reported in Song 25. While the “dream about a Cat” may refer to his terror or 
even death, the images of the lyre and the island evoke the Orpheus myth, alluding to 
the poet’s identity of Henry and his future journey through Hell. The island may 
suggest the locale of his father’s death, and the Orpheus image may be re-evoked in 
Song 42 in another form. Song 34 typically presents the way Henry’s mind works 
during the initial stage of understanding the exact nature of his primordial loss. It is 
the first song that makes explicit the nature of his father’s death, but in a typical 
mechanism of dreamwork, the song could not provide Henry with a clear description 
of the truth of his father’s suicide. One reason may be provided by Song 42, in which 
the dishonour of his father’s suicide on the beach (“your stance on the sand”) results 
in his “blistered wish.” It is in Song 76 that Henry first refers unequivocally to his 
father’s suicide, and to his own fear of ending his own life as his father did. Song 76 
concludes the first installment of The Dream Songs, and echoes the “departure” in 
Song 1, as if the first song and the last two of the first installment of The Dream 
Songs function to wrap up the theme in a package.  
In the first three books of The Dream Songs, Henry has gradually learned the 
essential nature of his father’s death and can confront the actual psychic site of the 
suicide. In the second installment, Henry is seen to have progressed in his 
understanding of the father’s suicide and tries to exorcise the ghost that has haunted 
his life. In Song 136, Henry has become so centred round death that his world is “all 
centred in the end on the suicide/ in which I am an expert.” Henry can come out and 
candidly talk about his father’s suicide. The next mention of his father’s death is 
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closely related with his own experience of death. Song 143 declares that he will 
“honour the burnt cork, be a vaudeville man” to sing a sad song about himself. The 
word “honour” reminds one of Song 42 in which Henry finds his father’s troubled 
honour or dishonour in suicide, but now Henry can virtually stage his family drama 
as a performance to “bring your [the audience’s] heart to break.” When Henry 
describes in detail how his father tried to drown him, the traumatic experience is 
given a chance to show through, and Henry can give an outlet to his anger and long-
harboured fear. After he reveals that “That mad drive wiped out my childhood,” 
Henry can then “repeat: I love him/ until I fall into coma.” The word “coma” may 
suggest that although Henry may love his father, he does not understand the reasons 
behind his father’s suicide. Song 144 claims that “the truths that are revealed he is 
not buying.” Therefore, the forgiveness is not yet possible. Although in Song 144 he 
could claim that he “was almost clear on this subject,” Henry, with “death [growing] 
tall/ up Henry as a child,” has always felt “his death tugging within him.” The final 
stanza of Song 145 presents his ambivalent attitude toward his father:  
I cannot read that wretched mind, so strong 
& so undone. I have always tried. I—I’m  
trying to forgive 
whose frantic passage, when he could not live 
an instant long, in the summer dawn 
left Henry to live on. 
The passage may even suggest that Henry would rather his father had taken him 
along in his “frantic passage” from life than leave him behind. His father’s suicide 
not only “wiped out” his childhood but also continued to exert a devastating 
influence on his entire life.  
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After this group of songs, the references to his father usually show a sense of 
powerlessness to forgive before the ultimate exorcism in the penultimate song, Song 
384. Song 195 presents an image of Henry who tries hard to recollect himself: “I 
stalk my mirror down this corridor/ my pieces litter. Oklahoma, sore/ from my great 
loss leaves me.” Oklahoma has been the place Henry’s father committed suicide (and 
Berryman’s home state), and Henry can only wish that he could be cleansed of the 
unpleasant memory. However, as Henry’s world is already “all centred in the end on 
the suicide,” no matter whose death he encounters, Henry cannot distance himself. In 
Song 235, Hemingway’s suicide triggers his painful memory of his father’s suicide, 
and Henry cries out: “Mercy! My father; do not pull the trigger/ or my life I’ll suffer 
from you anger/ killing what you began.”  
Henry has always been trying to understand his father, and Song 241 reflects 
Henry’s own understanding of being a father: “Father being the loneliest word in the 
one language/ and a word only.” It seems that Henry is now relieving his father of the 
heavy responsibility for his “wretched” life. The understanding of the father’s 
loneliness in Song 241 is elaborated in Song 292 in which Henry reflects that his 
father “ruined in a grave in Oklahoma” was “loveless” except for him. Before he 
could be rid of the burden of his father’s death, a final somewhat philosophical 
understanding of the burden may be needed. Song 345 provides such a realization 
that “the messiness, the shame of committing one more evil act and the pain he 
would cause family and friends dissuade Henry from self-destruction” (Linebarger 
112); this time “disgrace“ is used to contrast with his father’s “troubled honour.” 
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Henry has finally achieved an understanding that “the wounds to the survivors is// the 
worst of the Act, the worst of the Act!” 
The penultimate song, Song 384, concludes Henry’s investigation of his 
father’s death, and during the process Henry also finds the ultimate cause of his own 
loss. In the penultimate song in the first instalment, Song 76, Henry learns the truth 
about his father’s suicide, and decides that he would set out to investigate (“I saw 
nobody coming, so I went instead”). In the penultimate song, Henry exercises a 
symbolic re-creation of the page torn out so that his own life can be redeemed. By 
“ax[ing] the casket open,” Henry, who himself has been “pried/ open for all the world 
to see [and] survived,” performs a resurrection rite on his father as if his father were 
now also a Lazarus. 
One of Henry’s main actions in the world of The Dream Songs is to investigate 
the nature of his father’s death, and with the progress of the investigation, Henry also 
learns about the nature of his loss and comes to terms with it through elegies. While 
the death of his father is the cause of the primordial loss, Henry experiences on his 
journey to explore the cause different losses beyond the loss of his father and 
childhood. The theme of loss looms large in The Dream Songs, and Berryman 
scholars and critics have not been able to afford to ignore the theme.  
One central approach to tackle this theme is to focus on the elegiac songs in The 
Dream Songs, and this approach has been very insightful after the so-called 
confessional paradigm in Berryman literature. The early representative critic taking 
this approach is Al Alvarez, whose claim that Berryman “has written an elegy on his 
brilliant generation and, in the process, he has also written an elegy on himself” has 
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been quoted on the back cover of the standard edition of The Dream Songs. 
Heffernan makes a similar observation, maintaining that “The Dream Songs represent, 
through their cumulative portrayal of Henry’s ‘plights & gripes,’ an open paradigm 
of grief and loss, fragmentation and spiritual collapse, that their author, as he worked 
through and beyond them, was obliged to transcend both as person and as poet” (235). 
Both place loss and mourning as the controlling theme. Because The Dream Songs 
elegizes quite a few poets and other figures contemporary to Henry and to the poet at 
the time of his writing about Henry, the theme of mourning has also become a place 
where the reality of Berryman’s world and the imagined world of Henry merge. 
Marjorie Perloff takes elegy as the point of departure in her essay “Poètes Maudits of 
the Genteel Tradition: Lowell and Berryman,” while Maio chooses to analyze the 
group of elegiac songs for Schwartz to make his central argument about Berryman 
who he claims to be representative of “the persona mode” of voice in modern 
American personal poetry. Ramazani presents Berryman’s Dream Songs under the 
section of “American Family Elegy,” in which he discusses the usual figures grouped 
under the label of the confessional poets. All in all, Berryman’s mourning of losses 
can be considered not only as the fundamental agency behind but also as the most 
important aspect of The Dream Songs.  
In these studies, Berryman’s elegies are foregrounded to strengthen his link 
with the group that shared, in Lowell’s frequently quoted phase, “the same life/ the 
generic one.” When The Dream Songs is approached from this perspective, two blind 
spots result. Firstly, the protagonist’s personal history is constructed from the poet’s 
oeuvre and considered to be typical in the group of the poet’s contemporaries. When 
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the theme of loss is studied, “the epistemology of loss,” a phrase from Berryman’s 
early poem “The Ball Poem,” is employed to link the boy-protagonist in the short 
poem with the adult-protagonist Henry in The Dream Songs. As a result, the early life 
of the middle-aged Henry in The Dream Songs is re-created through Berryman’s 
early work; in “The Ball Poem,” “the voice of the poet is asserting that he too has 
been here, but that now he is a man” (Berryhill xxx). Second, Henry’s losses are 
indiscriminatingly treated to be of the same nature, which fails to do full justice to the 
complexity of The Dream Songs. The “irreversible loss” which Henry has suffered 
before he could “have come out and talked” (Song 1) is different from the losses 
which Henry encounters “as he moves on in the world” (HA Interview 7), and most 
of the studies blanket the difference between the two kinds of losses.  
Elegy is usually discussed as a literary genre that charts Freud’s “work of 
mourning.” Mourning two different types of losses will result in two different types 
of elegy. Ramazani observes that “male elegists had long assumed the stance of sons 
grappling with parental figures [and] they had typically accomplished the transition 
from competitor to successor by incorporating the dead into their own language and 
identity” (234). This means that “oedipal antagonism might be expected in men’s 
elegies for real or poetic fathers” (263). While Ramazani tries to distinguish between 
“men’s elegy” and “the daughter’s elegy,” for the present study of Berryman, what 
Ramazani terms as the “anti-patriarchal anger” in women’s poetry will be considered 
as part of the family drama, in which paternal elegy is discussed. Inter-generational 
angst or oedipal angst underlies paternal elegy, but there may be no such angst 
among fellow poets or a poetry community. Elegy for the fellow poets may be termed 
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a fraternal elegy, and the fellow poets include all the poets being elegized regardless 
of sex, as the poet did not take those poets as father figures even when those poets 
may be from the poet’s “father’s” generation. The expansive process from the 
domestic nature of the paternal elegy to the public nature of the fraternal elegy 
corresponds to the process of the space construction in the poem, as has been 
analyzed in the preceding chapter.  
The quest for the truth behind a family tragedy may imply a certain degree of 
unknown danger. In the sense that Oedipus would not have suffered if he had not 
tried to discover the truth behind the plague which had befallen his people, the 
paternal elegy may be implicated in the Oedipus complex. The danger of the quest 
may loom large since the oedipalized elegy takes place in the relatively closed space 
of the private life, with both the elegist and the elegized sharing the domestic space 
of family relationship. The fraternal elegy takes place in the public space, with the 
elegist addressing to the public like the poetry of William Wordsworth constructing 
“a man speaking to men” (138). It is the “speaking to men” that makes the poet take a 
public-oriented stance. Indeed, the self-conceptions of Henry’s—and perhaps 
Berryman’s—audience is a male readership. Benjamin L. Harder also assumes that 
Berryman posited a male audience and demonstrates that Berryman “uses a castration 
motif to rewrite masculinity” (ix). From the perspective of the characterization of 
Henry, the oedipalized elegy is preconfigured as one defining feature in Henry’s 
psychological background, and this becomes the basis for Henry’s bathos for his 
fellow poets.  
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While it may be said that it is an epic decorum for the poem to begin at the 
middle of Henry’s life, the first song presents the character of “unappeasable Henry” 
as a man after the “irreversible loss.” However, this middle-aged man is a fatherless 
boy in search of his own manhood. This establishes an interpretative horizon for the 
readers to perceive not only the way in which “Henry, pried open for all the world to 
see, survived” but also the “long/ wonder” Henry will say to the world (Song 1). 
Henry’s sense of the irreversible loss is rooted in the loss of his father, and this 
becomes the underlying angst throughout the entire Dream Songs, as the 
preconfigured nature of loss and mourning is shown in many songs. In the earlier 
books when Henry’s character is still to be built from song to song and in the 
formative phase, fraternal elegy does not take much weight.   
Henry’s investigations into the nature of his father’s death and of his primordial 
loss provoke a journey of search of his own identity, as Ramazani says that “the 
father’s death elicits not only lament but also an equivocal search for origins” and 
that it becomes “a major structural device in The Dream Songs, giving shape to its 
emotive sprawl” (243). This process itself is embodied as Henry’s book of poetry, 
which can be taken as The Dream Songs. This finds an analogue in the first song. 
Song 1 implies that the entire Dream Songs is “what he [Henry] has now to say” to 
the world, while at the same time Henry has also been “pried/ open for all the world 
to see.” Ramazani observes that “the first Song suggests that the father’s death is the 
founding moment of Henry-Berryman’s maturity and poetic career” (243). This 
implies that the father’s suicide eventually triggers Henry and makes out of him a 
suffering artist. In a sense, the agency behind Henry is his endeavour to come to 
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terms with his father’s suicide, and Henry the artist was born upon his father’s 
suicide. 
Gradually, the word “loss” recurs in quite a few songs, in which the reference is 
not to the father. Although what has been lost is generally unspecified, the several 
songs in which “loss” is used may provide clues to the nature of loss. Song 101 may 
provide a good example for the possible implications of loss. It appears that loss in 
this song may be vaguely seen as a sense of lack and dispossession. The song relates 
“an extraordinary vivid dream” of several acquaintances, and a person called Don 
showed the protagonist the premise “on the grounds of a lunatic asylum.” The final 
stanza reads: 
I can’t go into the meaning of the dream 
except to say a sense of total LOSS 
afflicted me thereof: 
an absolute disappearance of continuity & love 
and children away at school, the weight of the cross, 
and everything is what is seems. 
While “the meaning of the dream” may be indecipherable to both the 
protagonist and the readers, the protagonist holds the reins of interpretation. However, 
readers may still be able to establish on the basis of the protagonist’s reflection a 
relation between the unspecified loss and the dream. It can be said that the dream is 
the result of the “sense of total LOSS [that has] afflicted [him].” The protagonist also 
illustrates the content of “loss.” The phrase “the absolute disappearance” may echo 
the “irreversible loss” while “continuity” may echo the “departure” in the first song. 
The “disappearance of continuity,” then, coincides with the appearance of Henry as a 
middle-aged man at the onset of the poem and suggests the break-up in Henry’s 
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history. The “weight of the cross” may refer to the burden of death, which may 
signify a psychological and emotional discontinuity and affliction deaths bring to the 
protagonist. A sense of detachment and coldness can be read out of the last line: 
“everything is what it seems.” The line seems to suggest that personal sufferings may 
not be shared with and understood by others, as everyone is taking what seems to be 
for what really is.  
The feeling of not being loved may be presented as typical of a person of a 
perceived low social status, as in Song 15. This song relates a man in the bar 
witnessing a woman claiming her dignity by “bawling” that “I may be only a Polack    
broad but I don’t lay easy.” The last stanza reads: 
Women is better, braver. In a foehn of loss 
entire, which too they hotter understand, 
having had it, 
we struggle. Some hang heavy on the sauce, 
some invest in the past, one hides in the land. 
Henry was not his favourite. 
Here, like “the sense of total LOSS” in Song 101 quoted above, the poet uses 
“entire” to qualify “loss.” The protagonist joins in the struggle in the “foehn of loss,” 
and the first person plural (“we struggle”) may include both the protagonist and the 
women as represented by the Polish woman. The two references to “some” may be 
part of the “we,” although it is hard to decide whom the “some” refers to. The one 
who “hides in the land” may refer to the protagonist’s father who was buried or 
Henry himself who withdraws into the countryside. The last line may either refer to 
the protagonist’s self-pitying comments that he is not loved by his father or a self-
ironic comment that Henry is not liked by himself. In both cases, loss is central to the 
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song, but the identification or alliance with the Polish woman is worthy of note. The 
way the protagonist perceives the Polish woman shows that the perspective he takes 
is developed from his psychological background. That is, loss of his father may have 
already influenced his way of perceiving the outside world.  
The sense of loss in the protagonist’s reflection toward the end of Song 101 
may be explicable, but the loss in Song 73 may prove a little more difficult to grasp. 
The song is entitled “Karesansui, Ryoani-ji.” The first word in the title, which 
literally means “dry mountain and water” (“dry landscape”), refers to the Japanese art 
of stone and sand arrangement in a temple garden, and the second word refers to the 
famous temple in Kyoto. The dry landscape is supposed to be both an artistic 
representation of a Zen idea and a “teaching material” of a Zen master. However, 
after the description of the garden, the protagonist is suddenly brought back: 
“Elsewhere occurs—I remembers—loss” (Line 19). The “loss” here may be purely a 
conception, without referring to anything in particular, or without the need to define 
the referent of “loss.” Thus, loss may refer to a generally understood concept. 
Alternatively, it seems that the loss here is brought in the landscape as the charged 
emptiness; the next song, which also mentions Kyoto, may be used to establish an 
understanding of the loss.  
As demonstrated earlier in this chapter, Henry’s investigation into the nature of 
his primordial loss is necessarily a linear development, clearing layer and layer of 
associations with and superimpositions upon the original traumatic experience and 
going deeper and deeper into the root of his loss as the poem evolves. The 
developmental process itself is also a gradual opening of the private space of Henry’s 
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paternal elegiac space within the family drama to the public space of fraternal elegiac 
space. When the writing of paternal elegy has become second nature to Henry, he 
cannot refrain himself from applying paternal elegy for others. Henry’s paternal 
elegiac mode is developed during his investigation into his father’s death, and during 
the process of his coming to terms with the death, he may become involuntarily 
fascinated by deaths, and he may then expand the elegiac mode of writing and apply 
it to the convenient object. If the father’s death becomes a structural device in The 
Dream Songs, then paternal elegy may be said to be Henry’s structural device to 
organize his world. This process also coincides with Henry’s increasing undisguised 
intake of the poet’s life experience into the Dream Songs world. After 77 Dream 
Songs was published with worldly success, “Berryman [was] no longer exploring but 
exploiting the form,” as Adam Kirsch observes (138), and “more and more, 
Berryman also uses the public forum of the Songs to pay private debts of gratitude” 
(139). 
While Kirsch points out Berryman’s strategy from the perspective of the 
content, I will suggest that this strategy also reflects a poetics in The Dream Songs. 
The abuse of The Dream Songs as a public forum or the expansion of Henry’s private 
space into the public space implies a certain kind of insincerity, by which it is meant 
that the protagonist’s feelings are considered genuine when they are generated and 
applied within the boundaries of The Dream Songs. This means that the world of The 
Dream Songs has some essential autonomy. Kirsch’s complaint seems to be that 
when Berryman comes out and brings in those names from his life into the world of 
The Dream Songs or Henry’s life, its legitimacy is not valid, because the contract 
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made between the readers and the poet has been on the basis of the text of 77 Dream 
Songs, and the conditions of the expansion of the contract could only be made along 
the conditions concerning Henry. Therefore, it is an abusive act to the readers of The 
Dream Songs for Berryman to express his gratitude to a friend for clearing up some 
trouble at his bank and declare his affection for the otherwise unknown “Maris & 
Valerie” and “Ellen” (139). One reason why Berryman does this, Kirsch seems to 
suggest, is that when “the writing of Dream Songs had become second nature,” 
Berryman could not refrain himself from “Henrify[ing]” poems (138).  
One way to apply the structural device into his world is to practice the custom 
of couvade by speaking for or voicing the others. In Song 124, Henry claims that 
“Couvade was always Henry’s favourite custom,/ better than the bride biting off the 
penises.” “Couvade” refers to “the custom in some cultures in which a man takes to 
his bed and goes through certain rituals when his child is being born, as though he 
were physically affected by the birth” (Oxford Dictionary Online). Berryhill 
paraphrases this anthropological phenomenon as “a leaving of the self, but at the 
same time … a recognition of the self’s need” (xxvii). Berryhill uses this term to 
explain Berryman’s effort to learn more about himself by imagining that he is 
someone else, such as being Jewish, or claiming that “I am her” with reference to the 
girl student who cried in his office (xxix-xxx). Henry’s claim for couvade is 
underlined with his fear of mutilation, in particular his fear of the vagina dentata, 
which also evokes his castration anxiety. Joseph Mancini, Jr. demonstrates that the 
technique in the voice switching between Berryman and Anne Bradstreet in Homage 
to Mistress Bradstreet typically illustrates Berryman’s couvade consciousness, and 
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“the poem becomes an enacting of the couvade in an almost literal sense, especially 
in the childbirth scenes” (175), when Anne Bradstreet “screams and moans her 
anguish and joy, … the poet who voices her words also screams joy and anguish” 
(175-176). Mancini claims that Berryman’s couvade consciousness is applied into 
The Dream Songs in the form of “voicing technique of speaking along with his 
character” (176), while Henry himself also practices the couvade “as he gave birth to 
and spoke along with personified aspects of himself” (177). This can be an 
involuntary projection of a person’s psyche onto the addressee by voicing the 
addressee while consciously keeping a distance.  
Henry’s couvade practice in the elegiac mode shows a tendency of involuntarily 
elegizing those who are not emotionally close to him. As “couvade observances are 
confined to the recurrent but brief period of the birth cycle” (Monroe 50), Henry’s 
couvade observance may be a way of over-generalization of a psychological stance. 
When Henry is adapted to a paternal elegiac mode in thinking, he involuntarily takes 
a certain perspective to look at the world. Song 29 may illustrate such a way of 
thinking. During a phase when Henry has not yet reached a clearer understanding of 
the nature of his father’s death, there appears to be a thing unspeakable that “sat 
down … on Henry’s heart/ so heavy, … [that] if he had a hundred years/ & more, …/ 
Henry could not make good.” The various sensory perceptions join into the mystery, 
making him unable to find a way out of the mind and clear his conscience. Therefore, 
he can only imagine that he himself is responsible for it. If a person were missing, he 
could believe that he himself is the murderer, as what he would like to do is to be 
responsible for another’s loss by showing sympathy to the person. This phenomenon 
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has been described by Freud in The Interpretation of Dreams as “Cain phantasy” 
(Ryder 67-68). The “Cain” mark also appears in Song 51 as “Is that thing on the front 
of your head what it seems to be, Pal?” In The Dream Songs, this “Cain phantasy” 
transfers into Henry’s self-assumed responsibilities for the sufferings of the others, 
and this can be seen in Henry’s response to the interlocutor’s question in Song 51 that 
he is “radioactive.”  
Samuel Maio observes that “When confronted with the news of a friend’s death, 
Berryman … often grew introspective and turned towards notions of his own death, 
or his father’s suicide” (110). Henry’s perspective on death is shaped from his 
investigation into his father’s death, and he develops an ambivalent attitude toward 
his father, as has been discussed in the previous chapter. On the one hand, during the 
process, his understanding of his father deepens with his understanding of himself, 
and the psychological link between them deepens too. On the other hand, when 
Henry comes to terms with his father’s suicide, he needs to exorcise the ghost that 
has been haunting him so that he can become an independent man.  
This duality of interrelation between Henry and his father is developed within 
the private space of the family drama. Paternal elegy is directed to one who is higher 
in the hierarchy, and the elegist’s dutiful uni-directional emotional investment is not 
only obliged but also required. In this sense, paternal elegy is essentially monotheist, 
while fraternal elegy may be understood to be polytheist. Fraternal elegy is targeted 
at a person who is considered as equal in the psychological hierarchy, and this elegiac 
mode can be applied to any person from the same strata as the elegized does not 
require exclusive emotional investment. Alternatively, fraternal elegy can be 
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generated from elegy for one person and proliferated, and the elegist himself is the 
autonomous subject who has the initiative to re-invest emotions into fraternal elegy. 
Paternal elegy, on the contrary, can only be generated once and for all, and the elegist 
is subjected to the requirement of the oedipalized elegiac mode. If fraternal elegy 
requires the elegist to identify with the elegized, the monotheist paternal elegy 
requires the elegist to identify with himself. Essentially, paternal elegy is narcissistic 
and introspective while fraternal elegy is altruistic and extrospective. The monotheist 
elegy is built on the basis that the elegist is not only eulogizing or exorcizing to 
deliver the dead but that the elegist himself will take the place of the dead. Peter 
Sacks’ input on the differences between American elegies and English ones may help 
to understand my differentiation between paternal and fraternal elegy. Sacks explains 
elements in American elegies to reveal aspects of a national character:  
These poems are often volatile, and rebellious, as if the poets were 
unusually resistant to the very submission we now recognize as crucial to 
mourning. With less of a tradition of authoritarian hierarchies, and with an 
opposite legacy of egalitarianism, the elegist may be hard-pressed to accept 
or invent the kind of overruling figure of authority to whom his desires 
must be subjected. In this predicament, not only will the mourner find it 
difficult to achieve consolation but he may tend to oscillate erratically 
between postures of defiance on the one hand and victimization on the 
other. (314)   
In Song 292, the precondition of the elegy is that the “father will not swim 
back/ ruined in a grave in Oklahoma.” The elegy is to send the dead further away 
instead of eulogizing him in order to “commemorate” him. In Song 384, the 
protagonist has “made this awful pilgrimage” actually because the elegized (the 
father) is the one “who cannot visit me, who tore his page/ out.” When this 
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interaction is expanded to the public space in Henry’s elegies for others, the interplay 
of pre-identification and exorcism will clash. As a result, Henry’s fraternal elegy 
always appears to be and is subject to a sympathetic mourning. 
Song 38 is an elegy for Robert Frost, whom Henry personally has met and 
respected. The song appears to be more introspective in nature, as it is focused more 
on Henry than on Frost. As has discussed in Chapter II, in this song, Henry appears to 
care more about how to learn about the reasons behind Frost’s reputation than 
expressing sincere condolence, and this sends Henry into musing on whether “the 
source of noble” may come to him. While Nikita Khrushchev “bellows his 
condolence” to Frost’s family, it is “Kay,/ & Ted, & Chris & Anne” that the half-
hearted Henry “thinks of,” because they helped him before (“who eased his fearful 
way/ from here, in here, to there”). The Russian leader who pays condolence to Frost 
is sarcastically described as “the Russian grin” that “bellows,” which Henry perhaps 
feels jealous. He even resentfully utters “down with the listener” (of the condolence, 
perhaps?).  
Although Henry should not be confused with Berryman, the implementation of 
Berryman into Henry may be acceptable when the figures concerned are actual 
persons such as Frost. In The Dream Songs, the elegies of the poets are always 
composed by the poet from his point of view. It is this perspective that sets Henry’s 
paternal elegy from fraternal elegy, and we know that Berryman could never stand on 
his father’s grave and angrily stomp, trying to pry open the casket.  
Berryman was heard to immediately ask “Who’s number one? Who’s number 
one?” upon hearing that Frost had died (Life 319). While Berryman admired Roethke 
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as “a marvelous poet,” he would also claims that Roethke “was interested in love and 
money; and if he had found a combination of them in something else, he would have 
dedicated himself to it instead of poetry” (Kostelanetz 106). This is reflected in his 
elegy for Roethke. Song 18 is an elegy for Theodore Roethke, entitled “A Strut for 
Roethke,” in which Henry pigeonholed him as “The Garden Master,” and favoured 
weeds instead of men. There is a purposeful diminishment in the elegy, and the song 
ends with a note of relief and comfort. It is noted that this elegy was written to be 
published instead of as a condolence: “I sent it to Beatrice, his widow, with a letter 
pseudo-consoling….I haven’t decided who to give it to yet; I’m tempted by Kenyon 
[Review]…” (Life 331). There is an obvious split within the song in terms of voice, 
one maintaining the elegiac mood as a mourner and the other trying to maintaining 
the elegiac art as an elegist. Of course, the elegist’s purpose is to compose an elegy, 
while the mourner hopes to borrow the form to convey his condolence. Therefore, 
there exists a gap between the elegist’s artistic pursuit and the mourner’s emotional 
expression.   
Samuel Maio makes a point of the gap in the group of elegies for Delmore 
Schwartz, and argues for his analysis of “the personal mode” in the voice used by 
exposing the distinction between the voices in the elegies between the elegist and the 
mourner. The first nine lines of Song 146 read: 
These lovely motions of the air, the breeze,  
tell me I’m not in hell, though round me the dead  
lie in their limp postures  
dramatizing the dreadful word instead  
for lively Henry, fit for debaucheries  
and bird-of-paradise vestures 
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only his heart is elsewhere, down with them 
& down with Delmore specially, the new ghost 
haunting Henry most: 
The voice of the first person here is that of a mourner, who is physically present 
at the site among the dead, passively receiving the message from the air and breeze as 
if a walking dead. The lines are spoken by the “I” speaker who also calls himself in 
the third person “Henry” as has often been the case in The Dream Songs, but these 
lines are not “composed” by the speaker. The speaker is only a witness, allowing 
what he sees flow out of his mouth. The fourth line does try to enact a shift of 
perspective through the italicized “instead” so that Lines 5 and 6 may turn to Henry’s 
self-referring third person. However, the following lines pull Henry “elsewhere” and 
“down there” so that Henry cannot take hold of the turn of utterance marker 
“instead.” Henry remains a mourner, with his heart identified with the mourned.  
In the last stanza of the poem, however, the “I” speaker becomes active, and he 
stands apart from the others instead of being among the dead: 
“Down with them all!” Henry suddenly cried. 
Their deaths were theirs. I wait on for my own, 
I dare say it won’t be long. 
I have tried to be them, god knows I have tried, 
but they are past it all, I have not done, 
which brings me to the end of this song. 
The “I” speaker in this stanza is the elegist and the “author” of “this song.” 
When this speaker stops, the song comes to its end. In this stanza, the “I” speaker is 
not presented as a witness but as an introspective agent, reflecting and initiating 
actions that could link himself with “them” through the performativity of words. The 
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distinction between the “I” speaker and “them” highlights the autonomy of the 
speaker. There are two different “I” speakers in the two stanzas, and they perform 
different functions. When they are used in one song, there is a shift of perspective 
and an interaction goes on. The shift takes place when “down with them” is passed 
from the first “I” speaker to the second “I’ speaker. As the second “I” speaker takes 
the authorial voice, its perspective of constructing the horizon for interpretation is 
easily adopted.  
As has discussed, paternal elegy functions essentially to erase the trace of the 
elegized instead of bringing him back to the memory so that the elegist can mature, 
and Henry’s fraternal elegy is the result of the expansive application of the paternal 
elegy. As a result, the power of Henry’s fraternal elegy is neutralized toward the end 
by the paternal elegiac mode, even though it sets out to be a fraternal elegy. In Song 
146, the first stanza can be read as a very powerful elegy, but when the “self-centred” 
Henry takes hold of the voice in the song, the elegy for Schwartz turns into a self-
elegy. The most important feature of the elegiac mode in The Dream Songs is the 
turn from writing the elegy for others in the form of fraternal elegy to writing the 
self-elegy in the form of paternal elegy. As The Dream Songs is essentially 
constructed round Henry’s paternal elegy, which is narcissistic and introspective in 
nature, Henry’s elegies for his contemporaries become a grafting of paternal elegy 
onto fraternal elegy.  
With this understanding of the elegiac mode in The Dream Songs, it follows 
that Henry’s mourning of his contemporaries is sympathetic or self-reflective in 
nature, although this does not mean that the mourning is not sincere. Instead, it may 
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be argued that due to Henry’s oedipalized elegiac mode, Henry always tries to seek 
sympathetic response through establishing links with even the dead, as if he is the 
one with a “Cain phantasy” in need of the other’s presence to clear for his conscience. 
Henry’s sympathetic mourning is both an elegy for another and an elegy for himself. 
Therefore, there are two tendencies in Henry’s elegiac mode. On the one hand, Henry 
is eager to expand his elegiac mode to any person whom he could apply it to; on the 
other hand, Henry’s elegy is essentially about himself. This duality also shows on 
Berryman himself. Haffenden observes: 
Berryman showed curious and ambivalent aspects of his character in his 
bearing towards the dead. In one respect, he enshrines his friends as … 
“the sacred dead,” who offered him no further competition and 
unquestionably received his jealous identification. But he could express 
himself with a seemingly equal emotion for those who were not his 
friends, especially if their deaths were violent, or suicidal like Sylvia 
Plath’s, and triggered both an old manner of grief for his father and his 
theory about the dispensation of his own life. He could arrogate the dear 
dead to himself as emblems, and sometimes expressed a grief in excess of 
familiarity. There is no reason at all to doubt the reality and intensity of 
his mourning, however, since it was proper only to himself. Yet there is 
an ambivalence evident in the degree to which those deaths readily served 
Berryman as copy for his verses. (Life 331)  
While the same thing can be said about Henry, there is still difference between 
Henry and Berryman. Henry is not Berryman as Henry is a character, part of which is 
developed within the boundaries of the Dream Songs world, especially so in the early 
songs in which Henry’s personality is given a keynote through his interaction with 
the unnamed interlocutor. What houses both Berryman and Henry under one roof is 
the meta-structure of The Dream Songs, in which Henry as a character opens to the 
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actual world. When the actual world is integrated into the Dream Songs world, the 
protagonist becomes a compound character incorporated with both Berryman and 
Henry. Henry’s world is essentially constructed within the world of The Dream 
Songs, and his personality is revealed through his dialogues with his unnamed friend 
or himself in different persons, but as the poem evolves, Henry’s world increasingly 






















In the concluding chapter of the dissertation, I would like to first of all offer a 
brief account of the substance of this dissertation and then I outline the intention and 
consequences of the arguments made. I will also comment on the possible areas of 
further investigation which the present dissertation does not focus on, and finally I 
will outline what I consider to be the fundamental achievements of The Dream Songs.  
This study starts with an observation that the context for reading John 
Berryman’s Dream Songs has changed. One important change is that the so-called 
confessional paradigm—still somewhat a mainstay of pedagogical approaches to 
Berryman’s period in American literature—has become inadequate to do full justice 
to The Dream Songs. The confessional paradigm requires that the critics and readers 
be somewhat knowledgeable about both the socio-historical specificities and the 
personal details before they can read the text, and the understanding of the text is 
expected to be through the perspective of biographical positivism. Even though the 
readers may not take a biographical approach to The Dream Songs, they may feel 
more comfortable with a more comprehensive understanding of the details in the 
poem. The comfort from understanding of the socio-historical specificities may be a 
little more easily attained for the readers who are contemporary to the work and the 
author, but how should the readers 40 years after the poet’s death read a poem with 
obscure personal references?  Of course, readers can resort to annotations to the text. 
However, in the contemporary context of postmodern times, the distinction between 
the actual and the constructed, which might have been stable in Berryman’s time, has 
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also been under revision. Even for a literary text, “‘[factual] information’ is 
potentially as problematic as the text it allegedly resolves or explains” (Ryder 7). No 
matter how positively one may trace the “facts” from the poem back to the poet’s life, 
a biographical reading of The Dream Songs will mostly remain essentially in the 
same paradigm of interpretation. This means that the literariness of the poem is 
downplayed. In Ryder’s words, the literary text “becomes ‘fiction’ to annotation’s 
‘fact,’ ‘quotation’ to annotation’s ‘source,’ ‘literature’ to annotation’s ‘history’” 
(ibid.). 
The debate over the actual and the fictional in The Dream Songs has always 
been an issue. On the one hand, Berryman consistently insisted that Henry is an 
imaginary character, while on the other hand, he himself could not deny the 
resemblance between him and Henry. The protagonist Henry is a character in the 
constructed world of The Dream Songs, and as the sequence evolves, the world of 
The Dream Songs increasingly takes on the actualities from the real world of the poet, 
so that the protagonist becomes a compound character of Henry and the poet. This 
has made Henry a unique literary character in American poetic consciousness. “This 
fusion of Berryman’s will and Henry’s personality with the chaos of life’s chance 
direction,” as Dodson concludes, “creates a persona who is deeply missed when the 
song is over” and this character “assumes a reality beyond the page” (145). The 
“reality beyond the page” may be understood as the integrated reality that is verbally 
represented in the long poem and points to the worlds both inside and outside the 
poem. The character of Henry becomes the hinge between the inside and the outside.  
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When the study proposes that The Dream Songs be read as an artistic product in 
its own right, it means that the world of The Dream Songs should be considered 
autonomous and singular. This autonomy allows the poet to put himself into the 
poem but at the same time claim that the protagonist is an imaginary character. 
Therefore, the study proposes a structural device which is called the meta-structure. 
Basically, the idea of the meta-structure is to allow for the co-existence of both the 
real and the fictional. In the light of Jean Baudrillard’s elucidation of the integral 
reality, the study proposes an integrated reality of the Dream Songs world that exists 
under the meta-structure of The Dream Songs. No matter how many points there may 
be at which the poet and the protagonist touch, the trajectory of movement they chart 
is within the world of The Dream Songs. It is under this structural device that the 
actual and the fictional could co-exist.  
The fictional is constructed first of all within the songs, and especially through 
the imaginary character Henry and through the dialogues between Henry and his 
unnamed friend as well as between different personae of Henry. However, Henry is 
the name of the protagonist, but his unnamed interlocutor-friend also calls him by the 
name of Bones with various epithets. When the protagonist answers the call, he 
becomes what the interlocutor names him. As the interlocutor is never assigned a 
name, he is constructed as an immaterial existence, a bodiless voice, one of whose 
functions is to define and maintain the identity of Bones as different from Henry. 
Therefore, the dialogue functions to maintain the dual personality of the protagonist 
as Henry and Bones, who speak through different voices in the poem.  
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The duality of the personality refers to the two aspects of one personality shown 
in one character, and the divergence is exhibited most explicitly when the character 
Henry answers different addresses. In particular, when he is called Mr Bones and 
answers the call, he is not only named Mr Bones by his unnamed friend but also 
presents himself as a blackface persona and speaks and acts accordingly.  
In The Dream Songs, the difference between character and personality is 
fundamental. Malachy Walsh summarizes the relation between character and 
personality as follows: 
It is a mistake to identify personality with character. Character is an 
attribute of human essence: it is permanent, underlies the substance of 
action; and it is both intense and definitive. A man has character but he 
puts on a personality. Where character is the structure of the self, 
personality is the ability to reveal the self in all its many facets. Personality 
is the ability to communicate a person or “to come across.” (quoted in 
Dodson, 145-6, italics original) 
In The Dream Songs, “the ability to reveal the self” obviously includes Henry’s 
choice of different registers of language, and a different choice implies a different 
facet of the protagonist’s personality, but generally Henry as the protagonist has two 
domains of personality: the whitefaced and the blackfaced.    
The duality of the protagonist’s personality in the songs is usually enacted 
through the shift of perspective and pronoun. Usually, the protagonist starts to speak 
in the first or the third person, as if he were describing what he sees or addressing at 
the implied audience in the form of a monologue. Then the interlocutor intercedes 
with a response or a question to initiate the protagonist’s reply, and therefore the 
protagonist is engaged in a dialogue as Bones. The protagonist’s initial monologue 
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enunciated from Henry is turned into Bones’ part of a dialogue, and with the shift of 
personae comes the shift of perspectives. Therefore, dialogue in The Dream Songs 
becomes the site for the interaction between voices. 
The multiple voices of the protagonist are essential to the constructed nature of 
the Dream Songs world. In the earlier songs, Henry is a heterogeneous character 
inbuilt with different voices and personae, and the heterogeneity is maintained 
through the local space for dialogues within individual songs. The heterogeneous 
nature of the protagonist’s personality allows for both internal dialogues within the 
protagonist’s mind and dialogues between the protagonist and the interlocutor, and 
the resultant local space for dialogue is self-contained within the boundaries of the 
constructed world of individual songs. In the songs with the dialogues, the 
fictionality of the protagonist is highlighted. 
The self-contained nature of the local space within a song also implies that the 
space of the protagonist is isolated. Due to the irreversible nature of the loss that the 
protagonist suffers, the dialogues between the different voices and personae of the 
protagonist cannot lead out of the abyss of the primordial loss, in which the 
protagonist develops a disintegration anxiety. Anyone beyond the semi-closed local 
space for dialogues is perceived as the other, and in the protagonist’s mindset there is 
always “a law against him.” The law presents itself in the protagonist’s world as the 
confrontation between the “I” and the “they.” In the protagonist’s mindset, the “I” 
represents all the victimized which in particular includes the protagonist’s generation 
of poets while the “they” represents all the victimizers, which includes God.  
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The deaths of the protagonist’s fellow poets not only trigger his reflection of the 
fate of his lot but also function to bring him out of the isolated space for dialogues 
within the songs. Although the divide between the first person (singular and plural) 
and the third person plural still stands, his fellow poets are out there in the public 
space in the external world. Therefore, by elegizing his fellow poets, the protagonist 
goes out of his private space.  
The private space of the protagonist has been centred round his primordial loss, 
which is essentially the loss of the father. The elegy for the father is a fundamental 
structural device of The Dream Songs, and the protagonist’s mourning the loss of the 
father is the process to come to terms with the nature of the loss and to bring it to 
term. This process becomes a journey from his private space of family drama to the 
public space, which becomes also a journey of self-exploration and discovery. 
Paternal elegy is essentially introspective and monotheist in nature, while the elegies 
for fellow poets, which may be termed fraternal elegy, is essentially extrospective 
and polytheist. The primordial loss leaves such an inerasable traumatic mark on the 
protagonist’s psyche that he develops a kind of “Cain phantasy,” which leads him to 
imagine that he is responsible for the other’s loss.  
The way the protagonist approaches the public space when he comes out of his 
private space is to sympathize with the victims, which the protagonist claims to be 
the custom of couvade. Essential to the couvade is psychophysiological pain the 
custom practitioner believes he suffers, and the initial instance of couvade was shown 
in the childbirth experience in Berryman’s early long poem Homage to Mistress 
Bradstreet. During the representation of the female protagonist’s childbirth 
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experience, the poet claimed to “[have] been going through the couvade” (Mancini 
169). The custom of couvade implies a gender crossing empathy, and this empathy 
can be said to have been one of the fundamental methods Berryman had adopted in 
his poetry writing. In his early poems such as “Nervous Songs,” different personae 
are presented, with Berryman behind the poems. Then, the poet wrote himself into a 
long poem in which he as a modern poet had engaged into a dialogue with a 
seventeenth-century woman poet, and during the process the poet claimed he had 
suffered in reality (“The little monster nearly killed me!” as quoted in Eileen 
Simpson, 226). The fusion between the represented world in the poem and the poet’s 
physical world is developed further in The Dream Songs, in which different types of 
empathy are shown both between the different personalities of the same character and 
others and between the different characters. The unnamed friend may be seen as a 
figure like one of  Job’s Comforters “who pretend to be Job’s friends [and] sit down 
and lament with him” (Kostelanetz 110), and this can be taken as inter-personal 
empathy. The relation between the whitefaced Henry and the blackfaced Bones, 
however, means an intra-personal relation between two facets of the personality in 
the same character across ethnic and social divides. While the nature of the unnamed 
friend’s identity and existence cannot be pinned down, it is safe to argue that the 
relationship between him and the protagonist is confined to the world of The Dream 
Songs, just like that between the whitefaced Henry and the blackfaced Bones. The 
relationship between Henry and other figures in The Dream Songs, such as Henry’s 
poet friends and associations, is developed beyond the Dream Songs world. In the 
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relationships between Henry and his associations who died in the world of The 
Dream Songs, couvade is shown as a kind of sympathetic mourning.  
While sympathetic mourning enables the protagonist to face the actual world 
with actual people, the process of opening the private space to the public one also 
implies a gradual amalgamation of the voices within the protagonist as he is 
increasingly defined by the external world. The fictionality of the protagonist 
decreases as he is integrated into the actual world. There may not be a clearly 
definable turning point to illustrate when and where the protagonist becomes more 
real. However, the group of “op. posth.” Poems, which forms Book 4 at the middle of 
The Dream Songs and which explicitly refers to the underworld and the life after 
death, may be read as structurally, thematically and symbolically charting the course 
of the protagonist’s walking out of the Hell. In this sense, the protagonist’s 
investigations into the nature of his “irreversible loss” and the following coming-to-
terms with his father’s death form a journey of not only self-discovery but also self-
recovery.  
In writing The Dream Songs, Berryman did construct a world of its own instead 
of relying upon the existent world, which he maintained as one of the important 
requirements in writing a long poem (Freedom 330). In doing so, Berryman had 
developed a character with different facets of personality, and in order to highlight 
the dynamic relationships between these facets, he unprecedentedly created an 
interlocutor to help weave a network of voices and personae. Berryman himself 
claimed in his National Book Award acceptance speech on 12 March 1969 that he 
had “set up The Dream Songs as hostile to every visible tendency in both American 
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and English poetry’ and that his aim was “the reproduction or invention of the 
motions of a human personality, free and determined, in one case feminine, in the 
other masculine” (quoted in Haffenden, Life 352). Berryman wrote in the time when 
rejecting some of the modernist precepts was a normal practice, but on the whole the 
aesthetics behind the mode of writing had not entered the period of what is now 
called postmodernism. Thus, during the period of writing the confessional poetry that 
approached the social from the perspective of the individual, Berryman wrote from 
the apparent perspective of an individual but actually incorporated the social into the 
individual. If the confessional poetry may be argued to be about what is behind the 
closed door of the family, Berryman’s poetry can be compared to an open house of 
the actual life. However, due to the openness to the external world, the imaginary 
character based partly on its creator may sometimes appear to be inseparable from its 
creator, as if the characters living in the open house increasingly live with a certain 
degree of performance. And it may be said that Berryman’s creation of the Dream 
Songs world embodies the poetry as Marianne Moore claimed to be “imaginary 
gardens with real toads in them” (135), although sometimes Berryman himself might 
not be able to tell whether he had entered the world as a real person or an imaginary 
character.  
In the interview conducted in late October 1970 for Paris Review, two years 
after the publication of the second installment of The Dream Songs, and fourteen 
years after the publication of Homage to Mistress Bradstreet, Berryman reflected his 
writing career. When he talked about Homage, there was the following exchange 
between him and the interviewer: 
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Berryman: …. The great exception was this; it did not occur to me to have 
a dialogue between them—to insert bodily Henry into the 
poem…Me, to insert me, in my own person, John Berryman, I, into 
the poem… 
Interviewer: was that a Freudian slip? 
Berryman: I don’t know. Probably. (33)  
We know that in Homage the “I” character is “the poet” instead of Henry who 
is the protagonist of The Dream Songs, and we also know that Berryman had been 
very consistent in keeping the distinction between him as the poet and Henry as his 
character. However, in this section of the dialogue, not only did Berryman admit that 
he was his “character” but also confused himself with Henry. One of the aims of the 
present study is to find a framework in which the indistinguishability could be 
accommodated. The proposed framework is the concept of the constructed world of 
The Dream Songs which allows for the integration of the actualities of the poet into 
the fictionality of the world created in the poem.  
While the proposed framework of meta-structure itself does not solve the 
problem that The Dream Songs lacks a coherent internal structure, it has developed a 
theoretical perspective to approach The Dream Songs. With this new perspective, the 
open structure of the poem can be interpreted from two aspects. On the one hand, due 
to its overlapping with the real world it is based on, the progress of The Dream Songs 
follows the spatio-temporal logic of the world, and this logic itself functions as an 
implicit structure or meta-structure; on the other hand, the characterization of Henry 
is realized through often consciously organized local narratives which reflect Henry’s 
movement in his world and the different areas or springs of his hopes and fears. 
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This perspective has been an attempt to break through the boundaries of what 
Thomas Travisano terms the confessional paradigm, but it does not embrace a 
postmodernist view of the poem that sees in some textual and thematic elements of 
The Dream Songs the “postmodern” features common to the poetry to be written with 
a drastically different aesthetics. Rather, my perspective toward the poetry by the 
generation of John Berryman is akin to James Breslin’s claim that American poetry at 
this juncture “once again became modern, ‘of the present’” (xv), which reflects 
essentially the spirit of Ezra Pound’s slogan “Make It New” within the modernist 
paradigm.  
To ensure the feasibility of the framework and the validity of the perspective, it 
is necessary to account for the relation between Berryman and Henry as represented 
through events in the poem. For the present study, the question that rises from the 
relation may come down to this: Does one have to know about Berryman’s life so 
that the poem can be understood and appreciated? I have examined some details of 
the poet’s personal life to argue that there are uncertainties and misrepresentations 
even in the poet’s words about crucial events in his life. Through the exploration of 
the biographical information, I hope to demonstrate that the use of personal life in 
The Dream Songs can by itself be a way for the poet to formalize himself, a position 
which may be illustrated by Berryman’s own words: “The differences between 
entertainment and art have less to do with the audience and the writer’s immediate 
intention than with his whole fundamental attitude toward doing what he does at all. 
Inverting the common notion, art for the artist we might oddly regard as a means” 
(quoted in Haffenden, Life 253). Berryman’s belief that art could both report and 
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create life becomes fundamental in my proposed way to approach his Dream Songs. 
The dual function of Henry to “report” and “create” has rarely been explored in the 
existing critical literature on Berryman, and this is due largely to the lack of the 
concept of “integrated” world a long poem can establish.  
When the nature of the Dream Songs world is defined, the developments in the 
poem can be charted. I have traced three main trajectories in The Dream Songs 
hitherto not well explored. The first trajectory traces by analyzing the voice used how 
the constructed nature of the Dream Songs world gradually shifts from the more 
fictionalized nature in the early books to the more actualized nature in later ones. 
Parallel to this trajectory is the spatial shift in The Dream Songs from the earlier 
closed space within the dialogues between the protagonist and the interlocutor to the 
later space open to the actual world. The third trajectory describes Henry’s journey of 
investigating the nature of his father’s suicide, which initially looms only as a 
traumatic primordial loss and is gradually clarified. Alongside this trajectory is 
Henry’s elegiac mode shift from the paternal elegy to fraternal, under which runs a 
tendency of sympathetic mourning. These three trajectories try to map out the 
contours and major formations of the topography of Henry’s personality and 
encompass three of the important aspects that construct The Dream Songs as a unique 
long poem.  
However, no criticism can exhaust its subject. In the course of writing this 
dissertation, many areas for possible exploration naturally suggest themselves at 
many points and crossings along the above mentioned trajectories. In order to focus 
on the main thread of the argument and at the same time to invest detailed analysis of 
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the individual songs, I have not explored thoroughly when describing the spatial shift 
in The Dream Songs how the places mark Henry’s wandering in the world, although 
it may help illuminate how Henry’s personality is constructed. While I see the 
investigation of his father’s death as a journey of self-discovery and even recovery, I 
have left untouched its connection with Henry’s idea of God. The theological 
implications of Henry’s quest, only touched in passing in the discussion of paternal 
elegy in connection with the family tragedy of Oedipus, remain to be an inviting 
direction for further exploration. By the end of the poem, Henry appears to have 
reached a certain degree of reconciliation with his dead father through a way of 
anger-releasing exorcism, while in the earlier part of the journey the father was 
perceived and represented as a victimizer and abandoner. This may be explored in 
relation with not only the personal search for meaning of the character as an 
individual who is also the representative of a generation but also the universal pursuit 
of meaning in the human-God relation. 
In the discussion regarding perspective and personae, some of the issues have 
not been given thorough analysis and theorization. Berryman’s use of black dialect, 
booze talk and coarse language may be examined through some contextualization 
within the political and cultural movements in the sixties which may even cast light 
to what have been done within the so-called confessional paradigm. On the whole, I 
have also bypassed stylistic analysis or technical aspect of Berryman’s language 
which has been an important issue to evaluate Berryman’s contribution to and status 
in American poetry. Along with the stylistic shift from the earlier highly condensed 
songs to the later relatively prosaic songs is the dilution of thematic density, which 
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reflects in the recurrence of many images and incidents as well as the non-linear 
structure of thematic development. Berryman claimed in his prefatory notes that 
“Many opinions and errors in the [Dream] Songs are to be referred not to the 
character Henry,… but to the title of the work,” which suggests that the role of 
“dreams” and dream-work is significant though I have only touched on it in passing. 
Charles Thornbury’s seminal essay on the significance of dreams in The Dream 
Songs by way of the analysis of linguistics features may provide much insight when 
the approach is aligned to my perspective. Berryman once claimed that the songs are 
structured in The Dream Songs according to Henry’s “areas of hope and fear” (HA 
Interview 6), and while I have examined one particular area of Henry’s fear, the area 
of hope may be investigated as its contrapuntal thread in the same trajectory of 
development. 
The above mentioned points for further research may help to illustrate that The 
Dream Songs is a work truly worthy of more thorough study than the present status 
of research literature has shown. Suzanne Ferguson remarks that The Dream Songs 
“were a sensation, but sui generis” (xvi), which in a way point to both Berryman’s 
achievement and critics’ bafflement. It would be safe to conclude from Ferguson’s 
two phrases that Berryman’s central achievement in The Dream Songs has the 
creation of Henry firstly from the poet’s conceptions and later from his mirror image, 
and the result is a constructed world of The Dream Songs that integrates both reality 
and fictionality. 
To the extent that Berryman’s Dream Songs both creates and reports Henry, 
while Henry in The Dream Songs also reports himself, it may be said that The Dream 
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Songs is the surreality or “supreme fiction” in which both Berryman and Henry are 
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